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SUMMARY
The main areas of study covered by this thesis 
are:
1. Analysis of the past performance of the market 
for neu housebuilding, and projections of 
future activity, over the period 1977 to 1986, 
for the number and type of duelling comple­
tions. -
2. Analysis of the usage of materials in neu 
housebuilding and the factors uhich might pro­
mote or inhibit the substitution of materials.
3. Identification of areas in neu housebuilding 
uhere further substitution might occur over 
the period 1977 to 1986.
4. Future demand for housebuilding materials based 
on the forecasts of completions and the usage 
of materials.
Neu duelling completions over the next ten years 
are estimated to be at an annual average rate of 
305,000, - 15,000, uith maximum demand occurring 
during the tuo year period 1981/82. Activity 
betueen the private and public sectors uill depend
on the Government of the day. A Conservative 
administration uill probably support the private 
sector and a Labour administration can be expected 
to lean more towards the public sector. Duelling 
types and sizes are not expected to shou any 
marked change but there uill probably be a tend­
ency towards smaller units.
The usage of materials in various duelling types 
has been identified and has been measured by the 
amount required for each 100 square metres of 
floor area constructed. Substitution of materials 
has been found to be determined by their initial 
costs. The cheaper the material the more likely 
it is to lead the market. The technical perform­
ance of a material and its cost in use are not 
«
considered to be the main factors which control 
substitution.
Further substitution and innovation of materials 
uill most likely take place through changes in the 
Building Regulations. Particularly important in 
this aspect are the regulations which control the 
thermal insulation of duellings. It is antici­
pated that before 1986 these regulations uill be 
more stringent and this should give materials 
manufacturers the opportunity to innovate uith 
neu materials.
Throughout the period 1977 to 1986 it is not 
thought that manufacturers of materials, for neu 
housebuilding, uill experience any difficulties 
in supplying the demand of the market. The only 
problem uhich might occur is if overall activity 
continues to decline and the capacity of the 
materials industries decreases to a point uhere 
it cannot quickly rise to meet an upsurge in 
demand. Should this happen, it is not expected 
that the difficulties uill ^take very long to 
overcome.
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INTRODUCTION
The primary objectives of this thesis are to 
analyse the market for neu housebuilding and 
the usage of materials uithin it. In attempt­
ing to cover these objectives, the following 
areas of study have been pursued:
1. A,review of the past performance of the 
housebuilding market. *
2. Estimation of the usage of materials in 
neu housebuilding over recent years.
3. To trace, where possible, the substitution 
pattern of one housebuilding material for 
another.
4.- To try to identify the factors which might 
promote or inhibit substitution.
5. To estimate new housebuilding completions 
over the next ten years in terms of volume 
and type.
6. To determine the demand for housebuilding 
materials over the next ten years based on 
information obtained on materials usage and
the forecasts of neu housebuilding.
7. To identify areas where, further substitution 
might occur.
8. To assess the demand for materials based on 
limited substitution.
Various methods of approach have been used in 
attempting to achieve the above objectives.
Much information on duelling completions and 
production of building materials uas obtained 
from official statistics, uhich are published 
at regular intervals. Unpublished statistics 
and other information uere gathered from private 
market research agencies, materials manufact­
urers and government departments. Surveys 
carried out on private housebuilders provided 
additional information on the usage of mater­
ials. Many discussions took place uith people 
involved at all levels in the construction 
industry and, more particularly, in neu house­
building. Uhere possible, substitution models 
of one material for another have been construc­
ted and regression analysis has been used to 
attempt to identify factors that might have 
caused substitution or innovation.
The scarcity of published information concern­
ing materials usage in the various types of 
neu duelling units made much of the analysis 
dependent on the private sources of information. 
Forecasts of housing completions published by 
various bodies over the past tuenty years have 
proved to be, for the most part, uide of the 
mark and so, in attempting to forecast comple­
tions over the next ten years, much ueight has 
been given to the opinions uhich uere expressed 
during discussions uith people in the industry. 
These opinions, although mostly subjective, uere 
felt to be sufficiently informed to provide the 
basis of some theory.
In collecting published statistical information 
over a long period of time, it uas found that 
the content of publications tends to change 
from time to time and thus, in most of the 
tables in the thesis, reference is made to 
publications but not to specific table numbers 
in them. The tables are presented at the end 
of each chapter.
ABBREVIATIONS
Certain abbreviations have been used at various 
places in the text. They are listed alphabeti­
cally:
BRE Building Research Establishment
CSO Central Statistics Office
cu m cubic metres
DEP Department of Employment & Productivity
DoE Department of the Environment
DTI Department of Trade & Industry
GDFCF Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GLC Greater London Council
GNP Gross National Product
grp glass reinforced plastics
1 m linear metres
m sq m million square metres
NBA National Building Agency
NEDO National Economic Development Office
NFBTE National Federation of Building Trades
Employers
NHIC National Home Improvement Council
NHRC National Housebuilders Registration
Council
PDI personal disposable income
pvc polyvinyl chloride
rat.trad. rationalised traditional
sq m square metres
upvc unplasticised polyvinyl chloride
xps , expanded polystyrene
CHAPTER 1: THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give some insight 
into the uay the industry is structured, the pro­
cesses by uhich construction is carried out and the 
eventual importance of construction to the national 
economy. Official statistics have been studied to 
shou hou the type and size of companies, involved 
in construction over recent years, have progressed 
and the functions of the various professions and 
the financing of the industry are used to shou hou 
the construction process is carried out.
The value of the industry to the national economy 
can be measured by the level of fixed investment in 
neu construction and this is compared to the gross 
national product and the total fixed investment of 
the United Kingdom.
The performance of the industry over the past 22 
years analysed by the various sectors of uork uhich 
have official definition is used to shou the relat­
ive importance of neu uork and repair and mainten­
ance.
t
1.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
1.1.1 Type & Size of Companies Engaged in Construction
The construction industry can be divided into three 
parts: building, civil engineering, and ancillary 
trades. Each of these three can again be divided 
three ways between designers, contractors and 
material producers. Among this complex of activities 
the building industry accounts for by far the greater 
part of both output and employment. There are, how­
ever, several important divisions of activity within 
building with probably the most fundamental dis­
tinction being between repair and maintenance, 
carried on by a multitude of small firms and new 
construction, spread over firms whose labour force 
ranges in size from a handful to many thousands of 
workers. Another important distinction can be made 
between construction for the public sector and for 
private contract.
New construction activity can be divided into three 
broad categories:
i) Private and public construction of new dwellings
ii) Private non-dwelling construction
iii) Public other construction
t
In economic terminology, neu private duelling con­
struction is considered a consumer1s durable good, 
although it is classed as investment in the National 
Income Accounts, neu private non-residential con­
struction is a producer’s durable good and neu 
public construction represents government and local 
authority outlays fpr public facilities (including 
housing). Another division uhich is relevant in 
house building is that betueen ’’system” or ’’indust­
rialised” building and traditional methods.
Uhile many of these different sectors have problems 
peculiar to themselves it is not possible to divide
the industry into uater-tight compartments; for
\
example, a building craftsman can move readily 
betueen house building, and civil engineering uork, 
repair and maintenance and public authority employ­
ment. Many firms straddle more than one sector, 
and the largest are usually engaged at any one time 
in a uide range of uork covering both building and 
civil engineering contracts for both public and 
private sector.
The production capacity of the construction industry 
is related to the size and type of firms engaged in 
its uork. For example, small repairs are linked to 
the existence of an adequate number of small jobbing 
builders uhilst the capacity of the industry to
t
construct, for example, large prefabricated build­
ings is related to the number of large firms capable 
of carrying out this type of uork. One of the 
unique aspects of the construction industry is that 
any person uho possesses the necessary initiative 
and ability can set up in business as a builder. 
Indeed, many of the* largest national building organ­
izations have their roots in this type of development.
Annual figures for the number of firms engaged in 
the industry are shoun in Table 1.1, analysed by 
size of firm and in Table 1.2, analysed by trade of 
firms. Consideration of Table 1.1 shous that there 
uas a progressive, uninterrupted decrease in the 
number of firms engaged in construction from about
92,000 in 1959 to about 71,000 in 1972. It can be 
clearly seen that this decrease is due to the 
reducing number of firms in all size categories.
The revieu of the census methods in 1973 add some 
confusion to the tables but the overall decline in 
the number of firms is shoun to continue.
Another feature in Table 1.1 is the highly fragmented 
nature of the industry. In 1959 70^ of all firms 
employed 5 or less persons and in 1975 76% of all 
firms employed 7 persons or less. Much of this 
fragmentation is due to-the specialised nature of 
many of the firms (Table 1.2), partly due to the 
regional nature of construction uork uhich often
favours small local builders and partly from the 
fact that a large proportion of construction uork 
is for small schemes at values uhich might favour 
the smaller builder uhen tendering against the 
larger companies.
The statistical data presented in Table 1.2 gives 
some insight into the changing structure of the 
construction industry during the past years. The 
main features are the decrease in general building 
firms from about 39,000 in 1959 to about 30,000 in 
1972, the decrease in painting firms from about
17,000 in 1959 to about 11,000 in 1972, the increase 
in scaffolding specialist firms from 50 in 1959 to 
142 in 1972, the increase in specialist reinforced 
concrete firms from 159 in 1959 to 269 in 1972, the 
increase in heating and ventilation firms from 577 
in 1959 to 2,516 in 1972 and the increase in firms 
hiring out plant and equipment from 300 in 1959 to 
1,701 in 1972. The change in census methods in 
1973 has again clouded the analysis, but since then 
most trades of firms have shoun a decline. The 
exceptions are scaffolding, suspended ceiling and 
insulation specialists and plant hire firms.
These changes in the structure of the construction 
industry can be attributed to:
t
i) the decreasing number of small and medium 
sized firms, and these or their employees 
being absorbed by larger firms,
ii) the changes in construction methods and mat­
erials usage. For example, the increase in 
system building methods uhich create greater 
usage for reinforced concrete and other framed 
structures,
iii) the improving standards required by consumers 
uhich has induced the large increase in heating 
and ventilation firms.
iv) design changes, uhich account for the increase 
in suspended ceiling and insulation specialists.
The large increase in the formation of plant hire 
firms has provided a valuable service to the con­
struction industry. They provided equipment to 
firms uho, in many cases, uould not find it economic 
to purchase or even hire purchase the plant they 
require. The hiring of such equipment has had a 
profound effect on the increased efficiency and 
rationalisation of building sites as it is expensive 
to hire and must therefore be used to its maximum 
capacity uhich entails a high degree of management 
planning before it is introduced to the site.
t
1.1.2 Building Design Team
The function gf the design team is to design a ■ 
building uhich uill enable the functions tc be 
performed in the building, tc be carried gut uith 
the maximum efficiency and in the most eccncmic 
manner thrcughout the life of the building. The 
designers can be divided into a number of separate 
groups of professions, each dealing uith their oun 
segment of the design process. The main division 
lies betueen architects, engineers and quantity 
surveyors.
Usually the architect is the leader of the design 
team. It is he uho receives the commission to 
design and supervise the erection of the building. 
The volume of specialised knouledge necessary for 
the design of a modern building is so great that 
the architect usually needs the assistance of spec­
ialist engineers to handle some of the design prob­
lems. For example, structural engineers are often 
called in to design the frame of the building.
The quantity surveyors function is to measure the 
quantities of materials and labour from the plans 
and specifications prepared by the architect and 
to provide estimates of the likely cost. In the 
past the.costing aspects of their uork uere limited
i
to little more than trying to predict uhat the 
tender price might be. More recently they have 
been concerned uith the dev/elopment of cost planning 
techniques. These techniques include both, methods 
to aid the design team to distribute the expenditure 
alloyed for the building over the various components 
of the building, and methods aimed at finding uhich 
alternative form of construction provides the best 
value for money.
The choice of materials and components to be used 
in the building construction is mainly the respons­
ibility of the design team. This requires the 
provision of adequate information and is partly a 
question of documentation and partly a question of 
testing and bringing together experience of per­
formance. Much of the information on technical 
aspects, size, ueight etc is available from manu­
facturers1 literature. The problem is largely one 
of bringing the data together in a uniform uay so 
that reference is simplified.
Sometimes the client specifies certain components 
and materials he uishes to be used and on many 
occasions the contractor is alloued flexibility on 
materials usage, usually depending oh the availab­
ility of materials at the time of building.
t
1.1.3 Industry Cash Flows
The construction industries require floating capital 
sufficient to meet outgoings uhich include wages 
(mostly on a weekly basis), costs of materials, 
purchase and replacement of plant and vehicles, 
and plant hire. The contractor has the responsibil­
ity for financing as the work proceeds, but he is 
normally repaid by the client, either at intervals 
during the work, or immediately following comple­
tion. Payment each month on an architects certi­
ficate of the value of the work done in the preced­
ing period, less a small percentage "retention 
money" is the general procedure covering most of the 
industry. However, at the onset of a scheme it 
usually takes an extra month for such certification 
and thus the initial floating capital should be 
sufficient to carry the builder over a two month 
period. ,
Bank loans and overdrafts secured on the assets of 
the firm, are the normal source of direct financial 
support. Advances from building societies, devel­
opment companies and private clients are also used 
particularly where housing work is concerned.
It has been estimated that some £500 million (at 
1970 constant prices) is owing to the construction 
industry at any one time, 50^ of this in "retentions"
t '■
and 50% in delays in interim and final account 
payments. This amount of capital represents approx­
imately 10^ of the current annual output of the 
industry,and involves the industry in approximately 
£40 million in interest charges, thus depriving 
firms of more working capital.
Uith the increasing speed of operations, quicker 
turnover and rate of outgoings, the need for prompt 
payments are becoming more important.
1.1*4 Employment in the Construction Industry
Statistical data concerning employment in the con­
struction industry are obtainable from two main 
sources and are shoun in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. Also 
shown in Table 1,3 are figures of employment in the 
building materials industries; these figures, how­
ever, except the cement industry, are difficult to 
interpret since the end usage of their products does 
not all relate directly to the construction industry. 
The figures for employment in the construction 
industry in Table 1.3 include operatives, profess­
ional, technical and clerical staff. They show a 
steady increase in persons employed in the first 
half of the last decade, reaching a peak of approx­
imately 1.76 million in 1964. Since then the trend 
has been generally decreasing, dropping to 1.22 
million in 1971 and rising slightly to 1.27 million 
in 1975.
The number of operatives employed by contractors, 
disaggregated by type of work, shown in Table 1.4, 
gives better scope for analysis. Comparison of the 
number of operatives employed and the value of out­
put in real terms (Table 1.6) gives an indication 
of the productivity of the contract construction 
industry. By comparing Tables 1.4 and 1.6 it can
be shown that annual output per operative (in real
t
terms 1970 constant prices) has increased progress­
ively from £3,086 in 1958 to £6,323 in 1970 and has 
slightly decreased to £6,249 in 1976.
Craftsmen predominate among building operatives.
2 3One survey 9 has shown that they account for 53% 
of all operatives, the remainder consisting of 
general labourers (21%)-, foremen {12%0) and other 
grades (14^). The craft section comprises five main 
trades: joiners, bricklayers, plasterers, plumbers 
and painters. *
Any statistics concerning employment in the con­
struction industry must be viewed uith some suspicion 
due to two fa-ctors:
i) the high seasonal variation and
ii) nlabour-only sub-contracting”.
The seasonal variation is self-explanatory and can 
be adjusted for; however, persons employed in ”labour 
only sub-contracting” are not included in the official 
statistics. This method of sub-contracting, commonly 
knoun as ”the lump” is operated by gangs of men 
working on a casual, piecework basis. For many 
employers, these gangs are seen as a useful supple­
ment to the direct labour force at times of peak 
demand, with a productivity per man often higher 
than directly employed labour.
t
1.2 RELATIONSHIP UITH THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
The construction industry is one of the largest 
sectors of the national economy. The data in Table
1.5 shows that the annual output of the industry 
accounts for about one-ninth of the gross national 
product. The gross domestic fixed capital formation 
in neu construction accounts annually for approxi­
mately 50^ of the total national capital investment 
programme. Fixed investment in neu duellings over 
the period 1962 to 1975 averages out at 3. 9^ 6 per 
annum (standard deviation = 0.35) of the gross 
national product. The construction industry, there­
fore, plays a vital part in the national economy.
Another aspect of the construction industry uhich is 
not very often considered is that of national invest 
ment in construction uork overseas^ either directly 
through subsidiary construction companies, or by 
successful tendering for uork in other countries. 
Less obvious, but equally important, is the extent
of the export of construction plant, component parts
5 *
and building materials.
The value of the total annual output of the const­
ruction industry is divided approximately 50-50 
betueen the private and public sectors (see Table 
1.6) and, not surprisingly, the political and eco-
■ h
nomic climate of the country at any moment in time 
can have a profound effect on the construction 
industry. An obvious example of this shous in the 
years 1969 and 1970 uhen the grouth of the national 
economy sloued doun and high interest rates pre­
vailed. In this period the output of the const­
ruction industry fell, in real terms, to values 
/
belou those of the previous tuo years. The con­
struction industry is an easy tool for any government 
to manipulate uhen it uishes to slou doun or speed 
up the grouth of the economy, because the high level 
of public sector uork undertaken by contractors can 
be controlled directly by central policy decisions. 
For example, the levels of house building, road 
building and much other uork in the public sector 
are determined by central and local government 
policies.
The level of demand for construction uork in the 
private sector can be indirectly influenced by 
government action. Control of minimum lending rate, 
credit facilities, government spending and taxation 
can indirectly affect the levels of private sector 
construction activity. Furthermore, the high per­
centage of the labour force involved in such acti­
vity means that the effects of any change uill be 
far reaching. This has been evident since 1973, 
since uhen the output of the industry has steadily 
declined and overall unemployment,, in the UK, has
steadily risen. This decline in activity is due 
mainly to central government measures, particularly 
the frequent cuts in public expenditure.
The impact of construction activity on other indus­
tries is illustrated by the 1963 and 1968 input-
6 7output study of the UK economy 9 . In the 1963 
survey all of the industry groups shoun (70) were 
related to the construction industry as purchasers 
and 56 industry groups uere related as sellers to 
the construction industry. The extent of the direct 
requirements of construction as they affect other 
industries is shoun in Table 1.7. It is noteuorthy 
that in 1963 ten industries contributed over 75^ of 
all construction inputs and just four of these ind­
ustries - mining and quarrying, iron and steel, 
other building materials and timber - supplied 47.1% 
of construction input requirements. In 1968 the 
same ten industries contributed nearly 63^ of the 
industry’s inputs. Only pottery and glass, and 
electrical uires and goods shoued an increase in 
the ten groups analysed. The rest all contributed 
less to the construction industry’s inputs than in 
1963.
t
1.3 PAST PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVITY IN VARIOUS SECTORS
The activity of the construction industry from 1955
to 1976 is shoun in Table 1.6 analysed by various
sectors. There can be little doubt that the exper­
ience of the industry since 1973 has not been a 
happy one, uith the total output level in 1976, in 
real terms, shouing only slightly higher than that 
reached in 1964.
It is estimated that private building contractors 
supply approximately 85^ of total construction out­
put and that in recent years close to 20^ of the 
uork load undertaken by contractors has been for 
repair and maintenance purposes. Neu uork under­
taken by contractors has been, therefore, the most 
important sector of construction output. There is 
a close relationship betueen the change in neu uork 
undertaken by contractors and the change in all 
construction activity.
The housing sector has shoun progressive increases 
in output up to 1968, except for 1966, but during 
this period the number of duellings completed did 
not rise consistently having periods of decline 
and grouth. This could be due to either the duell­
ing type and size mixture or increased standards of
t
duellings. Since 1973 output has been belou £1,400 
million (1970 prices) each year.
One should be careful uhen considering the recent 
construction activity and relating it to past trends 
and future prospects. The time lag involved betueen 
the negotiation"of a contract and the completion of 
the project can be considerable. It is frequently 
the case that certain major contracts take betueen 
three and five years to complete. In these circum­
stances it may uell be that efforts taken to cut 
back construction activity in year 1 may not mani­
fest themselves in terms of output until year 2 or 
3. By this time it could be that the economy has 
moved to a different activity level. Thus measures 
taken during a time of expansion may not manifest 
themselves until a time uhen the economy has already 
moved to a louer level of activity. The effect then 
of the restrictive measures uill obviously be to 
aggravate the dounturn. Cuts in public expenditure 
in construction, houever, can be implemented very 
quickly by slouing doun existing programmes and 
postponing planned programmes. This can have 
immediate and drastic effects on the industry.
A useful aid uould therefore be a continuing and 
accurate assessment of future activity. But here it 
must be remembered that the output of the industry 
is frequently influenced by factors some of uhich
are impossible to forecast. A sound planning pro­
gramme at national level uould provide guidance to 
contractors, public bodies and private clients in 
determining their future investment. Despite diffi 
culties encountered in forecasting activity, long 
term public sector planning uould be a fundamental 
advantage not only to the construction industry but 
to the economy as a uhole.
t
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TOTAL EMPLOYMENT.'IN THE CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY LESS SELF-EMPLOYED, AND TOTAL 
EMPLOYMENT IN BUILDING MATERIALS 
INDUSTRIES LESS SELF-EMPLOYED
Annual Figures (Tune of Each Year) UK
thousands
Year Construcn.
Bricks, 
Fireclay 
& Refrac­
tory Gds.
Pottery Glass Cement
Abrasives 
& Other 
Building 
Materials
1959 1,523 73.4 66.1 74.8 16.1 93.5
1960 1,567 75.7 66.2 76.2 16.7 101.0
1961 1,617 77.2 66.6 77.2 17.9 104.0
1962 1,653 75. 6 68.2 77.2 17.1 108.3
1963 1,681 72.5 64.7 76.1 17.4 107.3
1964 1,755 74.1 65.6 77.7 17.6• 115.7
1965 1,656 73.2 64.4 79.0 17.9 119. 6
1966 1,604 69.0 65.0 80.3 17.8 116.1
1967 1,515 66.6 62.1 79.0 18.1 122.7
1968 1,476 64.9 59.0 79.9 17.1 129.9
1969 1,415 61.9 60.4 81.0 19.5 122.1
1970 1,294 58.3 59.7 80.6 17.0 120.2
1971 1,222 50.0 54.0 76.0 15.0 112.0
1972 1,258 49.0 54.0 73.0 15.0 110.0
1973 1,338 49.0 57.0 74.0 15.0 111.0
1974 1,290 48.0 60.0 73.0 15.0 106.0
! 1975 1,273 41.0 69.0 69.0 15.0 91.0
Source: Annual Abstract of Statistics (each year’s edition)
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CONSTRUCTION IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY 
£m 1970 Constant Prices
Year
GNP at 
factor 
cost
Value 
of Con- 
structn 
Output
Consti 
Outpt 
as % 
of GNF
I ......
Total 
1 GDFCF
GDFCF 
as % 
of GNP
GDFCF 
in neu 
constr.
GDFCF 
in neu 
constr 
as % 
of GNP
GDFCF
in neu 
duellgs
GDFCF] 
in neu 
duellg 
as % 
of GNP
1962 34,610 4,263 12.3 6,374 . 18.4 3,377 9.8 1,177 3.4
1963 36,048 4,340 12.0 6,458 17.9 3,324 9.2 1,204 3.3
1964 38,174 4,855 12.7 7,541 19.8 3,970 10.4 1,503 3.9
1965 38,582 5,130 13.3 7,900 20.5 4,141 10.7 1,561 4.0
1966 39,370 5,226 13.3 8,097 20.6 4,206 10.7 1,604 4.1
1967 40 i 416 5,585 13.8 8,780 21.7 4,657 11.5 1,781 4.4
1968 41,902 5,706 13.6 9,182 ' 21.9 4,884 11.7 1,866 4-. 5
1969 42,600 5,682 13-3 9,216 21.6 4,835 11.3 1,7.86 4.2
1970 43,489 5,577 12.8 9,453 21.7 4,817 11.1 1,643 3.8
1971 44,488 5,740 12.9 9,681 21.8 5,069 11.4 1,754 3.9
1972 45,243 5,850 12.9 9,870 21.8 5,262 11.6 1,872 4.1
1973 47,891 6,001 12.5 10,279 21.5 5,132 10.7 1,750 3.7
1974 48,089 5,509 11.5 10,087 21.0 5,040 10.5 1,694 3.5
1975 47,453 5,197 11.0 9,967 21.0 5,298 11.2 1,809 3.8
Abbreviations: GNP = Gross National Product
GDFCF = Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
Sources: National Income & Expenditure 1976
Housing & Construction Statistics (Quarterly) DoE
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YEAR
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Sourc
VALUE OF OUTPUT OF THE CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY, £m 1970-Constant Prices
NEU UORK
HOUSING OTHER UORK HOUSG I OTHER UK. TOTAL TOTAL
Pub Pte Pub Pte TOTAL.NEU
UORK
Pub Pte REPAIR '& MAIN­
TENANCE
ALL
UORK
■ Ind Comm
535 325 460 319 187 1,826 363 438 203 1 004 2,830
506 355 526 393 234 2,013 390 468 212 1 070 3,083
472 357 573 393 267 2,062 401 472 .208 1 080 3,142
394 385 631 388 291 2,088 431 475 206 1 112 3,200
394 485 695 418 331 2,323 500 535 218 1 252 3,575
384 581 676 500 377 2,519 546 555 223 1 323 3, 842
393 ‘635 749 580 418 2,774 566 563 232 1 361 4,135
436 631 807 517 479 2,869 589 560 245 1 394 4,263
472 645 824 466 487 2,894 611 594 241 1 446 4,340
586 784 959 526 522 3,377 628 603 247 1 478 4,855
660 803 1,007 585 560 3,616 639 615 261 1 515 5,130
697 765 1,046 616 557 3,680 650 635 262 1 546 5,226
793 832 1,209 573 578 3,985 692 647 261 1 599 5,585
817 874 1,280 583 548 4,103 716 615 273 1 603 5,706
784 802 1,315 653 563 4,117 695 596 275 1 565 5,682
689 737 1,372 651 579 4,027 685 593 271 1 550 5,577
643 862 1,373 646 653 4,176 705 597 262 1 563 5,739
586 977 1,351 610 656 4,180 790 625 255 1 670 5,850
592 L030 1,330 628 715 4,294 854 601 252 1 707 6,001
608 756 1,170 631 689 3,854 824 564 268 1 655 5,509
665 666 1,131 585 587 3,634 751 572 240 1 563 5,197
699 681 1,080 519 484 3,465 715 552 234 1 514 4,974
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
e:. Private communication, Construction Statistics Division, DoE 
Housing & Construction Statistics (Quarterly) DoE
DIRECT INPUTS TO CONSTRUCTION - 
Selected Industry Groups
1963 and 1968
1963 1968
Industry Group Input to Constr1n 
£m 1963 
Prices
% of All 
Constr1n 
Inputs
Input to 
Constr1n 
£m 1968 
Prices
% of All 
Constr1n 
Inputs
Mining & Quarrying 64. 6 4. 8% 95.8 4 . 4%
Paint 47.2 3.5% 50.2 2.3%
Iron & Steel 114.3 8.5% 157.4 7.2%
Electrical LJires & 
Goods 30.2 2.2% 63.8 2.9%
Other Metal Goods 60.5 4.5% 68.1 3.1%
Cement 49.2 3.7% 57.8 2.6%
Other Building Material 3 275.4 20.5% 309.5 14.1%
Pottery & Glass 74.2 5.5% 155.0 7.1%
Timber 186.1 13.9% 264.7 12.1%
Miscellaneous Services 115.7 8.6% 151.7 6 . 9%
All Others 326.3 24.3% 814.1 37.3%
Total Purchases 1343.7 100.0% 2188.1 100.0%
Source: Input. Output Tables for the UK, CSO 1963 & 1968
t
CHAPTER 2: THE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS INDUSTRIES
Introduction
After analysing the construction industry in Chapter 
1, the purpose of this chapter is to report on the 
industries which supply its materials. A wide range 
of materials are used at various stages of construc­
tion work and it is not possible to cover this range 
comprehensively as this would be impracticable and 
to some extent meaningless, because' certain materials 
used for construction purposes are far more widely 
used in other industries.
The major materials industries have, therefore, been 
analysed and brief descriptions of their manufactur­
ing processes have been included. Statistics of 
deliveries over recent years are shoun and, where 
possible, the end usage of materials by construction 
sector have been noted. Relative movements of the 
costs of construction materials since 1964 are also 
discussed.
2.1 CENSUS OF PRODUCTION REPORTS ON THE CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS INDUSTRIES
At five year intervals the Department of Trade and 
Industry undertakes a statistical survey of pro­
duction and employment throughout British industry. 
Those concerning the construction materials indus­
tries are:
Industry 1965 1968
Bricks, fireclay &
refractory goods No.102 No.125
Cement No.105 No.128
Misc. building
materials * No.107 No.130
The 1963 publications also list the findings for; 
1958, and the 1968 publications list the 1963 
findings. The latest survey based on 1973 is not 
ex.pected to be published until early in 1978.
2.1.1 Bricks, Fireclay & Refractory Goods
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show approximate comparisons of 
the structure of the industry in the years 1963 and 
1968. The 1963 figures are based on numbers em­
ployed in each company whereas the 1968 figures are 
based on numbers employed in each factory. Thus it
is only possible to make comparisons on the total 
- *
t .
figures and this can only be approximate since the 
1963 analysis disregarded enterprises employing 
less than 25 persons.
Table 2.3 shous the sales of building bricks by 
companies employing 25 or more persons for the last 
three census years. This shous that volume of 
sales declined in 1968 over 1963.
2.1.2 Cement
The structure and output of the industry for 1963 
and 1968 are shoun in Tables 2.4A and 2.4B respect­
ively. Comparisons are difficult to make since, 
again, the 1963 figures relate to persons employed 
per company uhereas the 1968 figures relate to the 
number employed per establishment.
Table 2.5 shous the sales of the principal prod­
ucts of the cement industry for the three census 
years being considered. The volume of sales has 
increased over the period from 1958-68 by over 34%.
2.1.3 Miscellaneous Building Materials
These surveys concern the follouing'products:
plaster & plasterboard; lime & uhiting; ready-
mixed concrete; pre-cast concrete goods; asbestos
cement goods; roofing felts; bitumen products;
*
mortar. *
Table 2.6 shous an aggregated analysis of the 
structure and output of the above industries for 
the year 1968. There are no comparative figures 
for 1958 and 1963. The highly fragmented nature 
of these industries can be seen from the fact that 
44%0 of the enterprises employ less than 6 persons. 
Disregarding the unsatisfactory returns, 23^ of 
the number employed uork in establishments employ­
ing less than 25 persons and three provide 31^ of 
the gross output of these industries but only 24^ 
of net output.
Sales of some of these miscellaneous materials by 
larger companies for the three census years are 
shoun in Table 2.7. All the industries analysed 
have shoun large grouth rates in volume of output 
from 1958 to 1968.
i
2.2 ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
2.2.1 Aggregates
Aggregates form the bulk of hardened concrete, 
sand and gravel being used for dense concrete and 
specially produced lightweight aggregates for 
lightweight concretes. Annual production figures 
for sand, gravel and manufactured lightweight 
aggregate are shown in Tables 2.8 and 2.9. Build- 
. ing sand is used for mortars, plasters etc, con­
creting sand is a raw material for concrete whilst 
gravel is sometimes used for roadstone as well as 
concrete.
Disregarding year to year fluctuations, the total 
usage of sand and gravel from 1960 to 1973 showed 
an increasing trend. The falling off in construc­
tion activity since 1973 has caused a corresponding 
decline in demand for these products. Lightweight 
aggregates, however, have shown a generally in­
creasing trend in usage from 1969 through to 
1976. This can be attributed to their usage in 
insulation products.
In the United Kingdom three main types of sand 
and gravel deposits are worked, plateaux deposits 
found in certain high level locations, the Bunter
*
Pebble Beds found in Staffordshire and fluvial 
deposits associated uith river valleys. The latter 
are the most important, accounting for approxi-' 
mately 60% of production. Agricultural development 
and the steady grouth of touns and industry to 
river valley locations must eventually limit the 
progress of this extractive industry. To overcome 
these supply problems, more companies are turning 
to marine supplies. The main areas of supply are 
the North Uest coast of the Mersey estuary, the 
Bristol Channel area and off coast from the Humber 
estuary and the English Channel.
The structure of the industry is in a state of 
transition. It is mainly composed of a large 
number of small firms and a feu large firms. 
Horizontal integration has been a feature in recent 
years, possibly reflecting the lou return on capi­
tal in this industry together uith other factors 
such as the higher quality requirements of the 
ready mixed concrete industry and the increased 
size of.construction contracts. Houever, the 
Directory of Pits and Quarries still lists over 
1,000 firms uith sand and gravel pits uhilst it 
has been estimated that almost 50^ of the annual 
production is supplied by about seven leading pro­
ducers: Tarmac, Amalgamated Roadstone, RMC, Hover- 
ingham, Tilcon, Amey and British Dredging.
t
A quantified relationship betueen sand and gravel
17output and construction output has been given by 
the regression equation:
y = - 0,03 + 1.03 x
where y = % change in sand/gravel out- 
■c put and x - % change in neu construc­
tion uork
The time period covered was 1960 to 1971 and the 
correlation co-efficient of the two series uas 
0.89, whilst the standard error of the estimate 
produced by the equation uas 0,3^, The constant 
- 0.03 is small enough to be disregarded and the 
equation can be written approximately as:
y = * ;
Thus the percentage annual changes in sand and 
gravel output tend to be the same as those for the 
total construction industry output.
.2.2 Lightweight Aggregates
Statistics for the production of lightweight agg­
regates have only been recorded since 1969 and 
these are shown in Table 2.9, but this does not 
include all the aggregates that are used. The
aggregates that are most widely used are aglite,
*  - -
f
foamed slag, leca, lytag, perlite, vermiculite, 
natural pumice and pulverised fuel ash. ,
Foamed slag is blast furnace slag expanded by a 
special process to form irregularly shaped pebbles 
uith a cellular structure. Foamed slag concrete 
is very widely used for high quality lightweight 
concrete building blocks, .precast panels, flooring 
systems and insulating screeds.
Aglite is made by heating particles of clay to a 
melting point of 1,200°C by the sinter bed method. 
The end product is a very hard semi-vitrified 
material with a cellular structure. It is used 
for lightweight insulating screeds.
Leca is a lightweight expanded clay aggregate pro­
duced by bloating clay at high temperatures in a 
rotary kiln. It consists of hard round particles 
with a dense skin and honeycomb interior. Its 
main use is for in-'situ concrete for loadbearing 
walls in high and low rise buildings.
Lytag is pulverised fuel ash, a power station waste 
product. It is supplied in powder form which is 
then converted into a lightweight aggregate by 
pelletising and sintering at 1,300°C. The resulting 
product has a spherical shape and is ideal for 
concrete making. It is used for reinforced and
pre-stressed structural concrete. At a lower 
density Air-Lytag is produced by massive air- 
entrainment to improve thermal insulation and at 
the same time maintain loadbearing properties. It 
also finds use for blocks and roof and floor 
screeds.
Perlite is a cellular volcanic glass material made 
by the controlled expansion of selected and care­
fully graded crude ore using heat-treatment, These 
aggregates are used for non-loadbearing type con­
cretes, insulating concretes, lightweight claddings 
and for quick drying plaster.
Natural pumice has good thermal insulating and 
acoustic properties and very high binding power.
It is easily workable, can be sawn and takes nails.
Vermiculite is a micaceous mineral which exfoliates 
on heating. Vermiculite concrete is easy to mix 
and lay and is used for floor and roof screeds.
It is also combined with gypsum to provide plaster 
with good thermal insulation properties.
Pulverised fuel ash is the waste product from power
stations which use pulverised coal. It is available
in two forms, as a slurry and as a fine powder. A
secondary operation is sometimes applied which
sinters the fine powder into a lightweight aggregate.
t
This material has uide applications in concrete 
products and when used in the pouder form it finds 
high usage in the manufacture of aerated cement 
blocks.
.3 Cement
This is derived from chalk or limestone and lime 
accounts for upwards of 60% of the whole, depending 
on the particular type of cement required. The 
other constituents are silica 20%, alumina 5%, 
magnesia 4%, with gypsum making up most of the 
remainder and amounting to approximately 5% of the 
whole.
British Standards Specifications provide tests for 
the five main properties: fineness, chemical com­
position, tensile and compressive strength, setting 
time and soundness, as well as the properties to be 
obtained by varying the quantities of the constit­
uents in combination. Characteristics of the 
constituents are:
(a) Too much uncombined lime causes unsoundness and 
disintegration of the cement after setting, and 
in the absence of gypsum a high but not excess­
ive lime content tends to slow down the setting 
and produce a cement of high early strength.
t-
(b) A high silica content, which is usually accom­
panied by a low alumina content, produces a 
slow setting cement of high strength whilst’ 
the reverse, high alumina and low silica, 
produces a quick setting high strength cement.
The two main materials used in the manufacture of 
cement are chalk ^ or limestone and clay, sometimes 
found together. Shale, which also contains alumina, 
iron and silica, may be used in place of clay. The 
most abundant supplies of the raw materials are 
located in the neighbourhoods of the Lower Medway, 
the Thames and the Humber, where chalk and alluvial 
mud are obtainable, and also in the Midlands where 
suitable limestones and mud are obtainable. High 
transport costs involved in moving these basic 
materials have prompted works to be located near 
raw materials supplies.
The actual process of manufacture takes place in 
three stages:
i) The formation of a homogeneous mixture of the 
raw materials.
ii) The burning of the mix to form a clinker.
iii) The grinding of the clinker, with the addition 
of a small amount of gypsum, to a fine powder.
There are tuo different manufacturing processes: 
uet and dry, the essential difference betueen the 
tuo occurring in the first stage of manufacture.
In the dry process, pre-heating of the homogeneous 
mixture of rau materials dries off excessive uater 
prior to the burning of the mix in the second 
stage, as opposed to the uet process uhere this 
does not take place.
At the present time production of ordinary Portland 
Cement is undertaken by only six companies. Table 
2.10 shous the breakdoun of production from these 
six companies. The major producer of cement is 
APCM, the only concern to provide a national mark­
eting coverage, through the Blue Circle Group.
This company has., in recent year, gone through a 
period of rationalisation uith a substantial drop 
in the number of plants. Capacity is nou geared 
to larger kilns.
The annual production and delivery figures for 
cement are shoun in Table 2.11. The demand for 
cement is directly related to the overall level of 
activity in the construction industry, uhich 
explains the decline in demand since 1973. The 
end usage of cement has been estimated by the 
Cement Makers Federation and is shoun in Table 2.12. 
In 1976 20% of distribution has been attributed to
t
the housing sector, but this probably understates 
the true figure as the bulk of demand for concrete 
products is linked to housing and the greater part 
of the sales made by builders1 merchants is to 
small builders engaged on housing work. Discuss­
ions with APCn indicate that the true end usage 
into housing could possibly be of the order of 50^ 
of total deliveries.
The estimated usage of cement by the ready mixed 
concrete industry is shoun in Table 2.13. During 
the I9601s demand rose from 13% to 38^ of all 
cement deliveries. The peak year was 1974 uith 
44% and since then there has been a slight decline.
2.2.4 Concrete Products
The concrete products industry can be divided into 
four main sectors: ready mixed, building blocks, 
roofing tiles and other precast products. The 
industry is extremely competitive and involves a 
large number of producers, These range from com­
panies uhich are solely concerned uith the manu­
facture of concrete products, in one or more of ' 
the above sectors, to major construction and other 
companies uhich are involved in the industry through 
subsidiaries.
t
During the past ten years there has been a large 
expansion in the production of ready mixed concrete, 
and this can be seen in Table 2.14 uhich shous the 
annual level of deliveries from 1961 to 1976. A 
number of reasons have combined to bring about this 
rate of grouth: the flexibility of its use enables
concrete to be delivered to site at any time and 
in any quantity, the grouth in the number of plants 
uhich are sited uithin less than ten miles of most 
building sites, the provision of space on site to 
store aggregate and cement in industrial and urban 
locations can be difficult and the avoidance of 
uastage of materials and labour by hand mixing on 
site. Estimates of the usage of ready mixed con­
crete have been made and are shoun in Table 2.15.
The housing sector is seen to be the major user of 
ready mixed concrete uith approximately 2B% in 1975. 
Apart from the use in systems built duellings it is 
probable that at least of its use in housing
is in foundations and ground floors.
Concrete building blocks are manufactured in three
basic types: dense, lightueight and aerated.
Delivery figures are shoun in Table 2.16 and are
based on a standard block of four inches thickness.
At present (1976) just under 70 million square
metres of blocks are produced as opposed to just
under 30 million square metres in 1960. Of the
1976 output 45^ uere lightueight aggregate blocks,
- *
29% uere aerated concrete blocks and 26% uere 
dense aggregate blocks. Lightueight and aerated 
blocks are used mainly in the housebuilding sector 
uhile dense blocks, uith their greater loadbearing 
capacities, are used in industrial and commercial 
building and high rise housing. The development, 
in the production of lightueight blocks is shoun 
in Chapter 5.
At the present time ten companies are producing 
concrete roofing tiles from about forty uorks.
Three of these companies, Harley, Redlands and 
Sandtoft produce over 90% of the total. Their 
approximate market shares are: Harley 45%, Redlands 
40%, Sandtoft 10%, uith the other seven companies 
producing the other 5%. The determinant of demand 
for concrete roofing tiles is the number of trad­
itional type housing starts and lou rise flats. 
Harley offer a "supply and fix" service uhilst the 
other companies sell on a supply only basis. 
Approximately tuo-thirds of the cost of tiling a 
roof is for labour to fix the tiles and only one- 
third of the cost is for the tiles themselves.
Annual delivery figures are shoun in Table 2.17, 
the peak figures being in the years uhen traditional 
type housing "uork in progress" has been high.
t
The main products of other precast concrete indus­
tries are concrete pipes and units for industrial 
building systems.
2.2.5 Gypsum Products
Gypsum is a naturally occurring mineral consisting 
of calcium sulphate chemically combined uith 21^ 
of uater. About 95% of all gypsum uorked is used 
in the construction industry. The greatest pro­
portion of this, about 70^, is processed to form 
plaster and plaster based building products. A 
further 25-30^ goes to the cement industry.
Gypsum is mined by open cast methods at a number 
of sites in England. Plaster is produced by heating 
gypsum rock to remove part of the uater content. 
Grades of plaster exist uhich correspond to the 
amount of uater content remaining. Plasterboard 
is the main plaster based building product manu­
factured. In recent years, sales of plasterboard 
have risen much faster than sales of plaster (see 
Table 2.18). To manufacture plasterboard, plaster 
is ground and combined uith uater. The slurry is 
then fed into a board making machine uhich spreads 
out the plaster and sanduiches it betueen tuo 
lining boards. The compressed plasterboard is then 
cut into the required lengths and kiln-dried.
BPB Industries are the sole suppliers of plaster 
and plasterboard in Great Britain.-
The principal indicator of demand for the tuo pro­
ducts should be the level of housing completions 
due to their use in the latter stages of housing 
construction. Plasterboard, houever, is finding 
increased use in other sectors of the construction 
industry, particularly repair and maintenance and 
the housing improvement market.
2.2.6 Bricks and Other Clay Products
The brick industry offers three classes of bricks
to the construction industry. These are common,
facing and engineering bricks. The annual delivery
figures for the mix are shoun in Table 2.19.
These shou that in recent years there has been a
steady decline in the sales of common bricks uhilst
facing and engineering bricks have had years of
mixed fortunes. Approximately 45% of all bricks
supplied in recent years have come from the Fletton
sector of the industry. This utilises a clay uhich
is located near the surface in a band stretching.
from Bletchley to Peterborough. Fletton bricks
are cheaper to produce, requiring less fuel for
burning and the size of the deposits allou for full
18utilisation of mass production techniques. Non
t
Flettons offer a uider variety of bricks and engin­
eering bricks are made only in this sector.
There are tuo main methods of forming clay bricks: 
uire cutting and pressing. About tuo-thirds of 
clay bricks are manufactured by pressing methods 
and 28^ by uire cutting. The pressing method can 
be classified into the semi-dry method and the 
stiff plastic method. Flettons are manufactured 
by the semi-dry pressing method. The green bricks 
are dried and fired in kilns, mainly the continuous 
type. There are tuo methods of continuous firing:
i) the fire is moved round in a circuit of inter­
connecting chambers, e.g. the Hoffman kiln, and
ii) the tunnel kiln in uhich the bricks are moved 
through a stationary fire.
A revieu of the clay brick industry and the tunnel
19kiln method has been published.
The number of brickuorks manufacturing clay bricks 
at the present time is about 230. The London Brick 
Company holds the dominant position, producing 
virtually 100% of all Flettons bricks and hence 
almost 50%> of the total brick production.
A brick capacity survey uas recently carried out 
and Table 2.20 shous the 1975 capacity of the
industry in Great Britain and also an analysis of 
the fuels used by type of kiln.
The total production in 1976 uas 5,406 million 
bricks, uhich is 71% of capacity. This shous an 
increase over 1975, uhen 67% of capacity uas 
utilised.
The analysis of the production methods of clay 
bricks shous that 61% are manufactured by the con­
tinuous kiln method using coal as fuel. In fact, 
77% of all clay brick capacity uses the continuous 
kiln method.
It is generally accepted that neu housebuilding is 
the determinant of demand for bricks. The Brick 
Development Association estimates that 70% of all 
brick deliveries go into neu housebuilding. To 
this must be added bricks going into repair and 
maintenance and housing improvement.
The other main clay products are vitrified clay 
pipes and roofing tiles. Both have undergone a 
progressive decline in deliveries in recent years. 
The figures for clay roofing tiles are shoun in 
Table 2.21 and it is nou estimated that almost all 
deliveries are for repair and maintenance. Stat­
istics for both pipes and tiles are no longer
t
collected, the discontinuation being from Dune 
1971.
7 Metals
The main metals used in construction are steel, 
aluminium and copper.
Steel is used mainly for structural purposes, as 
a construction framework and also for reinforcing 
concrete. Cast iron pipes and fittings are also 
used but there is declining use of this material.
Copper is used in the construction industry for 
electrical wiring, hot and cold water supply and 
central heating. No reliable statistics are avail­
able for its consumption in the construction 
industry.
Aluminium is used mainly for window frames, curtain 
walling and roofing.
t
• ®- Plastic Building Materials
Various estimates have been made of the contri­
bution plastics make to the total value of building
20materials used. The latest survey indicates that
in 1968 plastic products accounted for some 10% by
value of a total building materials consumption of
approximately £2,000 million. Exclusion of paints
and electrical uses decreases this proportion to
7.5%. These figures, published in 1972, represent
a far higher proportion than had previously been
thought as can be seen by comparing them to figures
21published in 1970 uhich gave a, then current, 
consumption 'of 1%.
Accepting a figure of 7.5% of the value of materials
used, then this represents 21% of the plastic1s
industryfs output in money terms. The consumption
20of plastics for building purposes is forecast to 
grou by some 9% per annum until 1980. This uould 
much more than double the 1968 consumption and, if 
all other plastics markets stayed constant, this 
uould mean the building industry consuming 50% of 
the plastics industry output.
Revieu of Uses and Limiting Factors
The use of plastics as a building material in sig­
nificant quantities did not begin until about 1955.
In the period 1962-68 the total tonnage of plastics
used in building rose from 130,000 tonnes to 320,000
tonnes, i.e. an increase of 146%. During the same
period the total building output increased by 34%.
Although materials usage increased over this period,
the grouth in plastics usage uas at a rate much
faster than construction activity. It has been 
20estimated that about tuo-thirds of the plastics 
usage uas attributable to the competitive replace­
ment of other materials.
There are many uays of classifying the uses of 
plastics in building. The method used here is 
first to classify the main elements of a building, 
and then to list the components going into each 
element, giving alongside the plastic material used.
(a) Structural Elements
Sanduich systems for ualls, floors & ceilings,
Foams: polystyrene, polyurethane, pvc
Honeycomb: phenol-formaldehyde impregnated
kraf t
Facings: reinforced plastic
Adhesives: phenol-formaldehyde, epoxies, urea-
formaldehyde, melamine-formaldehyde, 
polyester
Roofing systems,
Insulation: polystyrene, polyurethane
Roofing systems (contd),
Barrier: pvc, urethane, neoprene, silicone
Shells,
Vaulted
Roofs: reinforced plastic
(b) Secondary Building Elements
Uindous,
Frames: pvc
Glazing: polycarbonate, polymethyl metha­
crylate
Doors,
Flush: polyurethane, reinforced plastics
F olding: pvc
Gutters & Doun Spouts,
pvc
External Panels,
reinforced plastic, pvc
(c) Mechanical & Electrical Services
Drainage: pvc, abs
Uater Pipes
(cold): abs, pvc, polyethylene, polypro­
pylene
Bathroom Fix­
tures: reinforced plastics
Ducts & Vents: reinforced plastics
Electribal t
Insulation: pvc, polyethylene
(d) Interior Finishes
Board: melamine-formaldehyde laminates
Panels: reinforced plastic, pvc, polystyrene
Floors,
Sheet &
Tile: pvc
Topping &
Terrazzo: epoxy, polyester, pvc
(e) Other Uses
Foam Insul*n: polystyrene, polyurethane, urea-
formaldehyde
Vapour Barrier: pvc, polyethylene
Concrete Addi- epoxies, polyesters, pvc, pva, 
tives: acryliclatexes, silicones
Sealants: polysulphides, silicones, acrylics,
polyurethane
F oundation
Insulation: polystyrene
It can be seen that plastics materials have pene­
trated almost every area of the building materials 
market. Some areas have been completely saturated 
whilst others have been scarcely penetrated. It is 
not surprising that the concept of the all plastic 
house has been the dream of some architects since
plastics first penetrated the building scene. A
22review of all plastics houses and buildings shows 
that from 1956-69 there were 67 different structures
marketed in Western Europe and the United States. 
Some, like the Resiform Duelling Unit, William Old, 
London, have been successfully marketed uhilst 
others, such as the filament uound house, Airojet 
Corporation, USA, have been shelved.
Although the increased use of plastics could greatly 
benefit the efficiency of the building industry, 
especially the housing sector, there are a number 
of factors uhich are inhibiting its advance.
For example, in the public sector housing market 
local bye-laus uhich specify the use of certain 
materials, uere enacted before the introduction of 
plastics materials and hence such, bye-laus uould 
have to be repealed before further advancement 
could be made. An outstanding example is the bye- 
laus relating to drainage and seuage pipes, uhere 
some authorities specify the use of glazed clay 
pipes. These are liable to damage from soil move­
ment soon after laying and have five times as many 
joints as plastic pipes and hence a much greater 
chance of leakage.
The specification of cast iron pipes for gas mains
is another area of contention for the plastics
industry. Cast iron pipes corrode and this can
lead to fatal disasters. There is a feeling in the
plastics industry that the conservative attitude 
*
i
of local authority architects, who do not seem 
cost-benefit wise, is a major barrier for some 
plastics markets.
A major drawback to the .increased use of plastics 
in the private sector housing market is the atti­
tude of the Building Societies. These institutions 
finance almost the whole of this market and they are 
unwilling to advance money on houses built from 
materials which they consider are unproved when 
compared to traditional materials.
Another important limiting factor to the extended 
use of plastics in building is the building regula­
tions. Although plastics materials have reasonable 
strength,and are.non-corrosive they are susceptible 
to heat, when they rapidly lose their strength and 
degrade. One of the major areas of research present­
ly being undertaken by the plastics industry is the 
identification of additives which will delay the 
degradation and-loss of strength of plastic struc­
tures, in fire conditions., long, enough to come with­
in the building regulations.
Statistical Information
A discouraging feature of the plastics industry is
the lack of comprehensive statistical information.
This may be due to the fact that it is a young
industry which is rapidly growing'and changing from
t
year to year, and also that companies do not release 
sufficient information because of commercial consid­
erations.
The report of the Chemicals 
of plastics consumed by the 
for three selected years of 
These are as follows:
1962 
1965 
1968
The figures include plastics used in paints and for 
electrical purposes. One other point which must be 
noted is that they are for the polymer content only 
and do not include fillers which may be added to 
the materials. For example, the quantity of pvc 
consumed in 1968 is given as 146,000 tonnes whereas 
the final product weight of pvc consumed is 260,000 
tonnes. The actual final product weight of plastics 
materials consumed by the construction industry in 
1968 was 710,000 tonnes, the polymer content of 
which was 320,000 tonnes.
The only other officially published statistics on
the plastics industries are those supplied by the
Department of Trade & Industry through their Busi-
23ness Monitor series. These statistics were first
t '
JL33, 000 tonnes
199.000 tonnes
320.000 tonnes
EDO published estimates 
construction industry 
a seven year period.
published in the Summer of 1971. The statistics are 
presented by listing components uith the ueight or 
area produced together uith the value of the compon­
ents. No attempt is made to break doun production 
into different plastics materials and hence this 
uill severely limit any future analysis. Some 
attempt is made to divide components into their end 
usages but there is a degree of overlapping uhich 
is another obstacle to analysis.
The journal "Europlastics” publishes each January 
estimates of plastics materials consumed by various 
industries in the previous year. Houever, the 
accuracy of the estimates must be open to doubt 
because they go to print at the end of the year in 
order to be published in January. It takes a year, 
therefore, for any revisions to be shoun. These 
figures do, houever, provide the most comprehensive 
information of all plastics statistics issued.
They attempt to break doun consumption into differ­
ent industries. The industries in turn are analysed 
by the different plastics materials from uhich they 
are manufactured and the figures supplied are the 
ueights of the different plastics materials.going 
into each type of component.
Analysis of Major Uses•
As already shoun, a uide range of materials consid­
ered to be uithin the plastics family is used for
t
a variety of building requirements. The following 
brief account is intended to touch on the major 
roles that these materials play at the present time 
rather than to attempt a comprehensive assessment of 
their many uses.
Surfacing & Covering of Other Materials:
One of the major uses of poly-vinyl chloride (pvc) 
in the building industry is for the manufacture of 
plastic flooring. This material is chiefly used 
in the form of tiles and rolls. Other types of 
plastics are used for the provision of external 
and internal cladding of a mainly non-loadbearing 
function. For this purpose, glass reinforced 
plastics (grp), has the inherent advantage of 
requiring little or no maintenance even in external 
situations.
Services:
The use of rigid pvc in the manufacture of rainwater 
goods was one of the pioneering uses for plastics 
in the construction industry. This material is now 
estimated to account for almost all newly installed 
rainwater goods. Plastic piping in the provision 
of mains water supply has at present been accepted 
by about half of the Uater Authorities. Complete 
systems are also available in plastics for drainage,
soil and uaste pipes. Plastic materials that have 
properties uhich make them capable of being used in 
hot uater systems are available but the major prob­
lem that has not yet been overcome is that of diff­
erential expansion uhen fittings made from plastics 
are joined to metal fittings.
Insulation:
The use of expanded polystyrene (xps) for thermal 
insulation purposes has had a rate of grouth of 
about 2U% per annum over recent years. The light 
ueight of boards and prefabricated blocks together 
uith the high thermal efficiency of xps gives it 
specific advantages over traditional materials.
Other foamed plastics such as polyurethane and 
urea-formaldehyde uhich can be foamed in-situ 
offer great potential for insulation purposes.
Moisture Barriers:
Filmed polyethylene is nou much in use as a concrete 
underlay and for damp proof courses. It is also 
used for providing temporary ueather protection in 
buildings under construction.
t
2.3 CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS PRICES
The wholesale price indices of selected building 
materials based on 1963 = 100 are shoun in Table 
2.22 for the period 1964-76. The figures shoun are 
annual averages and the final column shous the level 
of the indices at the end of 1976. The indices for 
all construction materials and all materials used 
in housebuilding have both increased by over 2-2- 
times from 1963 to the end.of 1976. Over this same 
period of time, prices of aluminium, bricks, cement, 
copper tubes and plastics building materials have 
increased at approximately the same rate as the 
tuo major indicators for all materials. Glass, 
plaster, precast concrete products and thermal 
insulation materials have not increased to the same 
extent as the tuo major indicators. Of these, 
glass and plaster are the most notable having
increased by only ljtimes over the period shoun.
24
A Prices and Incomes Board report on the plaster 
and plasterboard industry published in 1969 showed 
that paper uas the largest cost element at that 
time, accounting for 31% of total costs. Operating 
labour formed only a small cost element - 5%.
The high increase in imported softuood reflects
the world demand for this material and also the
depreciation of sterling that has occurred over
recent years. The same argument holds for copper.
*
From 1966 to 1970 the price index of copper tubes 
uas uell above those of other materials. Houever 
demand for copper slackened in the early 1970*s.and 
for the tuo years 1971 and 1972 the index uent back 
to approximately the same lev/el as for 1968.
If the price of softuood continues to rise at its 
present rate it might limit the progress of timber 
framed construction. The early 1977 price of soft­
uood ex-uharf is:
joinery quality £150-160 per cu m
carcasing quality £ 94- 99 per cu m
25mm tongue & groove £ 95-100 per cu m
(Source: "Building" magazine, 1.4.1977)
For traditional houses the average usage of timber
o n  o c
has been calculated 9 to be approximately 10 
cu m, of uhich 2 cu m is joinery grade and for 
timber framed construction the average usage is 
approximately 15 cu m per duelling.
Increasing demand for neu duellings in such count­
ries as Japan and the U.SA, both of uhich use timber 
framed construction for almost all their duellings, 
uill push up the price of timber on the uorld 
markets. There has, in recent years, been talk of 
limiting the supply of timber and of the exporting 
countries forming a cartel. This uould undoubtedly
force the price of timber upwards.
The two major price indices, those for all construc­
tion materials and all housebuilding materials, are 
calculated from lists of building materials drawn 
up by the DTI. The last published data was in 
August 1974 and these are shown in Tables 2.23 and 
2.24. The main fault with the data is that constant 
weighting of materials usage is assumed over long 
periods of time. If those materials which are 
imported into the country were to suffer high price 
increases then usage of such materials uould tend 
to decline, making the assumed weighting pattern 
out of date.
BRICK, FIRECLAY & REFRACTORY INDUSTRY
Analysis of Larger Firms, 1963
Average * 
Number 
Employed 
by Enter­
prise
Enter­
prises
Estab­
lish­
ments
Average
Number
Employed
Gross
Output
£*000
Net
Output
£*000
25-49 116 128 4,409 8,458 4,831
50-99 80 106 5,565 10,547 6,068
100-199 50 83 6,922 12,221 7,389
200-299 23 57 5,509 10,448 6,080
300-399 11 35 3,864 '7,955 4,370
400-499 8 31 3,565 7,399 4,586
500-749 12 73 6,952 12,923 7,570
750-999 4 30 3,130 12,035 4,824
1000-1499 3 26 3,787 10,570 5,809
1500+ 6 128 19,457 46,281 28,427
T0TAL 313 697 63,160 138,838 79,955
Source: Census of Production, Board of Trade, 1963, No.102
* The average number employed in the year is calculated 
from the number of persons on the payroll of each enter 
prise (including working proprietors) in the last week 
of each calendar month.
BRICK, FIRECLAY & REFRACTORY INDUSTRY
Analysis by Size of Establishment, 1968
Average * 
Number 
Employed 
by Estab­
lishment
Estab­
lish­
ments
Enter­
prises
Average
Number
Employed
Gross
Output
£*000
Net
Output
£*000
1-5 42 40 128 —,
6-10 54 51 459 - -
11-24 183 148 3,499 - -
25-49 208 117 7,777 21,758 11,826
50-99 169 82 11,657 38,094 20,920
100-199 78 50 10,822 36,053 19,402
200-299 30 23 7,155 21,259 12,499
300-399 15 11 5,275 19,251 10,709
400-749 6 4 3,005 9,662 5,002
750+ 6 3 7,863 25,903 15,144
Unsatis­
factory
Returns 33 3i 617
TOTAL 824 423 58,257 186,817 103,744
Source: Census of Production, DTI, 1968, No.125
* The average number employed in the year is calculated 
from the number of persons on the payroll of each enter 
prise (including working proprietors) in the last week 
of each calendar month.
SALES OF CLAY BUILDING BRICKS BY FIRMS 
EMPLOYING 25 OR MORE PERSONS
1958 1963 1968
TYPE Quantity Value Quantity' Value Quantity Value 1
(mill) (£f000) (mill) (£f000) (mill) (£*000)
Commons 3,958 26,537 4,035 30,474 3,054 25,405
Facing 1,678 17,533 2,367 31,087 2,095 30,030
Engineerfg 203 2,979 266 4,167 289 5,163
Others* 49 1,331 102 1,361 781 12,330
TOTAL 5,888 48,379 6,770 67,089 6,219 72,929
* For 1963 and 1968 Others include perforated bricks, 
both common and facing.
Sources: Census of Production 1963, No.102 (BOT) 
Census of Production 1968, No.125 (DTI)
TABLE 2.4A CEMENT INDUSTRY
Analysis of Larger Firms by Size of 
Enterprise, 1963
Average 
Number 
Employed 
per Enter 
prise
Enter- 
. prises
Estab­
lish­
ments
Average
Number
Employed
Gross
Output
£*000
Net
Output
£*000
25-49 4 4 135 670 237
50-299 4 4 630 6,024 2,888
400-1499 3 4 2,183 8,725 3,996
1500+ 3 42 11,107 69,445 33,251
T0TAL 14 54 14,055 84,865 40,371
TABLE 2.4B CEMENT INDUSTRY
Analysis by Size of Establishment, 
1968
Average 
Number 
Employed 
per Esta­
blishment
Estab­
lish­
ments
Enter­
prises
Average
Number
Employed
Gross
Output
£*000
Net
Output
£*000
1-10 6 6 29 — —  .
11-24 5 4 ‘ 103 -
25-99 11 4 : 633 7,162 2,542
100-199 8 3 • 1,168 7,904 3,736
200-299 14 4 3,480 26,668 12,124
300-399 12 5 4,263 32,848 15,367
400+ 8 3 4,241 30,352 14,370
Unsatis­
factory
Returns 2 2 4 mm
TOTAL 66 29 13,921 105,969 48,615
Sources: Census of Production 1963, No.102 (BOT) 
Census of Production 1968, No.125 (DTI)
SALES OF PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS OF THE C-EMENT 
INDUSTRY BY FIRMS EMPLOYING 25 OR MORE 
PERSONS
1958 1963 1968
PRODUCT Quant1y 
th.tons
Value 
£ * 0 0 0
Quant1y 
th.tons
Value
£*000
Quant1y 
th.tons
Value 
£ 1 000
Calcareous 
Cement, 
ground for 
building 
purposes:
• Portland 11,411 55,201 13,088 67,493 16,280 87,349
Aluminous 
<5c Other 786 5,255 - 8,408 - 12,241
Calcareous 
Cement, un- 
ground 
cement 
clinker* 326 2,165 367 1,251 556 1,990
Cement Basec 
Paint & 
Others 1,648 1,762
Uaste Prod. - - - 96 - 91
TOTAL 12,523 62,620 13,455 78,898 16,836 103,432
* includes cement based paint for 1958
Sources: Census of Production, 1963, No.105 (BOT) 
Census of Production, 1968, No.128 (DTI)
i
ANALYSIS BY SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENT OF 
MISCELLANEOUS BUILDING MATERIALS* 
INDUSTRIES, 1968
Average
Number
Employed
per Esta
blishment
•
Estab­
lish­
ments
Enter­
prises
Average
Number
Employed
Gross 
Output 
£ 1 000
Net
Output 
£ f 000
1-5 1,141 850 3,402 S . .
.
6-10 697 420 5,340 <138,648 46,912
11-24 643 489 10,595 )
25-49 290 226 10,399 52,300 22,811
50-99 176 129 12,157 57,022 26,313
100-199 103 67 14,366 70,502 32,974
200-299 25 20 6, 081 30,595 14,961
300-399 14 11 4,562 23,123 10,340
400-499 6 6 2,564 13,909 6,573
500+ 16 I 3 15,027 62,494 33,057
Unsatis-
factory
Returns 21 20 1,060 5,225 2,424
TOTAL 3,132 1,932 85,553 453,818 196,367
* Plaster, plasterboard, lime & uhiting, ready mixed concrete 
precast concrete goods, asbestos cement goods, roofing felt 
bitumen products, mortar.
Source: Census of Production, 1968, no.130 (DTI)
SALES OF PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS OF 
SELECTED MISCELLANEOUS BUILDING 
MATERIALS INDUSTRIES EMPLOYING 
25 OR MORE PERSONS
1958 1963 1968
MATERIALS- Quant1y Value £ f 000 Quant* y
l/alue
£*000 Quant * y
Value
£*000
Plaster Goods
Gypsum (th.ton) 648 3,768 767 5,666 656 6,044
Plasterboard
(th.sq yd) 49,066 5,796 67,233 7,791 96,035 12,408
Ready-Mixed
Concrete
(th.cu yd) 1,295 4,217 9,328 32,925 11,-111 42,882
Concrete Blocks
(th.ton) 850 4,097 1,671 11,689 3,626 23,806
Roofinq Tiles
(th.ton) 726 6,106 1,136 8,246 18,230 
(th.sq
yd)
10,260
Sources: Census of Production 1963, No.107 (BOT) 
Census of Production 1968, No.130 (DTI)
t
ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF SAND A.ND 
GRAUEL ‘
thousand tonnes
YEAR BUILDINGSAND
CONCRETING
SAND GRAUEL TOTAL
1960 15,644 22,215 37,272 75,131
1961 16,983 24,591 42,645 84,219
1962 . 17,320 24,435' 42,743 84,498
1963 17,756 25,504 44,524 87,784
1964 19,452 . 31,738 *53,520 104,710
1965 18,338 30,843 51,814 100,995
1966 17,777 31,577 55,076 104,430
1967 18,892 32,639 58,974 110,505
1968 19,426 33,033 57,799 110,258
1969 18,704 33,252 56,004 107,960
1970 18,449 33,523 57,331 108,594
1971 19,743 33,329 58,754 111,826
1972 21,314 33,147 62,873 117,334
1973 23,620 37,588 67,944 129,152
1974 20,295 32,468 59,876 112,639
1975 19,855 31,013 58,377 109,245
Source: Annual Bulletin of
Construction Statistics 
1970, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of
Building Materials and
Components, DoE
t
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
MANUFACTURED LIGHTWEIGHT 
AGGREGATE
(Includes: Aglite, Foamed Slag, 
Leca, Lytag, and, prior to 1974, 
Solite)
thousand cubic metres 
814 
792 
984 
1,050 
1,091 
1,012 
1,274 
1,546
Source: Monthly Bulletin of
Construction Materials
and Components, DoE
CEMENT MANUFACTURE IN GREAT BRITAIN
COMPANY •
1968 1971 1976
N o. o f 
Uorks
Market
Share
No. of 
Uorks
Market
Share
No. of 
Uorks
Market
Share
APCM 33 59% 23 61% 14 61%
Tunnel 5 13^ 5 15.5%, 2 10%
Rugby 7 15% 7 14.5% 5 15%
Ribblesdale 1 4%> 1 4% 1 5%;
Aberthau 2 4% 2 4% • 2 5%
Ketton 1 4% 1 5% 1 4%
ICI 2 5% 1 -*■ 1 -
* Output from the ICI plant is nou sold to APCM.
Source: Cement Marketing Board
t
DELIVERIES OF CEMENT 
(United Kingdom)
thousand tonnes
1960 12 553
1961 13 745
1962 13 882
1963 13 830
1964 16 809
1965 16 681
1966 16 655
1967 17 463
1968 17 853
1969 17 267
1970 17 014
1971 17 544
1972 17 883
1973 19 847
1974 17 388
1975 16 681
1976 15 452
Source: Cement Makers Federation
t
CEMENT USAGE: Estimated Distribution 
of D.emand, United Kingdom
Demand Sectors 1963 1968 1969 1973 1976
Housing 22$ 22% 20$ 17$ 20$
Concrete Products 19$ 22% . 19$ 23$ 26$
Builders' Rerchts. 12% 12% 12$ 13$ 15$
Roads & Bridges 7% 8% 9$ 10$ 7$
disc.Public Buildg. 10$ 9% 10$ 13$ 12$
Industrial Buildg. 8% 9% 10$ 8$ 9$
Private Commercial 
& Miscellaneous 20% 16% 18$ 14$ 9$
Asbestos Cement 
Products 2% 2% 2$ 2$ 2$
Source: Cement Makers Federation
t
CEMENT SUPPLIED TO READY MIXED 
CONCRETE MANUFACTURERS
% of annual 
deliveries 
of cement
1961 13
1962 16
1963 19
1964 22
1965 25
1966 28
1967 30
1968 34
1969 37
1970 38
1971 40
1972 42
1973 44
1974 42
1975 42
1976 41
Source: Cement Makers Federation
t
DELIVERIES OF READY MIXED CONCRETE 
Annually, UK
PRODUCTION 
thous cu m
1961  ^ 6,541
1962 7,781
1963 10,043
1964 13,596
1965 14,945
1966 16,952
1967 19,746
1968 21,757
1969 22,970
1970 23,322
1971 25,198
1972 27,142
1973 31,651
1974 - 27,833
1975 26,716
1976 v 24,772
Source: Ready Mixed Concrete Assocn.
t
READY NIXED CONCRETE USAGE 
Estimated Distribution of Demand
Demand Sector 1961 1967 1969 1975
Housing 25 % 32% 28% 28%
Industrial Building 24% 17% 2Q% 15%
Miscellaneous Building 1B% 18% 20% 16%
Roads & Bridges 20% 17% 10% 17%
Misc. Public Uorks 12% 15% 15% 23%
•Concrete Products i% 1% 1% 1%
Source: Private Communication from Amey Roadstone
t
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Source
ANNUAL DELIVERIES OF CONCRETE
BUILDING BLOCKS
thousand square metres
28,920
30,910
30,880
34,190
50,020
45,080
41,360
48,540
50,890
47,570
51,460
58,768
68,329
71,823
54,197
64,057
68,364
: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Source
DELIVERIES OF CONCRETE
ROOFING TILES
thousand square metres
20,521
20,601
25,980
26,006
25,609
27,345
27,892
24,584
23,273
26,908
28,255
30,939
25,214
26,061
27,454
Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
t
ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF
PLASTER & PLASTERBOARD
YEAR
BUILDING
PLASTER
(thous.tonnes)
PLASTERBOARD 
(thous.sq m)
1962 732 52,201
1963 787 54,913
1964 969 67,570
1965 1,010 66,035
1966 988 64,016
1967 958 75,808
1968 1,011 83,282
1969 945
t
81,604
1970 881 81,937
1971 953 95,401
1972 1,038 103,241
1973 1,162 112,801
1974 1,050 110,861
1975 998 104,396
1976 990 116,999
Source: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
DELIVERIES OF BRICKS BY TYPE 
Annual Totals, GB
millions
YEAR COMMONS FACINGS ENGIN­EERING
1948 3,435 842 147
1949 4,128 1,228 181
1950 4,347 1,397 186
1951 4,427 1,442 189
1952 4,770 1,674 211
1953 5,063 1,931 241
1954 4,963 1,920 229
1955 5,028 1,937 239
1956 4,892 1,928 245
1957 4,655 1,889 235
1958 4,365 . 1,872 230
1959 4,695 2,219 277
1960 4,623 2,307 302
1961 4,624 2,407 325
1962 4,483 2,309 284
1963 ; 4,529 2,473 285
1964 4,706 3,055 337
1965 4,258 2,833 332
1966 3,943 2,467 318
1967 4,259 3,038 404
1968 3,958 2,886 377
1969 3,545 2,556 372
1970 3,334 2,631 391
1971 3,339 3,060 426
1972 3,275 3,330 419
1973 3,191 3,392 415
1974 2,406 2,256 350
1975 2,391 2,682 395
1976 2,138 2,836 406
Sources: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
*.' Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
BRICK CAPACITY SURVEY 
million bricks
TOTAL
USE TYPE MATERIAL TYPE
Comm­
ons Fac * g Eng. Clay
Con­
crete
Sand-
lime
1975. Capacity 7,571 3052 4061 458 6366 703 502
1975 Production 5,046 2149 2515 382 4405 375 266
Planned Neu Plant 
to 1977 255 62 154 39 213 42 -
Source: see belou
Fuels Used for Production of Clay 
Bricks: Type of Fuel by Capacity
Type of Kiln Coal Oil Gas LPG TOTAL
Tunnel 182 67 716 239 1,205
Continuous 3,858 195 602 237 4,892
Intermittent 36 42 69 53 200
Others 10 5 .20 35 69
TOTAL 4,085 309 1,407 564 6,366
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics, 
No.17, Supplementary Tables
t
ANNUAL DELIVERIES OF CLAY
ROOFING TILES
thousand square metres
3,096 
2,654 
2,437 
2,005 
1,789 
1,596 
1,451 
1,307 
952 
700*
(series discontinued from 
June 1971)
* Estimate based on first six months 
total of 350.
Source: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
t
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
All Work
Weight for 
Calculation 
Purposes 
1970 = 100
Specification % .
Granite & other Chippings, Aggregates 
& Roadstones 1.4
Uncoated Limestone Roadstone & Aggregates 1.4
Sand & Gravel (delivered) 4.7
Paint 3.9
Uncoated Steel - other than Stainless & 
Electrical (imported & home produced) 0.3
Finished Steel - other than Sheets, Tin­
plate, Tubes Forgings & Castings (imported 
& home produced) 1.1
Steel Plate - Non Alloy (imported & home 
produced) 0.3
Heavy Steel Bars & Sections (imported &
home produced) 1.1
Light Re-Rolled Bars & Sections (imported 
& home produced) 3.0
Steel Tubes - other than Electric Conduit 
Tubes (imported & home produced) 1.7
Cast & Spun Iron Pipes & Fittings 2.9
Cast Iron Baths 0.5
Other Building & Domestic Castings 1.2
Copper Tubes 3.5
Copper Sheet & Strip 0.9
Space-Heating, Ventilating & Air-Condition­
ing Equipment 7.3
Insulated Electrical Wires & Cables 2.9
Misc. Electrical Fittings & Accessories NES 2.1
Metal Windows & Curtain Walling 1.8
Locks, Latches, Keys 2.0
Facing Bricks (Fletton) - delivered 1.0
Engineering Bricks - delivered 0.5
Facing Bricks (Non-Fletton) - delivered 1.9
Common Building Bricks (Fletton) - deliv. 1.1
Common Building Bricks . (Non-Fletton) - del. 1.4
Vitrified Pipes & Conduits 1.1
continued
Specification
Vitreous China Sanitary Uare 
Pottery Tiles
Glazing Sheets & Plate Glass
Cement - delivered in bulk
Ready nixed Concrete
Precast Concrete Pipes - delivered
Precast Concrete Roof Tiles
Precast Concrete Building Blocks - deliv.
Plasterboard
Asbestos Cement Products 
Plaster (Gypsum)
Asphalt 
Roofing Felt
Thermal Insulation Materials 
Particle Board - home produced 
All Doors
Windows & Door Frames 
Wallpaper
Building Materials of Plastics 
Softwood - imported 
Plywood - imported 
Hardwood - imported
Weight for 
Calculation 
Purposes 
1970 = 100
0.8
1.0
1.3
3.3
7.4 
0.7 
1.1
2.5 
0.8
1.5 
0.6
3.6 
1.0 
0.6 
1.1 
2.2 
2.2 
1.2 
3.0 
9.5 
2.2 
1.4
100.0
Source: DTI
i
HOUSEBUILDING MATERIALS
Weight for 
Calculation 
Purposes 
1970 = 100
Granite & other Chippings, Aggregates 
& Roadstones 0.2
Uncoated Limestone Roadstone & Aggregates 0.2
Sand & Gravel - delivered 6.4
Paint 1.5
Other Finished Steels - imported & home 
produced 1.7
Light Re-Rolled Bars & Sections - imported 
& home produced 1.3
Steel Tubes (other than Electric Conduit 
Tubes) - imported & home produced 0.6
Cast & Spun Iron Pipes & Fittings 3.6
Cast Iron Baths 0.6
Other Building & Domestic Castings 1.4
Copper Tubes 2.5
Copper Sheet & Strip 0.4
Space-Heating, Ventilating & Air-Condition­
ing Equipment 3.4
Insulated Electrical Wires & Cables 1.1
Misc. Electrical Fittings & Access. NES 1.1
Metal Windows & Curtain Walling 1.3
Locks, Latches & Keys 2.7
Facing Bricks (Fletton) - delivered 2.3
Engineering Bricks - delivered 0.8
Facing Bricks (Non-Fletton) - delivered 3.6
Common Building Bricks (Fletton) - deliv. 2.2
Common Building Bricks (Non-Fletton) - del. 3.2
Vitrified Pipes & Conduits 1.6
Sanitary Ware (Vitreous China) 0.8
Tiles - Pottery 1.6
Glazing Sheet & Plate Glass 1.4
Cement - delivered in- bulk 3.7
Ready Mixed Concrete 7.0
Precast Concrete Pipes 0.2
continued
Specification
Precast Concrete Roof Tiles 
Precast Concrete Building Blocks 
Plasterboard
Asbestos Cement Products 
Plaster (Gypsum)
Asphalt 
Roofing Felt
Particle Board - home produced 
All Doors
Windows & Door Frames 
Uallpaper
Building Materials of Plastics 
Softuood - imported 
Plyuood - imported 
Hardwood - imported
Weight for 
Calculation 
Purposes 
1970 = 100
i____________
3.1
5.5
1.6
1.2 
0.7 
1.1 
1.2 
0.9 
2.6 
2.5 
0.2 
4.9
14.7
0.8
0.6
100.0
Source: DTI
k-
t
CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF THE HOUSING SECTOR
Introduction
The housing sector is the main subject of this 
thesis, and, after describing the construction 
industry and the major materials industries, it is 
necessary to give a general review of the housing 
market in Great Britain before analysing the usage 
of materials in this sector.
The past performance of the housing market by public 
and private sectors has been studied and the essen­
tial differences between the two are discussed.
Other factors which this review considers are the 
rise and fall of industrialised building techniques 
in the public sector housing market and the price 
and cost structure of the two market sectors.
In recent years the housing improvement market has 
been more active than previously and a section on 
this has been included for two main reasons.
Firstly, it is possible that future substitution of 
materials might be influenced by this market and 
secondly, future levels of new housebuilding will 
depend on the rate at which old houses are renewed.
3.1 PAST PERFORMANCE
The erection of new duellings is the most important 
activity in the construction industry workload.
The figures in Table 3.1 show the value of output 
of the housing sector from 1955 in constant prices.
In the 1970*s the annual value of output of new 
duellings has accounted for between 35 to 40% of 
all new building work. In the middle to late I9601s 
. . the proportion was higher, from 1964 to 1969 it did
not fall below 40%,
Housing sector output in physical units of dwellings 
completed, dwellings started and dwellings under 
construction in Great Britain is shown in Table 
3.2. Also shown is the breakdown between the private 
and public sectors of the housing market. From the 
end of the War in 1945 until 1954, the construction 
industry continually increased the annual output of 
new dwellings, due mainly to the demand by local 
authorities to eliminate the chronic shortage of 
habitable dwellings. From 1954 until 1963 the 
annual completion rate of new duellings remained at 
an approximately constant level of 300,000 new 
duellings per year. In the years 1964 to 1968,
the house building programmes achieved record levels, 
going just over the 400,000 mark in both 1967 and 
1968. It was during this period that industrialised 
building techniques made their impact on the house 
building market. From 1968 onwards the annual rate 
of completions continually decreased until 1975 when 
an upturn was recorded.
The stock of dwellings has increased annually from 
16.42 millions in 1961 to nearly 20 millions at the 
end of 1975, i.e. an increase of over 3.5 millions 
in 14 years. Figure 3.1 shows the gains and losses 
of dwellings during this period and the net gain is 
shown by the area between the two lines. Losses 
are attributed to slum clearance and demolitions 
for redevelopment and new roads, etc.
Although there has been a general feeling of dis­
appointment concerning the output from 1969 until 
recently, it should be remembered that the construc­
tion industry in general has been depressed.
N.
8In 1965 the Government issued the National Plan 
which stated an undertaking to aim at a rate of com­
pletions of 500,000 duellings a year by 1970. It 
was accepted by the Government as a target and the
first paragraph of the White Paper ’’The Housing Pro-
9
gramme 1965-1970” stated ... ’’the rate of building
will be pushed up as fast as resources and improving 
techniques allow. In 1964, 383,000 houses were com­
pleted (UK). The first objective is to reach half a 
million houses a year by 1970. Even that however, 
will not be enough ...the 1970*s should see still 
bigger programmes.
Following devaluation in 1967 (November), the Min­
ister of. Housing at a press conference on 18 January 
1968 made it clear that the 500,000 target was being 
abandoned. ’’Housing has had to make its contribution 
to economic recovery, along with other social ser­
vices. Local authority programmes for 1968 and 1969 
are being reduced below the levels originally planned 
and that means that performance in the public sector, 
although increasing, will be less than originally 
intended...The Government do not therefore now expect
500,000 houses in 1970 to be completed. There are 
too many uncertainties for it to be possible for 
anyone to say exactly how many houses will be built 
in 1970, but I am confident that the number will be 
large - well beyond 400,000. Because of the large 
increase in programmes which have already been app­
roved, and which are now moving into the stage of 
building, completions in the public sector will con­
tinue up to 1970 at an even higher level than in
1967."
On both counts the Minister’s calculations went badly 
aury. Completions for 1970 were 350.4 thousands with 
public sector completions at 180.1 thousands, 24,000 
down on the 1967 figure. Since 1971 annual comple­
tions have never gone above 320,000.
It is worth comparing housing performance in recent 
years not only with stated targets but also with the 
known "need", which involves making subjective judge­
ments. The Uhite. Paper previously referred to stated 
that a target of half a million houses a year is 
modest in the light of the housing needs. It then 
went on to pinpoint a minimum need (i.e. to house 
everyone to a .sufficient standard) of 3.7 million 
houses accompanied by an annual demand of 180,000 to 
keep up with new household formation and to replace 
losses for roads and other forms of development.
The failure of this plan to keep to the target levels 
has been a lesson to succeeding Housing Ministers, 
for although since then there have been many Uhite 
Papers regarding housing policy, there has been 
little comment on the numbers of duellings that Min­
isters think ought to be, predict will be, or must 
be built-in. a given year or group of years.
Following the decline in the late 1960's, housing 
activity has never seemed really to "get going” again. 
Uhen one sector makes progress the other tends to 
fall back. t
3.2 THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS
The national stock of houses is made up of four 
main types:
1. Houses owned by private owners and let to tenants.
2. Houses owned by their occupiers.
3. Houses owned by local authorities.
4. Houses owned by New Towns, Housing Associations
and Government Departments.
Categories 1 and 2 are regarded as the private sector 
and 3 and 4 as the public sector. Prior to 1914 
something like 90^ of the total number of dwellings 
were privately owned and let to tenants. From then 
until the present time there have been outstanding 
chan’ges in the make up of the national stock of houses, 
which can be accounted for by the parallel growth of 
local authority houses and of owner-occupied houses, 
and the decline of houses privately owned and let to 
tenants. '
\
Stock of dwellings by tenure in recent years has been 
estimated by the DoE and is shown in Table 3.3. It 
can be seen that nearly 53^ of all dwellings were 
owner-occupied at the end of 1975. This is nearly 
6%i greater than 1966 and shows the continuing trend 
of the desire for home ownership. '
Opinions have been expressed"^’ that targets of a 
60^ rate of ouner-occupation should be aimed at by 
the e a r l y 1980’s. (The implications of this on 
duelling types uill be considered in a later chap­
ter.) Further examination of Table 3,2 shous hou 
the different sectors have fared over recent years. 
'Many of the factors uhich influence the rate of 
house building are of a political nature and Table 
3.2 shous that after the house building industry 
returned to normality in the middle fifties, the 
private sector gained ground at the expense of the 
public sector throughout the Conservative Government’s 
terms of office until 1964 uhen, under a Socialist 
Government, there uas an upsurge in the public sec­
tor until the minor economic setback in the late 
1960’s caused declines in both sectors. The re- 
election of the Conservative Government in 1970 re­
sulted in an upsurge in the private sector and a 
further decline in the public sector. This trend 
uas reversed uhen Labour came back into pouer in 
1974.
Characteristics of duellings built for the tuo sec­
tors are shoun in Figure 3.2, On the basis of the 
number of bedrooms per duelling, it can be seen that 
in the private sector duellings predominantly con­
tain three bedrooms, uhereas in the public sector 
one, tuo and three bedroomed duellings are of equal 
importance. This is typical of the public sector
uhich has to cater for single person duellings and 
old peoples* flatlets as uell as family duellings.
The private housebuilding market is aimed at typical 
families uith a size of three to five persons plus 
one spare bed space.
The types of duellings also shou distinct differences 
in the tuo sectors. Over 90% of neu duellings in 
the private sector are traditionally built houses, 
the remainder being flats built by traditional me­
thods. Discussions uith the Production Division of 
Building Research Establishment indicate that poss­
ibly no more than 5% of neu duellings in the private 
sector are built by industrialised system building 
methods. Public sector duelling types are divided 
almost equally betueen houses and flats. Houever, 
in this sector industrialised building methods have 
acquired a sizable share of the market.
Statistics on industrialised building for duellings 
have only been collected since 1964; they are shoun 
in Table 3.4. Approved tenders for this type of 
construction increased progressively until 1967 and 
then uent into decline uhen the construction of high 
rise blocks sloued doun. The increase since 1973 
is due to more lou rise methods being used. This 
is further analysed in Section 3.3.
Another significant difference between the tuo sec­
tors is the size of the schemes undertaken. The 
number of duellings per scheme in recent years in 
the public sector is shoun in Table 3.5. This shous 
that over 50% of schemes for local authorities are 
for more than 100 duellings. This is not a surpris­
ing characteristic because it uould be expected that 
larger schemes uould offer greater economies, espec­
ially uith industrialised methods. There are no 
equivalent statistics for private sector house build­
ing but comparisons can be made by referring to Tables 
3.6A and 3.6B, uhich shou the value ranges of con­
tractors* neu orders for neu housebuilding during 
recent years. The most outstanding feature is in th-e 
private sector (Table 3.6B) uhere in 1967 over 95^ of 
ne.u orders uere for schemes costing less than £50,000. 
This uould place such orders in the equivalent of 
1-15 duellings per scheme. This again is not very 
surprising for, as shoun in Chapter 1, although there 
are a number of large housebuilders the industry is 
mainly fragmented into many small firms uhose resources 
limit them to small schemes.
In 1975 nearly S5%> of schemes in the private sector 
uere for those valued at £50,000 or less. Since 1967 
average house prices have approximately trebled and 
this uould indicate that the majority of schemes in 
this sector is for 1-5 duellings.
3.3 INDUSTRIALISED v. TRADITIONAL DUELLINGS
3.3.1 Introduction
In simple terms industrialised building is the sub­
stitution of factory methods for uork previously
done by craftsmen on site. The benefits that can
be obtained by such methods are:
i) More efficient use of manpower uith increased 
productivity under better working conditions 
in a factory.
ii) Compared to traditional methods, overall time 
for a project can be considerably less.
iii) Repetitive operations become easier to plan, 
organise and control.
iv) Provided demand is sufficient, the cost will 
become cheaper in comparison uith traditional 
methods.
v) As a result of (iv), pre-ordering and bulk pur 
chase of materials can give greater cost bene­
fits.
vi) There is less demand for highly skilled crafts 
men than for traditional methods.
vii) As a result of (ii), capital is employed more 
economically uith a quicker turnover.
These must be weighed against certain obvious dis­
advantages :
i) Large capital outlay is required for factory 
space and equipment, research, development and 
planning that must precede production.
ii) Transport costs for heavy components can be 
high and call for the use of specially designed
I -
vehicles.
iii) Lack of co-ordination of deliveries, for any 
reason, can offset the advantages mentioned 
and can lead to costly on site equipment being 
idle.
iv) Special training for both factory and on site 
labour will be required to familiarise staff 
uith industrialised methods.
Industrialisation is essentially an organisational 
process involving the systematic integration of design, 
manufacture and production, together uith the standard­
isation of components. This must be coupled uith the 
mechanisation of the assembly process together uith 
a steady flou of demand.
The terms "open system" and "closed system" are fre­
quently used to describe industrialised, building. In 
a closed system the components are not interchange­
able uith any other system or method and thus the
building is formed from components specifically de- 
,signed for and applicable to the particular building 
in question. Such a system is developed to meet 
the precise requirements of its users. An open system 
of building is uhere components are interchangeable 
uith other systems, and the aim of an open system is 
to produce a complete range of standard components 
uhich are interchangeable over a uide range of build­
ing types. In an open system the designer1s choice 
is very uide and limited only by his experience and 
knouledge of the market. Both open and closed systems 
can incorporate traditional forms of construction, 
such as brickuork, but this can detract from the 
efficiency of such systems. Sub-divisions of systems 
can be made into light systems, using steel and timber 
frames, or heavy systems using storey height concrete 
panels and classified high rise or lou rise according 
to the number of storeys that can be constructed.
(High rise is normally considered to be over 4 storeys 
but there is no offacial definition.)
The rationalisation of traditional methods of building 
(rat.trad.) is sometimes classified under industrial­
ised building. This attempts to improve the efficiency 
of planning and on site control aimed at reducing 
site labour and increasing speed of erection. Maxi­
mum use of dry construction using prefabricated com­
ponents alongside traditional materials such as brick­
uork and in situ concrete is attempted.
One of the obstacles hindering progress towards 
efficient industrialisation of building is the lack 
of uniformity in the shapes and sizes of the various 
manufactured components such as bricks and blocks, 
tiling, sheet products, dry partitioning, windows, 
doors, etc. This has made the work of the designer 
much more difficult than it need be by restricting 
flexibility of form and pattern. In traditional 
building the problem of combining different sizes 
of components is fairly easily solved by adjusting 
the in situ work. This method is obviously waste­
ful in time and materials, in cutting and fitting. 
Uith industrialised methods of building the aim 
should be to eliminate this kind of waste and make 
all components freely interchangeable.
Dimensional co-ordination is a system of arranging 
the dimensional framework of a building so that com­
ponents can ,be used within the framework of an inter­
related pattern of sizes. This necessitates the 
establishment of a -rectangular three-dimensional grid 
of basic modules into which the component will fit. 
Dimensional co-ordination thus relates industrial 
techniques to the building process by co-ordinating 
the size of components within a basic framework, 
establishing a reference system to enable components 
to be located and specifying a system of tolerances. 
The co-ordination of dimensions is. closely related 
with the overall development of building technology
and the evolution of neu building processes.
In order that industrialised building can be fully 
developed and its economic advantages completely re­
alised, it will be necessary to adopt an agreed system 
of dimensional co-ordination. The metrication of the 
construction industry gives the opportunity to do
this. A study of dimensional co-ordination has
12recently been made but its findings are still 
confidential.
3.3.2 Performance in the Housing Market
The rise of industrialised building in the housing 
market can be said to start from approximately 1960 
and statistics have been collected from 1964. It 
uas believed at the outset to mark a neu age in the 
construction of neu duellings and this uas further 
enhanced by the publication of the National Plan, 
already referred to, in 1965 uhich made a target of 
an annual completion of 500,000 duellings by 1970,
100,000 of uhich uould be built by industrialised 
techniques.
Statistics of industrialised duellings in Table 3.4 
shou the approvals, starts and completions per annum 
for local authorities in England and Wales. The 
most significant column is the approvals. From 1964 
there uas a steady rise in approvals reaching a maxi­
mum in 1967 since uhen there has been a steady de­
cline, until 1973 uhen an upturn uas recorded and 
has since been maintained. There ought to be a re­
lationship betueen the approvals for one year, the 
starts for the next year and the completions for the 
following year. This is not always the case because 
of varying time lags between approvals and starts and 
then betueen starts and completions.’
In order to account for this decline since 1967 it
must first be noted that industrialised building has 
*
only penetrated the* public sector market, its share
of the private sector housing market being just over 
1% (estimated by National Building Agency). As shown 
in Table 3.7 (total public sector housing activity 
in GB over the same period as Table 3.4) public sec­
tor housing activity has also declined in recent 
years, uith a drop of 47% in the duellings started 
from 1967 to 1973. This recession in activity has 
understandably contributed to the fall off in demand 
for industrialised housing.
Another factor stems from the collapse of a system 
built tower block of flats at Ronan Point in Flay
1968. Analysis of Table 3.8 shous the decline in 
demand for high rise system built tower blocks of 
flats which has occurred from 1966 onwards. This 
disaster coincided uith another factor uhich could 
have affected demand, that of psychological strains 
imposed on families with children living in high 
rise flats. It uas at about the same time of the 
disaster that such views were being aired.
The theory that high rise flats are necessary to 
house people in areas of dense population has recent­
ly been under question. The DoE now hold that simi­
lar densities can be achieved by the use of low rise 
systems. Uhile this in itself might not affect the 
industrialised building-market as a w h o l e ,  it h a s :  
probably been a factor in the decline of high rise 
duellings.
Recently in the USA some authorities have taken the 
extreme measure of demolishing some high rise blocks 
which uere less than twenty years old. In Great 
Britain some local authorities have closed blocks 
of high rise flats and re-housed the tenants and in 
March 1977 the Chairman of the GLC Housing Committee, 
whilst commenting on the above measures taken in the 
USA, suggested that the’ 200+ tower blocks in London 
should be used for purposes other than housing or 
else demolished and low rise flats built in their 
place.
It is now probably safe to say that in the foresee­
able future there will be little demand for high 
rise dwellings. Table 3.8 shows that approvals for 
blocks in the 5-9 storey range are still occurring 
but in 1975 there uere no approvals for blocks over 
nine storeys.
3.3.3 Systems and Materials
In the peak activity years of the late I960*s there 
uere nearly 100 different systems being offered which 
had received the National Building Agency appraisal 
certificate. These are listed in Table 3.9 and 
classified as to high or low rise and main structural 
materials. Tables 3.10 - 3.14 show the market shares 
of the top ten systems for 1967 and selected years 
up to 1975 for local authority approvals in England 
and Uales.
From 1967 to 1975 there have been some marked changes, 
particularly the demise of concrete systems and the 
rise of timber framed systems. One major feature 
is that Uimpey no-fines still holds the dominant 
position in the market. Another important trend is 
that fewer systems now hold most of the market share. 
For instance, in 1967 ten systems had 55^ of the 
market and in 1975 a similar number of systems held 
over 81^ of the market.
A more interesting analysis is shown in Table 3.15. 
This gives a breakdown of the types of structure and 
main structural materials for annual completions of 
industrialised dwellings. Notable features are the 
increasing use of timber for lightweight load bearing 
panels at the expense of all other structural types,
the rise of rat.trad, reaching its peak in 1970 and 
declining continuously since then. Concrete systems 
also reached a peak in 1970 but have since declined. 
Steel framed systems declined in 1971 following their 
peak year of 1970; they have since shown some revival, 
but a further decline has now started.
3.3.4 Costs
It is extremely difficult to obtain reliable inform­
ation on the comparative costs of industrialised and 
traditional building. A comparison has been attemp­
ted by the Department of the Environment by taking 
the average area and average cost per duelling and 
then comparing average costs per square metre.
There is little difference in costs for houses and 
bungalous; traditional techniques are about 1% more 
expensive for tuo to four storey flats but for five 
storeys and above industrialised techniques are 
about 3% more expensive than traditional.
Figures for 1975 are: (average cost per sq m)
Industrialised Traditional 
Houses & Bungalous £ 93.32 £ 95.34
Flats, 1-4 Storeys £122.19 £131.09
Flats, 5 Storeys + £193.27 £187.00
All Duellings £ 99.91 £109.17
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics (Qtrly)DoE
The most noticeable feature of the table is the 
higher the building the more expensive it is per 
square metre of floor area,
3.5 Summary
Table 3.15 shous the severe decline, since 1970, in 
industrialised systems building. This can be attri­
buted to the decline in activity in public sector 
housing, a loss of confidence in the safety of high 
rise flats and the psychological effects on people 
living in high rise duellings. The outlook for 
industrialised built duellings is not very clear. 
Judging by the trends since the late 1960*3 and 
early 1970’s, high rise system building for housing 
seemed to be on the uay out. This, houever, is un­
likely as the major companies can turn their hands 
to hotel and office building and other activities. 
Houever, for many of the smaller companies, uho 
have invested heavily in plant and equipment, the 
present situation is very serious. There is no 
doubt that Great Britain is nou better housed than 
it-uould have been uithout systems building and 
this, coupled uith its possible advantages, might 
some time in the near future lead to its revival.
Tuo main factors could control this revival. One 
is a need for more public housing uhere system 
building is already established, the other being 
the possibility of such techniques penetrating the 
private sector housing. The outlook for the former 
depends very much on political decisions. For the 
latter it is possible that rat. trad, techniques
uill penetrate the private sector housing market 
to some extent and thus pave the uay for other types 
of systems into this market.
There has obviously been an abundance of systems 
competing for too little uork. The major companies 
can diversify but it seems likely that some of the 
smaller companies uill disappear.
At the present time costs are reasonably comparable 
for traditional and system building techniques.
The savings in system building, houever, are pro­
gressive and as time passes uhen techniques might 
become more sophisticated, problems ironed out and 
the advent of dimensional co-ordination, it might 
be that industrialised systems building uill become 
more competitive than traditional techniques.
3.4 PRICE AND COST STRUCTURE OF THE HOUSING MARKET
There are three main elements in the cost structure 
of neu duellings:
i) The price of land.
ii) The price of materials.
iii) The price of labour.
All three are fundamental to private sector housing,
uhereas in the public sector local authorities may 
be in possession of the land they intend to build 
on, i.e. redeveloping, and they may also be in the 
position to employ direct labour.
Other factors uhich complicate the situation are the 
regional variations in the price of building land, 
materials and labour. This can be clearly seen from 
Table 3.16 uhich shous the average price of neu 
houses mortgaged to a major building society in the 
last quarter of 1972 compared to the first quarter 
of 1977.
The comparison shous the complex nature of the 
private housing market. In London and the South 
East the average duelling price increased by 22.8^ 
over the period shoun, but at the same time the 
average value of the site decreased by 25.2^. In
the Midlands the average price of a duelling in­
creased by 60.3^ and the value of the site increased 
by 22.1%.
Trends in the prices of neu houses and housebuilding 
costs in Great Britain since 1962 are shoun in Table 
3.17. In 1972 the price of neu houses rose steeply 
compared to housebuilding costs. At this time 
demand uas high and building societies had suffi­
cient funds to satisfy this. In 1974 the Building 
Societies had to restrict neu mortgages because of 
shortage of funds and this sloued doun the rise in 
prices of neu houses. Since 1974 the Building 
Societies have attempted to control their funds so 
there uill be a sufficient supply available to keep 
the private housebuilding activity at a reasonable 
rate uithout overheating as it did in 1974. This 
move appears to have succeeded, for at the end of 
1976 the price indices for neu house prices and 
housebuilding costs uere level again for the first 
time since 1965.
Considering again Table 3.16, it can be seen that 
the average site value of a neu house in Great 
Britain uas approximately 20^ of the total price in 
1977. A survey of nine major construction companies 
carried out by the author revealed that up to half 
of the other 80^ uould be attributed to profits and 
overheads. The other 40^ of the total cost uould
be divided equally between materials and labour.
In the extreme case, 60^ of the total cost could be 
taken by materials and labour and this would again 
be divided equally between the two. It was there­
fore concluded that the elemental cost of house­
building materials in private sector new house­
building is not less than 20% and not more than 30^ 
of the selling price. Completions of new dwellings 
in the private sector in Great Britain in 1976 
totalled 151,700 and using an estimated average of 
£13,500 per duelling and an average of 25% of total 
cost for materials, this indicates sales of building 
materials to this sector of some £512 million in 
1976.
The companies contacted in the survey were Uimpey, 
Taylor Uoodrou, Tarmac, U & C French, Laing, Bry­
ant, Costain, Norwest Holt and Bovis. The survey 
was conducted by telephone and personal interviews, 
and no written questionnaire was involved.
In each case, a quantity surveyor involved in new
housebuilding was spoken to and questioned on the
elemental costs of building. A personal interview
was carried out at Uimpey*s head office and the
format of this was used in telephone' interviews to
the other contractors. The quantity surveyors were
able to give fairly accurate estimates of the cost
of materials and labour for their own house types,
*
and knowing the selding price of these, the other 
factors could be determined.
It has already been mentioned that the cost struct­
ure of public sector new housing is complicated by 
the fact that local authorities may own the land 
they build on and may also employ their own labour. 
It is further complicated due to local authorities 
building by traditional methods and industrialised 
systems whose cost structures are diverse, the 
former being labour intensive and the latter capi­
tal intensive. A further restriction to the analy­
sis of this sector is the Government’s subsidies 
to local authorities controlled through the Housing 
Cost Yardstick which limits the amount that local 
authorities can allocate to the building elements 
of a duelling depending on the size of the duelling 
and the Rate'Support Grant which determines the 
level of support that Central Government gives to 
individual local authorities.
Table 3.18 shows figures of the costs of construct­
ion of dwellings in approved tenders for local 
authorities in England and Wales. These are average 
values for the full range of housing types and 
sizes. Thus for industrialised dwellings the aver­
age ranges from single bedroomed low rise flats to 
three bedroomed high rise systems and for trad- .. 
itional dwellings from bungalows to low rise flats 
of brick and block construction.
An approximate comparison can be made for the 
average cost of construction for one duelling be­
tween the two sectors based on the most recently 
available figures. As almost all private sector 
dwellings are built by traditional methods, then 
these costs can be compared.
In the public sector the average cost for building 
a traditional type semi-detached three bedroomed 
house in 1976 was £8,450. Figures issued by 
Nationwide Building Society for 1976 show the price 
at the end of the year for an average private 
sector dwelling to be £13,586 of which the site 
value in 1976 was 25% of the total cost thus making 
the cost of construction £10,869. Thus the con­
struction cost of a new private sector duelling 
was approximately £2,419 more than the construction 
cost of a new public sector dwelling.
There are, however, other factors which are not 
included in the public sector housebuilding cost. 
These are as follows:
£1,000 for roads and services.
£250 for car accommodation.
5% of cost for finance costs.
8% for professional, and supervision fees.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
The direct comparison of total cost and selling 
price between an average public sector semi-detached 
three bedroomed dwelling built to Parker Morris 
standards and an average private sector duelling 
can now be seen to be £11,000 and £10,869 respect­
ively. It would appear therefore that there is no 
significant cost difference between similar type 
dwellings built for the public sector and the 
private sector.
3.5 THE HOUSING IMPROVEMENT MARKET
3.5.1 House Renovation Grants
House renovation grants are given to encourage 
owners to provide modern services and amenities 
in sound older houses or alternatively to increase 
the stock of satisfactory dwellings by converting 
out-moded houses and other buildings into modern 
housing use.
The basic scheme was introduced in 1949 but the 
provisions under which assistance is made available 
have been changed from time to time. Current leg­
islation for England and Uales is the Housing Act 
1974 and for Scotland the Housing (Scotland) Act
1974.
Under the Housing Act 1971 (as amended) the amount 
of financial assistance available was increased for 
work carried out before 23 June 1974 in local auth­
ority areas wholly or partly in development areas 
(as specified under the Industrial Development Act 
1966, Section 15 (2)) and intermediate areas (as 
specified under the Local Employment Act 1970, 
Section l); SI 1972 No.422 extended these provisions 
to additional local authority areas from 22 March 
1972. The Housing Act 1974, Section 117 removed 
the 23 June 1974 time limit for completion of work
for private owners whose applications for grant 
had been approved or in the case of housing assoc­
iations, had been received on or before 30 September 
1973, at the higher rate.
Grants are available to three types of tenure:
(a) Private Owners
A grant to a private owner takes the form- of a cash 
payment by the local authority of a percentage of 
the approved eligible costs of the works which are 
subject to prescribed maxima. The appropriate per­
centage of eligible expense to be paid is 15% for 
dwellings in housing action areas, 60^ 6 .for- those in 
general improvement areas (England and Wales only) 
and 50^ for those elsewhere. In a housing action 
area the appropriate percentage may be increased 
beyond the normal limit of 15%0 to 90^ where the 
local authority considers that the applicant will 
not without undue hardship be able to finance his 
share of the cost of the improvements or repairs. 
Local authorities can also approve improvement, 
repairs or special grants at a lower percentage 
should they so wish. The Government contributes 
15%o of the grant paid (90%, in housing action areas 
and general improvement areas) in the form of an 
annual contribution to local authorities based on 
their loan charges over a period of twenty years.
(b) Local Authorities
In England and Uales, where housing authorities are 
improving their own Revenue Account (or housing 
account in the case of neu towns) dwellings, Govern­
ment subsidy is available in appropriate circum­
stances under the Housing Rents and Subsidies Act
1975. For other houses and those owned by county 
councils a Government contribution towards the cost 
is payable annually for twenty years based on 37.5$ 
of the approved eligible expense, the latter subject
to a maximum of £2,000.
In Scotland the contribution is normally 37.5$ of
the annual loan charges (75$ in housing action
areas) over a period of 20 years based on total 
costs which are subject to a normal maximum of 
£2,500 per duelling.
(c) Housing Associations
Housing associations may receive the cash grant as 
a private owner. Alternatively, subject to the 
approval of the Secretary of State, housing assoc­
iations registered with the Housing Corporation can 
receive housing grant equal to the net cost of. the 
project to the association. The types of grants 
available are as follows:
1. Improvement Grants
11 Improvement grants” uere first introduced in 1949 
and are available entirely at the discretion of the 
local authority, either for the improvement of 
existing houses or for the provision of neu duell­
ings by conversion. The duelling must be brought 
up to a prescribed standard and should normally be 
capable of providing satisfactory housing accommo­
dation for a further thirty years. Under the 
Housing Act 1974 these requirements may be relaxed 
in certain circumstances houever, although the 
expected life of the duelling must not be less than 
ten years.
The limit of the grant in England and Uales is the 
appropriate percentage of the approved eligible 
expense of the proposals the latter being suject 
to a maximum of £3,200 per duelling or £3,700 uhere 
a building of three or more storeys is being con­
verted. In Scotland the maximum amount of approved 
expense is £3,700.
The limits on eligible expense may be exceeded only 
uith the consent of the Secretary of State for the 
Environment, the Secretary of State for Scotland or 
the Secretary of State for Uales either uith respect 
to a particular case or uith respect to any des­
cription of case.
*
* •' .
Conversions: The number of duellings approved for 
grant for each of uhich the maximum grant may be 
made is that uhich results from the completion of 
the uorks. .
2. Intermediate Grants
"Intermediate grants” introduced in England and 
Uales in 1974 are available as of right for the 
provision of any of the standard amenities that 
have been lacking for not less than one year and 
the execution of associated repairs. The improved 
duelling must normally be provided uith all of the 
standard amenities for the exclusive use of the 
occupants and should be capable of providing fit 
habitation for a further fifteen years. These 
requirements may be relaxed in certain circumstances 
at the discretion of the local authority. The 
local authority also has discretion to approve a 
grant even uhere not all the standard amenities are 
to be provided.
The amount of grant is the appropriate percentage 
of the approved eligible expense arrived at by 
adding together the amount noted against each of 
the amenities to be provided, as shoun belou, 
together uith any uorks of repair or replacement 
subject to a separate limit of £800.
Amenity
Maximum
Eligible
Amount
Fixed bath or shouer £100
Uash-hand basin £ 50
Sink £100
Hot & oold uater supply at 
Fixed bath or shouer £140
Uash-hand basin £ 70
Sink £ 90
Uater closet £150
£700
The maximum eligible expense is thus £1,500. Prior 
to 1969 the standard amenities included a food- 
store, but did not specifically include a sink.
Under the Housing (Scotland) Act 1974, improvement 
grants are also available for the provision of 
standard amenities and the execution of associated 
repairs, subject to the same cost limits as apply 
to intermediate grants in England and Uales.
3. Special Grants
”Special grants” first introduced in 1969 in England 
and Uales are available entirely at the discretion 
of the local authority for the provision of standard 
amenities in houses in multiple occupation. The
limit of grant is the appropriate percentage of 
the approved eligible expense of carrying out the 
uorks the latter subject to a maximum arrived at 
by adding together the amounts shoun above for 
each amenity installed. There is no limit on the 
numbers of each amenity that may be approved.
4. Repair Grants
"Repair grants” introduced^in 1974 in England and 
Uales are payable at the discretion of the local 
authority for the repair of the duellings uithin 
general improvement areas and housing action areas 
after taking into account the capacity of the 
applicant to finance the uork uithout aid. The 
limit of grant is the appropriate percentage of 
the approved eligible expense of carrying out the 
repairs, the latter subject to a maximum of £800.
Grants to cover unfit districts can be given as 
follous:
(a) General Improvement Areas
Part II of the Housing Act 1969 as amended by the
Housing Act 1974 confers pouers on local authorities
in England and Uales to deal uith the improvement of
living conditions in predominantly residential areas
by declaring general improvement areas and improving
the amenities of such areas, or duellings therein,
►
or both.
(b) Ho using Action Areas
Housing action areas uere introduced in Part IV of 
the Housing Act 1974 and Part II of the Housing 
(Scotland) Act 1974, but the provisions in the tuo 
acts differ. In England and Uales areas are to 
consist mainly of housing accommodation uhere the 
local authority considers housing and social con­
ditions are unsatisfactory and arrangements can be 
made uithin a period of five years to improve the 
duellings and the uell-being of persons and to 
secure the proper and effective management of 
housing accommodation uithin the area.
Local authorities in Scotland can declare housing 
action areas for demolition based on uhether the 
houses or the greater part of them do not meet the 
requirements of the tolerable standard, as laid 
doun in Part II of the Act, or housing action areas 
for improvement or demolition and improvement based 
on uhether the houses or the greater part of them 
lack one or more of the standard amenities or do 
not meet the tolerable standard.
.2 Analysis of Past Performance
Trends in the numbers of improvement grants since 
1960 are shown in Table 3.19 both for private 
owners and local authorities. For the ten years 
up to the end of 1969 the annual total of grants 
approved was reasonably constant with an annual 
average value of 125,000. The split between the 
two sectors was also fairly constant. Between 
1970 and 1973 the annual total increased progress­
ively each year, reaching a peak of 453,500 in 
1973 when the private sector had more than trebled 
compared with 1969, and the public sector had more 
than quadrupled. This increase was the result of 
a determined political decision by the Conservative 
Government of the day. The change of Government 
in 1974 has led to the rate of improvement grants 
slowing down. This decrease was affected by the 
Labour Government promoting new public sector 
housebuilding at the expense of improving existing 
dwellings and also by the general tightening up on 
public expenditure. ' » s; - ,
3.5.3 Market Analysis
In order to analyse the housing improvement market 
there are two initial requirements. Firstly, the 
condition of the national housing stock must be 
known and secondly, knowledge of the type of work 
being carried out is required. There have been 
attempts*^’^  to estimate these two parameters 
and the following is based^mainly on these reports
Table 3.20 shows the condition of the housing 
stock of England and Uales at September 1971. 
Various definitions must be made before discussing 
the table.
(a) An Unfit House
This is one which is deemed to be so far defective 
in one or more of the following as to be not 
reasonably suitable for occupation: repair, stabi­
lity, freedom from damp, internal arrangement, 
natural lighting, ventilation, water supply, drain 
age and sanitary conditions, facilities for the 
preparation and cooking-of food and for the dispos 
al of waste water.
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(b) A Clearance Area
This is an area declared by a local authority 
under Part III of the Housing Act 1957 to be one 
in uhich the houses are unfit for human habitat­
ion, or are by reason of their bad arrangement or 
the bad arrangement of their streets dangerous or 
injurious to the health of the inhabitants. Fit 
houses in or adjoining a clearance area may be 
purchased and demolished by a local authority for 
the purpose of securing a cleared area of conven­
ient shape or dimensions or for the satisfactory 
development of the cleared area.
(c) Unfit Houses Not in Clearance Areas
These are individual houses uhich may be either 
demolished or closed follouing action under Part 
II of the Housing Act 1957 or under certain other 
pouers. These houses could possibly be made fit 
again after a period of closure.
The total housing stock of England and Uales at 
September 1971 is shoun by Table 3.20 to be 
17,100,000. Tenures are seen to be divided as 
follous:
Ouner Occupied 9,062,000
Rented from Local Auth. 4,783,000
Other Tenures 2,831,000
24,000Closed
Vacant 410,000
In the owner occupied section, unfit duellings 
account for only 4% of the total number of duell­
ings and half of the unfit duellings are in pot­
ential clearance areas. Only a very small fraction 
(0.4%) of the fit duellings of this sector are in 
or adjoining potential clearance areas.
Of the duellings ouned by local authorities only 
'1,2% are unfit and the majority of these (90%>) are 
in potential clearance areas. Fit duellings total 
98.8^ of this sector and only a very small fraction 
of these are in potential clearance areas.
Other tenures are mainly duellings rented from 
private owners. 23%> of these duellings are unfit 
uith about tuo-thirds of these unfit duellings in 
potential clearance areas. Of the fit duellings, 
just less than ¥% are in or adjoining potential 
clearance areas.
All the closed duellings are by definition deemed 
unfit and of the vacant duellings, 40/& are seen to 
be unfit uith approximately half of these unfit 
duellings in potential clearance areas. 2%> of the 
fit vacant duellings are in or adjoining potential 
clearance areas.
Overall, 1,244,000 unfit duellings out of a housing 
stock of 17,100,000 uere identified, i.e. 7.3^ of 
the stock of dwellings uere unfit at September 1971.
The duelling stock of England and Dales by tenure 
and age at December 1969 is shoun in Table 3.21.
The main feature of this table is the high propor­
tion of pre-1919 built houses in the private rented 
sector. This indicates that the high proportion 
of unfit duellings in this sector is probably 
accounted for by the number of older houses in 
this sector. Table 3.22 shous the most recently 
available information uith regard to tenure and 
age of the housing stock. It is not in the agg­
regate form as Table 3.21 but nevertheless it does 
shou the increasing trend for home ownership.
The details in Table 3.23 shou the amount of money 
it would take at 1971 survey prices to bring unfit 
duellings into a fit condition and the amount of 
improvements required on fit duellings. Over 84% 
of all unfit duellings require more than £500 (at 
1971 prices) to be spent on them to make them fit.
A study carried out by the National Building 
15Agency relates to approved discretionary grants 
in 1970 for England and Uales. A statistical pop­
ulation of 83,602 duellings uas analysed as to the 
work carried out on the following building ele­
ments:
damp proofing, ground floor, upper floor, roof, 
external walls, partitions, staircases, finishes, 
decorations and insulation.
The findings are summarised as follows:
Damp proof course at ground level,
.46$ i.e. 38,500 duellings worked on
35$ i.e. 29,300 was new work
7$ i.e. 5,900 was*repair work
4$ i.e. 3,300 was renewal work
Damp proof to basement,
1.1$ 920 total
0.4% 330 new work
0.7$ 590 repairs
Construction of first floor,
49% 41,000 total
20$ 16,700 new work
14$ 11,700 repairs
15$ 12,600 renewals
Lowest floor finish,
62$ 51,800 total
36$ 30,100 new work
10$ 8,300 repairs
16$ 13,400 renewals
Construction of upper floors, 
19$ 16,000 total
7$ 5,900 new work
10$ 8,400 repairs
2$ 1,700 renewals
External walls finish,
44$ 36,800 total
13$ 10,900 new work
25$ 20,900 repairs
6$ 5,000 renewals
Staircases,
23$ 19,200 total
12$ lOjOOO new work
6$ 5,000 repairs
5$ 4,200 renewals
Loadbearing partitions,
. 15$ 12,500 total
8$ 6,700 new work
6$ 5^000 repairs
1$ 800 renewals
Non-loadbearing partitions, 
45$ 37,600 total
36$ 30,100 new work
5$ 4,200 repairs
4$ 3,300 renewals
Windows,
76$ 63,500 total
3.8 new windows per dwelling
i.e. 241,300 new windows
Doors,
73$ 61,000 total
3.6 new doors per dwelling
i.e. 219,600 new doors
Kitchen fittings,
76$ 63,500 total
65$ 54,300 new work
1$ 800 repairs
10$ 8,400 renewals
Finish to upper floors,
25$ 20,900 total
9$ 7,500 new work
12$ 10,000 repairs.
4$ 3,400 renewals
Roof shape,
57$ 47,700 total
50$ 41,800 pitched
7$ 5,700 flat
Roof construction,
25$ 20,900 total
10$ 8,400 neu work
11$ 9,200 repairs
. 4$ 3,300 renewals
Roof covering,
47$ 39,300 total
13$ 10,900 new work
23$ 19,200 repairs
11$ 9,200 renewals
Roof insulation,
46$ 38,500 total
40$ 33‘,500 new work
2$ 1,700 repairs
4$ 3,300 renewals
Rainwater goods,
54$ 45,200 total
15$ 12,500 new work
21$ 17,600 repairs
18$ 15,100 renewals
Exterior wall structure,
35$ 29,300 total
12$ 10,000 new work
21$ 17,600 repairs
2$ 1,700 renewals
Space heating,
43$ 36,000 new space heating
15$ 12,900 solid fuel
13$ 11,200 gas
9$ 7,600 electric
5$ 4,300 oil
Space heating existing installation extended,
8$ 6,300 total
3$ 2,800 solid fuel
2$ 1,500 gas
2$ 1,800 electric
neg 200 oil
Electrical installation,
87$ 72,700 total
59$ 49,300 renewed & extended
29$ 23,400 extended
Average of 8.3 points per dwelling, i.e. 603,400 
points.
Gas installation,
32$ 26,800 total
19$ 15,900 renewed & extended
13$ 10,900 extended
2.3 points per dwelling, i.e. 61,600 points.
This is the only known study that has been published 
which refers to the actual types of work carried out 
in improving dwellings. Studies of materials usage 
are not known to have been made. Such work would be 
useful in determining the quantities of materials 
required to carry out'a given programme of improve­
ment work. '
In 1974 a body called the National Home Improvement 
Council (NHIC) was formed because of the belief that 
improvement of the existing housing stock, whatever 
its ownership or present condition, should be more 
widely recognised as an essential element in a 
properly balanced housing programme.
In 1976 the NHIC Strategy Study Group published a 
16report reappraising improvements to dwellings.
The report asserts that if elimination of sub­
standard duellings, i.e. improvement, could be at 
the rate of 250,000 a year then the provision of a 
habitable dwelling for every household could be 
achieved by 1985. It is estimated that this rate 
of improvement could take place at no extra cost 
to public expenditure if public new housebuilding 
completions were stabilised at about 120,000 to
125.000 a year. Private sector new housebuilding 
would then need to be stimulated in order to main­
tain total annual completions at approximately
310.000 to 315,000 per annum. If the private
sector uas unable to respond then an annual rate of 
improvement above 250,000 uould be required to 
eliminate the further deficit of habitable stock. 
NHIC also suggested that grant aid to the private 
sector should be brought more in line uith that 
given to the public sector. If this uere doubled 
it uould still be less than half the limits being 
applied to the public sector. They analysed the 
housing stock condition at the end of 1976 in 
Great Britain to .contain approximately 3 million 
unfit duellings. It uas suggested that there should 
be a definition of an acceptable habitability 
standard uhich should be regarded as a basic mini­
mum standard. This standard should allou for 
regional variations and should cover unfitness, 
amenity lack, serious disrepair and should include 
essential replacement such as faulty uiring.
It is difficult to decide uhether such studies 
are making fundamental suggestions to assist in 
solving the national housing problems or uhether 
their real intention is to make political points. 
This particular study seems to lose some credence 
uhen it suggests regional variation in a minimum 
standard for habitable duelling.
5.4 The Future Market
Public expenditure, in constant price terms, for 
improving existing duellings over the past feu 
years and that planned for the immediate future 
are shoun in Table 3.24. The anticipated expend­
iture for the fiscal year 1978/79 is approximately 
the same as that for 1975/75. There is a likeli­
hood, therefore, that the annual level of improve­
ment grants for both sectors uill increase over 
the annual ,average for the last tuo calendar years 
of 164,000.
It is a reasonable assumption that political 
influences uill control the future of urban reneual 
There is a current feeling that inner cities should 
not be alloued to decay and it can be expected that 
funds might be available to reneu existing duelling 
in these environments. Under a continuing Labour 
Government it is not expected that the annual 
average rate of improvement grants uill surpass
200,000 over any given time period. Houever, it 
is felt that a Conservative administration uould 
give more impetus to this sector of activity and 
under these conditions it is expected that the 
annual average rate of improvement grants, for a 
five year term of office of such a Government, 
uould not be less than 250,000 and might possibly
be of the order of 300,000. Under these circum­
stances, however, it can be expected that there 
would be a decline in public sector new house­
building.
VALUE OF OUTPUT OF NEU HOUSEBUILDING 
£m 1970 Constant Prices
Year PublicSector
Private
Sector TOTAL
|Total as 
% of All 
Neu Cons­
truction 
IJork
1955 535 325 860
1956 506 355 861 4376
1957 472 357 829 4076
1958 394 385 779 3776
1959 394 485 879 3876
1960 384 581 965 3876
1961 393 635 1,028 37$
1962 436 631 1,067 37/6
1963 472 645 1,117 39%
1964 586 784 1,370 4176
1965 660 803 1,463 4076
1966 697 765 1,462 40%
1967 793 832 1,625 41$
1968 817 874 1,691 4176
1969 784 802 1,586 39%
1970 689 737 1,426 357&
1971 643 862 1,505 3676
1972 586 977 1,563 37%
1973 592 1,030 1,622 3876
1974 608 756 1,364 3576
1975 665 666 1,331 3776
1976 699 681 1,380 4076
Source: Private Communication, Construction 
Statistics Division, DoE
Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
HOUSING PROGRESS 
Gr.eat Britain
thousands of duellings
STARTS UNDER C0NSTR1N* COMPLETIONS
YEAR Pub Pte Tot Pub Pte Tot Pub Pte Tot
1945/6 - 27.1 31-. 3 58.4-
1947 I 98.7 41.0 139.7
1948 194.9 32.8 227.6
1949 171.8 25.8 197. 6
1950 184.4 19.8 204.2 184.6 16.8 201.4 170. 8 27.4 198. 2
1951 192.0 27.1 219.1 204.4 21.3 225.7 172.3 22.5 194.8
' 1952 242.2 52.3 294.5 241.0 39.3 280.3 205.6 34.3 239.9
1953 264.9 83.2 348.1 250.0 / 59.6 309.6 255.9 62.9 318. 8
1954 223.2 106. 8 330.1 216.1 75. 8 291.9 257.2 90. 6 347 . 8
1955 185.3 127.5 312. 8 197.5 89.8 287. 3 203.9 113.5 317. 4
1956 158. 3 120.4 278.7 179.3 86.1 265.4 176.5 124.1 300.6
1957 150.4 125. 6 276.0 155.1 85.2 240.3 174. 6 126.5 301.1
1958 122.2 136. 8 259. 0 131.7 94.0 225.7 145. 5 128.2 273. 7
1959 148.2 169.4 317.6 154.0 112.6 266.6 126.0 150.7 276. 6
1960 126.3 182.8 309.1 151.1 126.8 277.9 129.2 168. 6 297.8
1961 122.9 189.4 312.3 155.5 138.7 294.2 118. 6 177.5 296.1
196*2 137.7 186. 0 323.7 162.5 149.9 312.4 130. 6 174.8 305.4
1963 168.6 199.4 368.0 207.1 174.4 381.5 124.0 174.9 298.9
1964 178.6 247.5 426.1 230.2 203.7 433.9 155. 6 218.1 373.7
1965 181.4 211.1 392.5 243.1 201.0 444.1 168.5 213.8 382.3
1966 185.9 193.4 379.3 250.9 192.5 443.4 180.1 205.4 385.5
1967 213.9 233.6 447.6 256.3 225.7 482.0 203.9 200.4 404.4
1968 194.3 200.1 394.4 257.0 203.8 460.7 191.7 222.0 413.7
1969 176.6 166.8 343.5 248.5 188.9 437.4 185.1 181.7 366.8
1970 153.8 165.1 318.9 222. 2 183.4 405.6 180.1 170.3 350.4
1971 136.9 207.4 344.3 200.2 199.2 399.4 158.9 191.6 350. 6
1972 123.0 228.0 351.0 200-.4 229.8 430.2 122.8 196.5 319.3
1973 112.8 215.7 328.0 205.7 258.9 464.6 107.5 186.6 294.1
1974 146.8 105.9 252.7 223.6 216.4 440.0 128.6 140.9 269.5
1975 173.9 149. 8 323.7 235. 6 215.3 450.5 162.3 150.9 313.2
1976 170.9 154.8 325.7 241.2 215.0 456.2 162.8 151.7 314.6
* at end.of year
Source: Annual*Bulletin of Construction Statistics, 1970, DoE
< \
Housing & Construction Statistics (Quarterly) DoE
STOCK OF DUELLINGS BY TENURE
YEAR
Rented from Local 
Authorities etc Owner Occupied
Rented from Pri­
vate Owners & 
other Tenures
Thousands
% of
Total
Stock
Thousands
% of
Total
Stock
Thousands
% of
Total
Stock
1967 5,063 28.7 8,335 47.2 4,262 24.1
1968 5,387 29.5 8,898 48.8 3,949 21.7
1969 5,698 30.4 9,356 50.0 3,677 19.6
1970 5,733 30.4 9,427 50.1 3,673 19.5
1971 5,817 30. 6 9,594 50.5 3,588 18.9
1972 5,865 30.5 9,877 51.4 3,471 18.1
1973 5,920 30.5 10,134 52.2 3,361 17.3
1974 6,054 30.9 10,312 52.5 3,261 16.6
1975 6,223 31.3 10,494 52.8 3,153 15.9
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics (Quarterly) DoE
INDUSTRIALISED DUELLINGS
Local Authorities & Neu Touns 
England & Uales
Year In Appro. Tenders Started Completed
1964 30,047 27,899 17,171
1965 45,941 37,080 25,527
1966 64,591 48,691 37,381
1967 71,465 65,892 49,049
1968 59,574 61,369 50,569
1969 34,766 53,666 53,150
1970 19,382 28,796 55,701
1971 19,320 24,348 38,314
1972 ' 16,243 17,963 24,557
1973 22,430 19,987 17,660
1974 23,067 22,867 24,536
1975 22,970 25,270 25,792
Source: Housing & Construction
Statistics (Quarterly)
DoE
LOCAL AUTHORITY HOUSING: SIZE OF SCHEMES 
% of All Duellings Approved
I NUMBER OF DUELLINGS IN SCHEME
YEAR 1-25 | 26-50 51-100 101-250 over 250
1966 10.3 11.3 14.0 30.7 33.7
1967 9.8 10.8 13.3 27.2 38.9
1968 9.1 10.9 13.3 25.4 41.3
1969 11.1 13.5 15.1 23.0 37.3
1970 11.7 12.9 15.4 23.6 36.4
1971 11.8 14.0 17.0 26.4 30.8
1972 11.2 13.6 16.1 32.2 26.9
1973 12.7 13.1 20.9 31.9 21.5
1974 12.0 16.3 20.5 28.6 22.6
1975 10.5 13.5 20.0 33.0 23.0
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics (Quarterly) DoE
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PERMANENT NEU DUELLINGS: GB 
PUBLIC SECTOR
YEAR STARTS COMPLETIONS
1964 175,622 155,582
1965 • 181,439 168,498
1966 185,904 180,137
1967 213,919 203,918
1968 194,349 191,722
1969 176,633 185,090
1970 154,077 • 180,129
1971 136,858 158,947
1972 122,987 122,829
1973 112,818 107,452
1974 146,760 128,644
1975 173,860 162,274
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics
(Quarterly) DoE
HIGH RISE FLATS: NUMBER OF 
DUELLINGS BY STOREY HEIGHTS
Tenders Approved for Local Authorities 
and Neu Touns: England and Uales
(Traditional and Industrialised Building)
Year 5 to 9 storey
10 to 14 
storey
15 to 19
storey
20 storey 
and over
1960 5,030 7,229 3,312 114
1961 5,802 7,386 2,866 1,053
1962 5,035 8,323 4,610 903
1963 5,380 10,757 9,206 2,157
1964 7,984 9,990 .12,271 5,209
1965 7,396 10,206 10,788 6,563
1966 15,578 10,733 10,399 7,596
1967 16,078 6,578 8,994 7,659
1968 16,223 5,347 4,813 4,233
1969 8,945 2,065 2,331 1,876
1970 5,433 615 965 637
1971 4,867 1,347 1,537 253
1972 4,200 547 49 896
1973 2,327 193 450 -
1974 2,490 211 93 -
1975 1,484 - -  . ■ -
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
INDUSTRIALISED BUILDING SYSTEMS
System J ype
Anglia(Taylor Uoodrou-Anglian) 
Areal (G80 System Concrete) 
Arrowhead Housing 
Arroutrim
Balency(Holland,Hannen & 
Cubitts)
T Bates & Son /
Belfry (Barry High Ltd)
Bison Uail Frame (Concrete Ltd)
BRS (Battery Casting)
Bryant Uall Frame
Camus
Canadian Timber Frame 
Carlton
CM (Calverley IB)
Conclad 
Cornish Unit 
Cosmos 
Crux 
Dorran
Drury System 3 
Easiform
Engineered Homes 
Faculty (Dudley Coles)
Fram BRS
Fram Components
Frameform (3 Riley & Partnrs)
Gerrard: Incon
Gle-System (M L Gleeson)
Guilduay
Hales R T
Hallam Marks I & II
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Steel 
LR Steel 
LR Timber
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Precast Concrete 
HR Precast Concrete 
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete 
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad, or Trad. 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Timber 
LR Rat.Trad.
HR Precast Concrete 
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
LR Precast Concrete 
LR/HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Timber
System Type
Hallam Hark III
Hawthorn Leslie(Buildgs)Ltd
Housing Development & Cons­
truction
HSSB (SLP Ind.Build.)
Kencast
Larson & Nielson (Taylor- 
Uoodrou-Anglian)
Lecaplan (U C French)
Lesser
Lilleshall
Louton Cubitt
Mactrad (S McLeans & Son)
McCleans R T
Mathews & Mumby (M.2)
Medway
MFC (Moss & Sons)
Middleton R T
Midland Housing Consortium 
Minox
Modern Building Uales
Modus
Moulem
Mucklow
MUM (Stanley Miller)
NEMA
Open System Building
Parkuall (Sir Lindsay Parkin­
son & Co)
Peak Homes (Henry Boot & Son)
Purpose Built
Quickbuiid
Reema
Resiform
Rofton (Uilliams & Uilliams Ltd) 
Roucon (Roulinson Construction)
LR Timber 
LR Steel
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Concrete 
LR Steel 
LR Timber 
LR Rat.Trad.
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Steel 
LR/MR Timber 
LR Precast Concrete 
LR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Timber 
LR Timber 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Steel
LR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Timber 
LR Timber
LR Precast Concrete 
LR Steel 
LR Steel 
LR Timber
Type
Rush & Tompkins R T  
Sectra (Laing)
Selleck Nicholls R T 
SFI Indulux 
Shanley R T 
Shepherds R T 
Simmcast 
Simms C-DA 
Skarne (Crudens)
Spacemaker (Shepherd) 
Spooner/Caspar 
Storiform (Laing)
Stubbins R T 
Sundh
Sunley Albetong 
Surebuilt
Suiftplan Multiflex H.12 
Tracoba (Gilbert Ash)
Trada
Truscon
Trusteel Mark II 
Trusteel 3M 
Trygon R T 
Unit System 66 
Uates Lou Rise 
Uates High Rise 
U G (Uest & Son)
Uimpey No Fines 
Uimpey 6M
X U (Selleck Nicholls Uilliams)
YDGH Mark I (Yorkshire Devel­
opment Group)
C M Yuill
SM (MHLG)
12M Sespersen (Laing)
LR Rat.Trad.
HR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
HR Steel 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Rat.Trad.
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR/HR Precast Concrete 
LR/HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
HR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
HR Precast Concrete 
HR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Timber
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber
LR/HR Precast Concrete 
LR' Steel 
LR Steel 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Rat.Trad.
LR Timber
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Rat.Trad.
LR/HR In-Situ Concrete 
LR In-Situ Concrete 
LR Precast Concrete
HR Precast Concrete 
LR Timber 
LR Steel
LR Precast Concrete
Total 98 Systems
KEY: LR 
HR 
MR
Lou Rise 
High Rise 
Medium Rise
Source: National Building Agency
TOP TEN 1967
Industrialised Systems Analysed by Market Share
(Local Authority Approvals, England and Uales)
1 UIMPEY NO FINES 
In-Situ Concrete
2 BISON UALL FRAME
Precast Concrete
3 UATES
Precast Concrete
4 12M 3ESPERSEN (LAING) 
Precast Concrete
5 BRYANT LOU RISE 
Precast Concrete
6 SKARNE (CRUDENS) 
Precast Concrete
7 ' MOULEM
In-Situ Concrete
8 LESSER 
Rat.Trad.
9 LECOPLAN 
Precast Concrete
10 UIMPEY 6M
In-Situ Concrete
TOTAL APPROVALS: 
Source: Derived from Housing
11,117 15.6$
7,482 10.5$
4,138 5.8$
4,022 5.6$
3,451 4.8$
2,408 3.4$
2,258 3.2$
1,529 2.1$
1,418 2.0$
1,364 1.9$
39,187' 54.9$
71,465 100.0$
& Construction Statistics
TOP TEN 1969
Industrialised Systems Analysed by Market Share
(Local Authority Approvals',;-England- and Uales)
1 UIMPEY NO FINES
In-Situ Concrete 5,822 16.7^
2 BISON UALL FRAME
Precast Concrete 3,084 8.9%
3 LARSON & NEILSON
Precast Concrete 2,418 7.0/S
4 UATES
Precast Concrete 1,932 5.6%
5 OESPERSEN (LAING)
Precast Concrete 1,197 3.4%>
6 DRURY
Rat.Trad. . 1,188 3.4%
7 SKARNE (CRUDENS)
Precast Concrete 1,121 3.2%0
8 L0UT0N CUBITT
Steel Frame 1,077 3.1%,
9 BRS BATTERY CASTING
Precast Concrete 975 2.8%,
10 CAMUS
Precast Concrete 861 2.5%
19,675 56.6%
TOTAL APPROVALS: 34,766 188.0%,
*
■ ^
Source: Derived'from Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
TOP TEN 1970
Industrialised Systems Analysed by Market Share
(Local Authority Approvals, England and Uales)
1 UIMPEY NO FINES
In-Situ Concrete 5,406
2 MOULEM
In-Situ Concrete 1,423
3 FRAMEFORM
Timber 1,389
4 DRURY SYSTEM 3
Rat.Trad. 1,329
5 UATES
Precast Concrete 1,229
6 LOUTON CUBITT
Steel Frame 984
7 M H C
Rat.Trad. 967
8 GLE-SYSTEM
Precast Concrete 465
9 TRUSTEEL 3M
Steel Frame 462
10 SELLECK NICHOLLS RT
Rat.Trad. 386
14,049
. TOTAL APPROVALS: 19,382
27.9% 
7 . 3% 
7.2% 
6.9% 
6.3% 
5.1% 
5.0% 
2.4% 
2 . 4% 
2 .0%
72.5%
100.0%
Source: Derived from Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
TOP TEN 1974
Industrialised Systems Analysed by Market Share
(Local Authority Approvals, England and Uales)
1 UIMPEY NO FINES
In-Situ Concrete 6,597
2 QUICKBUILD
Timber Frame 2,617
3 METRATRIM
Timber Frame 2,419
4 FRAMEFORM
Timber Frame 2,251
5 MIDLAND HOUSING CONSORTIUM
Timber Frame 1,789
6 MOULEM
In-Situ Concrete 1,579
7 TRADA
Timber Frame 534
8 - BISON UALL FRAME
Precast Concrete 518
9 SELLECK NICHOLLS
Timber Frame 502
10 PURPOSE BUILT
Timber Frame 411
19,217
TOTAL APPROVALS: 23,067
28.676
11.376 
10.576
9. 876
7.876
6.876 
2.376 
2.276 
2.276
1 .876
83.376
IOO.O76
Source: Derived from H.ousing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
TOP TEN 1975
Industrialised Systems An
(Local Authority Approval
1 UIMPEY NO FINES 
In-Situ Concrete
2 . QUICKBUILD
Timber Frame
3 METRATRIM
Timber Frame
4 FRAMEFORM
Timber Frame
5 MOULEM
In-Situ Concrete
6 RILEYFORM 
Timber Frame
7 M H C 
Timber Frame
8 LOVELL
Timber Frame
9 . MINOX
Timber Frame
10 SPOONER/CASPAR 
Timber Frame
TOTAL APPROVALS:
lysed by Market Share 
, England and Uales)
6,703
2,846
2,064
1,320
1,130
1,266
1,122
668
423
360
17,762
21,808
30.7%
13.1 %
.9.5%
6.1%
5.2%
5.8%
5.1%
3.1%
1.9%
1.7%
81.4%
100.0%
Source: Derived from Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
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Al/ERAGE PRICE OF NEU HOUSES 
MORTGAGED
(1st Qtr 1977 & 4th Qtr 1972) 
£ current
Region Average Price Average'Value of Site
Site Value 
as Proportn 
■of- Price
Q4 1972 Q1 1977 Q4 1972 Q1 1977 Q4 Q1
London/SE 13,205 16,213 4,953 3,635 37.5% 22.4%
Southern 12,289 15,533 4,760 3,565 38.7% 23.0%
South Uest 9,153 12,490 2,520 2,163 27.5% 17.3%
Midland 8,126 13,026 2,350 2,884 28.9% 22.1%
Eastern 9,534 12,841 3,219 2,611 33. 8% 20.3%
North Uest 7,878 12,679 1,925 2,373 24.4% 18.7%
North East 6,925 11,272 1,178 1,968 17.0% 17.5%
Uales 7,284 12,692 1,335 1,981 18.3% 15.6%
Scotland 7,361 14,625 841 2,144 11.4% 14.7%
Gt.Britain 9,025 13,586 2,560 2,692 28.4% 19.8%
Source: Nationwide Building Society
Site values include estimates of costs of roadworks, 
drainage & other external services.
INDICES OF NEU PRIVATE SECTOR 
HOUSE PRICES & HOUSEBUILDING 
COSTS
(Uages & Materials) at the End 
of the Final Quarter of Each 
Year, Great Britain
AT END OF 
4th QTR NEU HOUSES
HOUSE BUILDING 
COSTS (Uages & 
Materials)
1962 82 89
1963 86 93
1964 93 97
1965 100 100
1966 ' 106 103
1967 112 109
1968 120 113
1969 125 117
1970 133 131
1971 161 142
1972 237 167
1973 265 198
1974 280 242
1975 317 292
1976 347 347
31.12.1965 = 100
Source: Nationwide Building Society
COST OF CONSTRUCTION: 
INDUSTRIALISED ■& TRADITIONAL 
DUELLINGS
Tenders Approved for Local 
Authorities, England & Uales
YEAR
INDUSTRIALISED 
AVERAGE COST 
£ current
TRADITIONAL 
AVERAGE COST 
£ current
1964 2,714 2,372
1965 2,862 2,589
1966 3,155 2,805
1967 3,150 2,871
1968 3,187 2,949
1969 3,291 3,007
1970 3,379 3,188
1971 3,615 3,673
1972 4,533 4,420
1973 5,830 5,865
1974 6,997 7,045
1975 7,434 7,588
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
IMPROVEMENT GRANTS APPROVED 
Great Britain
thousands
YEAR TOTAL FOR PRIVATE OUNERS*
FOR LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES*
I960 135.0 91.9 43.1
1961 132.4 ‘ 90.1 42.3
1962 114.9 82.6 32.3
1963 124.1 92.6 31.5
1964 126.4 * 93.2 1 33.2
1965 129.3 89.0 40.3
1966 115.3 81.6 33.7
1967 120.5 86.2 34.3
1968 127.9 84.9 43.0
1969 123.9 80.3 43.6
1970 191.6 116.4 75.2
1971 232.5 137.4 95.1
1972 368.1 224.5 143.6
1973 453.5 260.4 193.1
1974 300.5 173.8 126.7
1975 159.1 92.5 66.6
1976 168.4 79.8 88.6
* Up to 1966 Housing Associations uere included in 
private ouners. Since then they have been included 
in local authorities.
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
HOUSING STOCK BY CONDITION & TENURE (1971) 
England & Uales
thousands
Ouner 
Occup1d
Local 
Auth1ty
Other
Tenures Closed Vacant
All
Duellgs
UNFIT DUELLGS -
In potential 
clearance area? 185 42 408 13 75 723
Not in potent­
ial clearance 
areas 170 16 237 11 87 521
All unfit du'gs 355 58 645 24 162 1,244
DUELLINGS NOT 
UNFIT
In or adjoing 
potential 
clearance areas 32 13 24 5 74
Not in or ad- 
joing potential 
clearance areas 8,675 4,712 2,152 243 15,782
All duellgs not 
unfit 8,707 4,725 2,176 248 15,856
TOTAL STOCK 9,062 4,783 2,831 24 410 17,100
Source: Housing Condition Survey, DoE September 1971
TABLE 3.21 DUELLING STOCK BY TENURE & AGE AT 
DECEMBER 1969
England & Uales
Age OwnerOccupied
Private
Rented
Local
Authority Total
Pre-1919 
1919-1944 
Post 1944 
All ages
3,045
2,472
2,922
8,439
2,598
536
266
3,400
291
1,241
3,232
4,764
5,934
4,249
6,420
16,603
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics(Qtrly)DoE
TABLE 3.22 STOCK OF DUELLINGS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
BY TENURE & AGE DISTRIBUTION
December 1965
BY AGE DISTRIB.{% of total)
Pre-1851 3.7
1851-1870 4.4
1871-1890 9.7
1891-1918 14.9
1919-1944 22.6
Post 1944 44.7
TOTAL 19.87m (100)
BY TENURE (000*s of Dwellgs)
Rented from LA
or New Towns 6,223
Owner Occupied 10,494
Rented from Pte
Owners & Others 3,153
TOTAL 19j870
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics(Qtrly)DoE
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PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON 
IMPROVEMENT TO DUELLINGS
£ million at 1976 Survey 
Prices
4 -
YEAR LOCAL AUTHOR * Y IMPROVEMENTS
GRANTS FOR PTE 
SECTOR IMPRO'S
1973/74
(Actual) 599 243
1974/75
(Actual) 564 214
1975/76
(Actual) 443 94
1976/77
(Estimated) 425 101
1977/78
(Planned) 387 93
1978/79
(Planned) 400 134
Source: National Council of Building Materials 
Producers, Information Bulletin,
8 April 1977
ANNUAL STOCK, GAINS & .LOSSES OF DUELLINGS, GB
400, OOO
Duellings
300,000
200,000
100,000
A = Losses (from slum 
clearance, other 
demolitions)
B as Gains (from neu
duelling completions) 
C as Stock (millions)
ENCLOSED AREA IS THE NET GAIN 
DURING THE PERIOD
*—1
VO *62 '63 *64 *65 *66 *67 cn CD *69
CD *71 *72 *73 *74 CJl
16.4 16.6 16.8 17.1 17.4 17.7 17.9 18.2 18.5 L8.7 19.0 19.2 L9.5 19.7 19.9
YEA
C
STOCK
(mill*ns of duellgs)
Source: Calculated from 1966 stock & completions 
& demolitions since.
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CHAPTER 4: MATERIALS USAGE IN NEU HOUSEBUILDING
Introduction
The objectives of this chapter are to bring together 
previous studies of materials usage in neu house­
building, to classify them by types of duelling and 
then to estimate usage into various building elements 
on an equivalent basis.
The scarcity of published information complicated 
these objectives but information collected from pri­
vate market research agencies, building materials 
manufacturers, and the Building Research Establish­
ment is considered to be sufficient to give an 
accurate reflection of the usage of materials over 
recent years.
Measurement of usage on an equivalent basis has been 
achieved by using the parameter of quantity of mater­
ial used per 100 square metres of floor area const­
ructed.
4.1 FACTORS INHIBITING DR PROMOTING THE USE OF MATERIALS
The activities of the construction industry can be 
divided, for analytical purposes, into four main 
sectors:
1. neu housebuilding
2. neu public uork
3. neu private uork (industrial & non-industrial)
4. repair & maintenance
None of the above sectors can claim to have exclusive 
use of any one particular material and hence inputs 
of materials into any one of the sectors can only 
be found by making accurate surveys from samples of 
that sector.
Surveys of materials usage in neu duellings have been 
carried out for market research purposes by building 
materials producers and by professional market 
research companies uho then sell their findings to 
interested parties. Such information is usually 
confidential and difficult to obtain. The Building 
Research Establishment occasionally undertake surveys 
of materials usage as part of their long term pro­
gramme of predicting demand for resources in the 
construction industry, but the results are used for 
their internal purposes and are not published.
All materials used for neu housebuilding must satis-
27
fy the Building Regulations; these have been uell 
documented. They stipulate the structural and fire 
resistant qualities that are required of the various 
building elements. This thus controls the use of 
materials and the limitations to the use of mater­
ials for the various building elements of a duelling 
and also the height above ground level that certain 
types of materials can be used. These regulations 
cover duellings built for both private and public 
sectors. It should be noted that local authority 
bye-laus may also restrict materials usage.
A recent statement from the DoE (BMP Conference,
12 February 1976 - Building Regulations) implies 
that they do not see regulations impeding innovation 
in materials. The text of the statement is as 
follous:
"Uhen ue make regulations ue are aluays conscious 
of the need to strike a balance betueen ensuring 
that buildings are safe, and allouing the develop­
ment of neu materials and techniques. After all in 
a uorld uhere demand sometimes seems infinite and 
resources are most definitely finite, ue cannot 
afford to set our faces against innovation - that 
is uhy ue come on rather strongly to favour regu­
lations uritten in the forms of functional rather
than specific requirements, but although functional 
*
requirements allou*for innovation, it has to be
aknouledged that even uhere these are supported by 
deemed satisfied provisions they do not always make 
it clear uhat principles ar.e to be followed, per­
formance standards can fill that gap, but again it 
is not always easy to formulate them. So ue cannot 
promise that ue shall always adopt any particular 
form for future regulations, but ue can assure you 
that ue do keep very much in mind the fact that 
building regulations should not become a barrier 
to innovation.” *
In the private sector housing market the speculat­
ive builder may, therefore, build houses as grand­
iose as he thinks fit, as long as they conform to 
the above regulations. In the public sector, how­
ever, local authorities receive subsidies from the 
Central Government for assistance in neu house­
building and such subsidies are controlled by the 
Housing Cost Yardstick. In the Housing Subsidies 
Act 1967 there is a proviso in Clause 3, Sub-Clause 
5, that in relating subsidy to cost, the Minister 
may determine uhat should be the reasonable and 
appropriate cost of providing a duelling. Basic­
ally the Housing Cost Yardstick published as Appen-
28dix II to Circular 36/67 is the instrument for 
providing this purpose. The arrival of the Yard­
stick in 1967 was meant to help restrain rising 
prices and stimulate greater efficiency in house­
building and also to encourage local authorities
29to move touards Parker Morris standards uhich 
recommended minimum net space and storage space for 
various types and sizes of duellings and other 
standards of quality.
Cost yardsticks are published by the DoE setting 
out rules for calculating cost targets. Special 
additions may, houever, be granted. Housing Cost 
Yardsticks give local authorities freedom in decid­
ing uhat kind of accommodation to build (houses, 
lou rise flats, etc) uithin a rather tight cost 
target. The criteria for setting the target are:
(a) Average number of persons (i.e. bedspaces) per 
duelling.
( b ) De nsity of persons per hectare.
(c) Allouance for car accommodation.
(d) Regional cost variation.
(ie) Extra allouance for old or disables persons* 
duellings.
An exampl-e of the Yardstick is shoun in Table 4.1 
uhich uas applicable in mid 1970. Consider a dens­
ity of persons of 200 per hectare. For a three- 
person duelling the total allouable cost uas £873 
x 3 = £2,619; for a four-person duelling £715 x 4 = 
£2,860; and for a five-person duelling £622 x 5 = 
£3,110. These are basic costs and regional varia­
tions uere betueen +9% to +26^ at -that time.
It is an obvious conclusion from this that the
Yardstick limits the choice of methods and materials
uhich can be used and has led to local authorities
using louer grade and cheaper materials. Despite
numerous revisions the yardstick has fallen
further and further behind building costs and it
has become difficult for local authorities to build
uithin yardstick limits. The subject has been 
30studied and it has been reported that uhen there 
is sufficient activity in other building sectors, 
builders tend not to bid for local authority housing 
tenders. Also, the use of inferior materials and 
skimping of details uill have to be remedied at an 
early stage in the life of the building, and at the 
present time many authorities are spending heavily 
to rectify building faults. The study found that 
the uorst aspect of the present system is the con­
fusion and uncertainty caused by uhat nou seems to 
be an arbitrary decision making machinery at the 
DoE. As proposals come in, perhaps 30 or 40/6 above 
yardstick limits, only the DoE knou uhat criteria 
are being used in deciding uhether particular 
schemes should go ahead or not.
It uould appear from the foregoing that any study
of materials usage in housebuilding should make a
distinction betueen the tuo sectors. Houever, this
is not necessarily the case. In the private sector
the speculative builder is in business to make 
' *
profits and uill naturally choose the louest priced
materials that uill suit a particular application. 
This could lead to the use of materials uith tech­
nical performances not sufficient to last the life 
span of the duelling. In this case the private 
client normally has the advantage of a tuelve year 
guarantee under the National Housebuilders Regis­
tration Council of uhich over 90% of private house­
builders are members. Houever, there is| usually 
controversy uhen such claims are made and clients 
can never be sure of their rights, but as more 
legislation is passed to protect consumers then it 
may be that the NHBC guarantee uill be re-uritten 
in an unambiguous form.
One other factor that can influence the choice of 
materials is the use of an Agrement certificate.
The Agrement Board uas set up in 1966, by the then 
■Ministry of Public Buildings and Uorks, as an 
official body for the assessment of neu and tradi­
tional building products and materials. It is not 
essential that every neu or existing building 
material should have an Agrement certificate but 
it is certainly useful to architects and specifiers 
to knou that a particular material has received 
one and this might influence choice in favour of 
such a material. Their methods of assessment and 
testing are published and it is up to the manufact­
urer to take advantage of the system uhich is 
carried out on a fee basis for each material or
product tested. A material which fails an Agrement 
test does not have to be withdrawn from the market 
but one which does receive a certificate certainly 
has a head start in the market place for building 
materials and products.
4.2 HOUSING ELEMENTS
There are five main types of duellings normally 
constructed in Great Britain:
i) Houses of traditional type construction.
ii) Houses of rationalised traditional crossuall 
construction.
iii) Flats of loadbearing brick construction, 
usually 2-5 storeys high.
iv) Flats of reinforced concrete construction, 
both high and lou rise.
v) Timber framed construction.
All have more or less similar elements but the 
relative sizes of such elements and materials used 
differ.
There are many uays of classifying construction 
elements in duellings; the follouing uill be used 
in this study:
a) Primary elements, i.e. the main structural units 
such as sub-structure, frameuork, ualls, floor 
structure, roof structure and internal parti­
tions.
b) Secondary elements, i.e. uindous, doors, roof 
tiles, external renders and claddings, insulation 
and internal finishes to ualls, ceilings and 
floors.
c) Mechanical and electrical services, i.e. plumb­
ing, heating, uater pipes, gutters and dounpipes 
etc.
4.3 STUDIES OF MATERIALS USAGE
The first comprehensive study of materials usage
in different types of construction uas made by 
31Cullen uho made broad estimates of the usage of 
materials in six classes of building. Three of 
these classes referred to neu duelling units.
These uere houses and bungalous, lou rise flats 
of three storeys and high rise flats of tuelve 
storeys. The study uas based on materials usage 
for the year 1964. The sources of information 
used uere some occasional reports in the technical 
press uhich gave quantitative information of mat­
erials used in a particular building. Other data 
used uere quantities from the constructional aspects 
of certain types of buildings uhich the Building 
Research Establishment had accumulated over a 
period of years. After compilation of the data, 
it uas checked against eleven bills of quantities 
for housing schemes and found to be consistent.
The study did not reveal uhat percentage of the 
sources of information applied to the public or 
private sector neu housebuilding. The bills of 
quantities, houever, uere all from public sector 
schemes. Housing in the private sector uas assumed 
to consist of houses and bungalous only; flats 
uere not included. Housing for the public sector
y e s  sub-divirile! i n t o  the three cateqories in
/
proportion to the value of duellings of each type 
in tenders approved* The study did not indicate 
from uhich years the tenders approved have been 
taken. They uere presumably prior to 1964.
The results of Cullen1s uork are shoun in Tables 
4.2A-C and 4.3. Each functional group has been 
divided into its main elements and under each 
element various alternative materials have been 
listed. Against each material is shoun the esti­
mated area or volume of material needed to fulfil 
the particular function for each building type, 
the estimated proportions in uhich each type of 
material is used in each type of building and the 
estimated total quantity of each material used for 
the various functions in each type of building. 
Information from the tables can be gained from 
the follouing example.
Consider the houses and bungalous column in Table 
4.2B uhere the first item shoun under roof drainage 
is cast iron gutters. From column 1 it can be seen 
that for every 1,000 square feet of gross floor 
area approximately 50 feet of cast iron guttering 
uas used. From column 2 it is shoun that 24^ of 
all.houses and bungalous built in 1964 had cast 
iron gutters and from column 3 it is seen that 
2.4 million feet of cast iron guttering uas used 
in houses and bungalous in 1964.
The following details uere taken by Cullen as being 
a representative basis for estimating:
Houses,
semi-detached, 3 bedrooms, 2 storeys, 900 sq ft 
gross floor area
Bungalous,
semi-detached, 750 sq ft gross floor area
Lou Rise Flats,
a 3 storey block considered to have 4 flats 
per storey, each flat having 680 sq ft net 
floor area and 790 sq ft gross floor area
High Rise Flats, x
a 12 storey block considered to have six flats 
per storey, each flat having 680 sq ft net 
floor area and 820 sq ft gross floor area
These areas can be compared to statistics issued 
by the DoE for the average floor area for similar 
type duelling, units for tenders approved for local 
authorities for 1963 and 1964.
HOUSES BUNGALOUS LOU RISE HIGH RISE
613 
646 
680
The figures for houses, as defined above, are 
approximately comparable but the bungalow figures 
are over estimated by Cullen to the extent of 
over 130 sq ft. This can possibly be explained, 
firstly by the fact that Cullen’s figure is the 
gross area and the DoE’s figure relates to a two 
bedroomed bungalow, whereas Cullen does not specify 
how many bedrooms he has allowed for in his bunga­
low type dwellings. If he has estimated for three 
bedrooms then the figures might be comparable.
These for the low rise dwellings are approximately 
equal. The discrepancy between the high rise 
figures can possibly be explained by Cullen taking 
average figures for flats from 5 storeys to 12 
storeys when the larger areas of the lower range 
of storeys might have weighted his figures upwards 
when compared to the DoE’s which are for flats of 
12 and more storeys.
From Cullen’s work the average amounts of materials 
going into a dwelling can be found from the equa­
tion:
1963(DoE) 917
1964(DoE) 920
1964(Cullen)900 
Units: square feet
618 667
613 665
750 680
9Amount = jg x entry in column 1 of Tables 4.2A-C
and 4.3. (The constant is derived from Cullen’s
average house having 900 sq ft and the tables 
relating to usage per 1,000 sq.ft.)
For example, the amount of guttering per house can 
be calculated as:
9Yg x 50 = 45 ft per house.
The author of this study has made comparisons to
Cullen’s uork with the quantities of material used
32per duelling from a bill of quantity for 360 local 
authority duellings uhich uere in the stage of com­
pletion in 1964. The duellings are of the terraced 
type but the bills of quantities for end of terrace 
three bedroomed tuo storey houses of 80 sq yds floor 
area and are strictly compatible uith Cullen’s 
definition of a house. Table 4.4 shous figures ex­
tracted from the bill of quantity and Table 4.5 shous 
the comparison of the bill of quantity uith Cullen’s 
•estimates.
Cullen’s estimate for roofing tiles is 774 sq ft.
4
The bill of quantity gives 5y q squares of tiles of 
size 17” x 15n. Assuming 1 square is equal to 100 
sq ft, this gives 540 .sq ft for one duelling uhich 
is equivalent to 750 sq ft per 1,000 sq ft of floor 
area, uhich is close to Cullen’s figure.
There is close agreement in the use of thermo­
plastic flooring material. Cullen estimates 292 
sq ft, and the bill of quantity figure is 325 sq ft.
The measure of bricks and blocks from Cullen’s 
paper is an aggregate of external ualling and 
partitions and internal ualls. It is not common 
to measure this uork by volume, but assuming bricks 
to be 4jn uidth then an equivalent measure can be 
made from the bill of quantity. The volume obtained 
from bricks and blocks is 1,186 cubic ft for the 
bill of quantity uhich compares to Cullen’s estimate 
of 1,385 cubic ft.
Internal finishes also compare very uell. The 
total area from Cullen’s estimate is 3,402 sq ft 
compared to 3,527 sq ft from the bill of quantity. .
It uould appear that Cullen’s estimates of materials 
usage in houses stand up, in most respects, to an 
independent test.
The next notable ,study on materials usage uas
33carried out by Amos at the Building Research 
Establishment on local authority housing. For his 
sample a summary uas made from the central records 
at the DoE on information relating to housing 
schemes that uere likely to start early in 1967.
Table 4.6 shous the average net areas of the duell-* 
ings in the sample. Also shoun is the ratio of the 
net floor area in a duelling to the total length of 
ualling in a .duelling. Amos asserts that the linear 
measure of ualling length is strongly correlated 
uith ualling area and requirements of materials 
since the average floor to ceiling height is 7 ,9,! 
(2.36m) and that 95% of the values fall betueen 7* 8,f 
and 7*10". The relationship of total length of uall 
to area enclosed is very constant, notably so for 
duellings housing three or more persons (uhich 
represent the largest percentage of duellings built, 
some 90^). Amos states that the existence of this 
relationship indicates the feasibility of the 
development of a prediction method based on a knou- 
ledge of floor areas.
Amos’s survey uas carried out by quantity surveying 
firms, in private practice, uho recorded quantities 
of materials used for various building elements. 
Their tuo main sources of data uere items in bills 
of quantities and simple linear and area measure­
ments from drauings. The quantities are expressed 
as the net material usage per 1,000 sq ft and 100 
sq m of floor area.
A selection of the data collected by Amos and its 
subsequent analysis is shoun in Tables 4.7 to 4.15.
One disadvantage of the presentation of the results 
is that Amos identifies each of the 32 duellings 
studied by a coded number uhich refers to the 
quantity surveyor involved but not to the type of 
duelling studied. This can be illustrated by con­
sidering Table 4.7 uhich gives the amount of ualling 
material used for each 100 sq m of gross floor area. 
The first line refers to case study 2/1 uhere the 
figure 2 identifies the quantity surveyor and the 
latter figure refers to the scheme. It can be seen 
that for 100 sq m of gross floor area a figure of 
283 sq m of ualling material has been found of uhich 
brickuork accounts for 15% and blockuork 24^. The 
average for the 32 schemes studied shous the amount 
of ualling material per 100 sq m of gross floor area 
is 298 sq m of uhich 69.3^ uas brickuork and 29%> 
blockuork.
Table 4.8 refers to finishes to floor and ualls. It 
uill be noted that some of the relationships betueen 
floor finish and gross building area are difficult 
to justify. For example, case study 3/5 has 102 s q m  
of floor finish per 100 sq m of gross floor area.
The average figures for all the schemes shou that 
pvc tiles are the predominant material uith 56^ of 
total material usage.
Table 4.9 refers to internal uall finishes and shous 
the amount of uall finish per unit of gross floor
area. There are some exceptionally high values for 
uet plastering and the move towards plasterboard dry 
lining uas not identified. Normal uet plastering 
accounted for 93.5^6 of all usage. In only one ex­
ample uas this process completely replaced by dry 
finishes.
Table. 4.10 shous soffit finishes per unit of gross
s
floor area. They do in fact relate to ceilings and 
the values are uhat might reasonably be expected in 
relation to gross floor area measurements. The 
traditional finishes of plaster on lath accounted 
for 38^ of finishes and the substitution of plaster­
board had a 55.4^ share.
Insulation and roof covering materials are shoun in 
Table 4.11. The variations in the amounts of mater­
ials used are probably accounted for by differences 
in the pitches of the roofs. The use of insulation 
materials is worthy of comment. In the 19 cases 
shoun there is no provision for insulation in 4 of 
them.. If this sample is representative then it uould 
appear that as late as 1967, 20% of public sector 
duellings did not receive loft insulation. It uould 
be reasonable to assume that for every 100 sq m of 
floor area of a 2 storey house there uould be at 
least 50 sq m of insulation but in most of the cases 
being insulated they received much more than a 1:1
ratio. Case number 5/7 for instance had 189 s q m  
of roof insulation per 100 sq m of ground floor area. 
These observations are difficult to interpret.
Rain and uaste water plumbing materials are shown in 
Table 4.12. Large variations are reported and this 
might be expected due to the multiplicity of design 
solutions that are possible for such service elements. 
The nil entries in the gutter column probably refer 
to structures uith flat roofs.
Tables 4.13 and 4.14 shou materials usage for hot and 
cold water pipes, and other service pipes. The 
interesting feature here is the inclusion of certain 
plastic materials.
Amos rounds off his study uith a comparison of mater­
ials required to build unit gross floor area in a 3 
storey block from his study and from Cullen’s esti­
mate uhich have been previously reported. This is 
shoun in Table 4.15.
A further study of materials usage in local authority 
houses and bungalous constructed of loadbearing brick­
uork uas carried out by Skoyles and Adeuoyin^ at the 
Building Research Establishment. The study covers 
.houses built in the period 1967/1968. Duellings 
totalling 19,000 uere chosen from all approvals
recorded at the DoE and from these a representative 
sample of 100 duellings uas selected and local auth­
orities uere contacted to obtain the drauings and,- 
if possible, the bills of quantities for each scheme. 
The final sample used is shoun in Table 4.16 uhere 
it can be noted that houses represent 15% and bung- 
alous 25% of the duellings. These duellings uere 
further classified as follous:
i) semi-detached houses and bungalouS uhich in­
clude end of terrace duellings - about 40%, of 
the sample
ii) detached houses and bungalous uhich accounted 
for 4%> of the sample
iii) terraced duellings uhich accounted for about 
56^ of the sample
It uill also be noted from Table 4.16 that there are 
three sets of three bedroomed houses each uith a 
different net area uhich have been classified under 
sets of persons housed.
Set 1 net area 76.9 sq m (housing 4 persons)
Set 2 net area 85.9 sq jn (housing 5 persons)
Set 3 net area 93.4 sq m (housing 6 persons)
All the above sets are in accordance uith Parker 
Morris recommendations.
Some of the relevant findings of the study are 
shoun in Tables 4.17 to 4.21.
The data shoun in Table 4.17 relates to external 
loadbearing elements. Brick and blockuork cavity 
construction far exceeds all other choices of ex­
ternal frame put together.
Roofing construction coverings are shoun in Table 
4.18 and concrete tiles can be seen to be the pre­
dominant material. The report also notes, but not 
quantitatively, that in the majority of cases insul­
ation materials uere provided betueen the ceiling 
and the roof space, the most common being glass 
fibre. The use of slate tiles can possibly be 
attributed to samples in regions of slate production 
uhere the cost uould rival that of concrete tiles.
A surprising feature is the use of flat roofs, 
uhich are generally more expensive than pitched 
roofs for these kinds of duellings.
Internal partitions are shoun in Table 4.19 uhere 
the percentage of each type of partition used is 
given. It uill be noted that block partitions 
account for the highest percentage..
The use of brick and block partitions should give 
some indication of the requirement for loadbearing
partitions, but this uill aluays be overstated 
because these materials are sometimes used uhen 
there is no requirement for loadbearing. The'-.ui.de. 
use of prefabricated ’’paramount11 partitions can be 
seen to be equal to the more conventional stud 
framed partitions.
Table 4.20 summarises the materials uhich are used 
most frequently in housing of this type. In Table 
4.21 the authors have converted their data to 
quantities of materials required to construct 100 
sq m floor area for various types of houses and 
bungalous.
Later uork by the Building Research Establishment on
materials usage in local authority housing construc-
35tion is by Lemessany & Amos uho gathered data from 
bills of quantities for 7,000 duellings in 80 schemes. 
Further data uas gathered by taking measurements from 
design plans for 180 duellings and physical measure­
ments uere also taken on 130 completed duellings.
The data uas integrated into building elements and 
presented as the amount of materials input to produce 
100 sq m of net duelling area. This area is defined 
as that measured over partitions and voids, and be- 
tueen the inner faces of the ualls bounding the 
duellings. In using this net duelling area to ex­
press the quantity of building, they made a distinc­
tion betueen accommodation in individual houses and
in blocks of flats, since in the case of flats this 
measure does not include service and access areas 
uithin the building. Their material co-efficients 
for flats do not, therefore, express the entire 
material content of the building. The materials 
usage data has been identified to fall into the 
following accommodation groups:
a) Houses & Bungalows,
of traditional brick and block construction uith 
all outer ualls loadbearing, timber framed 
pitched roofs and timber joisted upper floors.
b) House & Bungalows,
<
of "rationalised traditional” construction uith 
loadbearing crossualls of brick and block and 
uith lightweight infills to outer panels, floor 
and roof structures similar to (a).
c) Flats & Maisonettes,
uith vertical loadbearing elements of brick and 
block, pitched timber framed roof structures and 
reinforced concrete floor slabs, taken to be 
typically lou rise 2 to 5 storey height construc­
tion.
d) Flats & Maisonettes,
uith vertical loadbearing elements and floor and
roof slabs of reinforced concrete, representing 
mainly medium and high rise construction. The 
schemes studied include a proportion of various 
contractor developed ’’industrialised” systems.
The report uhich uas completed in June 1973 does not 
give any indication concerning uhen the duellings 
uere approved for construction or uhen they uere 
built. It does, however-, state that the sub-types 
mentioned above uere taken*to be representative of 
current public housing construction.
Uhen the data concerning vertical elements uere
analysed it uas found that there uas a degree of
consistency between the ratio of the total uall
length required to enclose and partition family
type duellings and the duelling floor area uith size
and type of duellings having no marked affect on the
values obtained. This is similar to the findings of
33Amos’s previous study. As the floor to ceiling 
heights uere found to vary only uithin small limits 
then the above ratio uas accepted as a basis for 
approximating material requirements in terms of 
total areas of vertical elements expanded into 
single skins. The relevance of such areas to mater­
ial content uas based on the assumption that all 
outer ualls, i.e. those exposed to the ueather, 
consist of two skins of brick or block or their
equivalents as to loadbearing or insulation prop-, 
erties. Party ualls consist of tuo skins, but only 
one is allocated to each duelling, and partition 
ualls consist of one skin only.
Table 4.22 shous for 100 sq m of duelling floor 
area, total area of vertical elements and the main 
component materials as required by the defined sub- 
types. In reconciling material quantities for 
houses of crossuall construction uith total uall 
area, one layer of thermal insulation material to 
an outer uall, approximately 80 sq m, has been con­
sidered as equivalent to one skin.
The amounts of brick and blockuork used in the sub­
structure of the duelling types is shoun in Table 
4.23. Quantities of concrete have been ignored as 
the type and quantity of foundations vary consider­
ably, depending on soil type and site conditions.
Table 4.24 shous the surface finish materials to 
ualls, ceilings and soffits. This is predominantly 
plaster and plasterboard.
Roof coverings and drainage and service pipes are 
shoun in Table 4.25. A noticeable feature is the 
use of a small percentage of thermoplastic roofing 
material in lou rise traditionally constructed
flats. This type of material has not been observed 
in any other study.
A comprehensive analysis of the findings of Lemess- 
any and Amos is shoun in Table 4.26. The section on 
insulation shous that traditional and concrete con­
struction does not offer thermal insulation to ex­
ternal ualls. Houever,' the lightueight infill 
panels of crossuall construction are considered to 
provide insulation. Thermal insulation u.as fixed 
to all the roofs observed. _
4.4 SURVEYS OF MATERIALS USAGE
The contents of section 4.3 relate to public sector 
housing. Similar uork relating to priuate sector 
duellings has recently been undertaken by the 
Building Research Establishment and their results 
are expected in mid-1977. Surveys by market res­
earch consultants and private manufacturing comp­
anies involved in the building industry have tried 
to cover this area. Houever, such information is 
normally regarded as confidential and is thus 
difficult to obtain.
One such survey used to be carried out annually
36by Building Statistical Services. Their sampling 
method is a single stage random sample draun from 
a stratified list of all the houses and flats 
completed in Great Britain in the previous year.
The surveys are conducted on the completed duell­
ings uith the consent of the occupier. The main 
disadvantage is that it is not possible to identify 
materials that have had surface finishes applied 
after construction, and also that bills of quant­
ities are not studied.
The sample size is 0..01/6 of the total completions 
in the year concerned, and a correct balance be- 
tueen different regions and types of ouners is 
specified. No attempt is made to 'distinguish '
between duelling types. Estimates of total material 
usage and area measurements are then made by multi­
plying out the sample totals to fit the total comp­
letions for the year concerned.
The average net internal floor area for duellings 
divided by sector is shoun in Table 4.27 for the 
years in uhich surveys’have been completed. Private 
sector duellings are seen to have, on average, more 
internal area than public sector duellings.
The mean area of internal partitions divided by 
sectors is shoun in Table 4.28 and the mean area 
of party ualls in Table 4.29.
The three tables 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 are reflections 
of the trends shoun previously in section 2.1 of 
the types of duellings completed. In the public 
sector over 50^ of completions are duellings uith 
1 or 2 bedrooms whilst 70^ of private sector comp­
letions are for three bedroomed duellings; this is 
reflected in the higher floor and internal partition 
areas in Tables 4.27 and 4.28. In the public 
sector, completions of houses and flats over recent 
years have been in the ratio 50:50.and most of 
these houses are terraces, uhereas private sector 
completions are over 90$! houses of uhich a large 
proportion will be semi-detached. It is therefore 
to be expected that public sector duellings uill 
have more party wall area than private sector
duellings and this can be seen in Table 4.29.
The survey of external ualling materials is shoun 
in Table 4.30. The limitation to the use of this 
table is that cavity uall materials are not in­
cluded. It can be expected that blockuork will 
have been the predominant material in the cavity 
ualling of the brick external uall area for both 
sectors. A particularly outstanding feature of 
this table is the suing auay from brickwork in the 
public sector during the period 1964 to 1970, to 
other materials such as concrete and rendered 
finishes. It is probable that underlying the . 
render the material uould be concrete blocks.
Type of roofing material by area of roof covered 
is shown in Table 4.31. In the private sector 
concrete tiles predominate and the area covered 
has remained fairly constant over the period con­
sidered. Other materials in this sector are slate, 
felt and others not specified. In the public 
sector the areas covered are much smaller per 
duelling. Concrete tiles predominate in this 
sector also, whilst of the other materials 50$ is 
not identified. The rest is made up of felt, 
concrete, asphalt and slate. ' The first three of 
these and presumably most of the unidentified 
material uill be from high rise flats uith flat
roofs, uhere the roofing material-uill be concrete 
* '
Uith a lightweight«screed.
Mean lengths of ddunpipes and gutters per duelling 
by material are shoun in Table 4.32. The private 
sector duellings use tuice as much material as the 
public sector and plastic materials (pvc) nou 
dominate.
In Table 4.33 the average areas of partition per 
duelling for each sector and for all owners is shoun. 
The proportions, over the time period covered, are 
fairly constant.
The usage of materials per unit of floor area as 
found by Building Statistical Services is analysed 
in Section 4.5.
These surveys, by Building Statistical Services, 
were discontinued in the early 1970’s. Their value 
in elucidating materials usage in the private sector 
is open to question. The main difficulty with this 
sector is its fragmentation. Uith most schemes for 
less than 20 duellings and most of the contracting 
firms small and based locally, there can be uide 
variations in materials usage and it would therefore 
require either a large sample or a stratified random 
sample to give an accurate reflection.
Another source of information on the usage of 
materials in neu housebuilding came from the bi­
annual surveys uhich are carried out by British
Gypsum Ltd, a company in the BPB Group. They began 
to conduct surveys in 1965 and their most recent 
ones have been published in conjunction uith 
Construction Markets, a private market research 
consultancy. Not all of British Gypsum’s findings 
are published because much of the information is 
for confidential commercial purposes but that uhich 
has been released and other information uhich has 
been communicated privately to the author uill nou 
be summarised.
One of the main aims of the survey is to cover a 
sufficiently large sample so that it uill be fully 
representative. This is further helped by strati­
fying the sample-on a regional basis, by sectors 
and by houses and flats. The 1976 survey, covered 
45,000 duellings and a breakdown of this is shoun 
in Table 4.34. This sample size is equivalent to 
10%, of all duellings under construction in 1976 
and represents nearly 15$ of duellings completed 
in that year. It should be noted that the survey 
does not include timber framed duellings. In 
Table 4.35 the average areas of construction ele­
ments are shoun and in Table 4.36 the types of 
main construction can be seen. Information on 
partitions and party ualls is given in Table 4.37 
and the use of thermal insulation in lofts is 
shoun in Table 4.38.
Using Tables 4.35 to 4.38 it is possible to make 
comparative tables of materials usage per unit of 
floor area similar, but in less detail, to Table 
4.26 for the Building Research Establishment stud­
ies; this is analysed in section 4.5.
Further information on the use of materials in 
private sector duellings uas obtained from a survey 
carried out by the author. The study uas limited 
to traditional type family, duellings because they 
constituted approximately 90% of duellings being 
constructed in this sector at the time of the 
survey. The survey covered the period mid-1973 
to mid-1974 and the following contractors engaged 
in private housebuilding were contacted:
1. Bacal
2. Bryant
3. D Charles
4.- Comben
5. Countryside
6. Crest Nicholson
7. Croudace
8. F airvieu
9. Federated Land
10. Francis Parker
11. Galliford Estates
12. Gough Cooper
13. Greaves
*
14. Greensitt & Barratt
15. H C Janes
15. Ooviel
17. Kent
18. Laing
19. McLean
20. Northern Developments
21.NorthBritish
22. Orme
23. Royco
24. Rush & Tompkins
25. Tarmac
26. Uard Holdings
27. Uates
28. Uhittingham
29. Uimpey
The questionnaire is shoun in Table 4.39 and an
analysis of the survey in Table 4.40. The results
are presented in a similar manner to the work of
Lemessany and Amos as shoun in Table 4.26. The
estimated number of duellings completed by the
contractors in the survey during 1974 in Great
Britain uas 25,000 uhich is nearly 1Q% of all
private sector duellings completed that year. The
survey goes further than those undertaken by other
sources in that material usage for three different
sizes of duellings have been analysed; tuo bed-
roomed, three bedroomed, and four bedrooms and
over. The materials usage co-efficients for the 
*
i
three types of duellings are shoun in Table 4.40
and an average value per duelling is also shoun. 
These average values per duelling uere calculated 
by ueighting the materials usage co-efficients by 
the numbers of each size of private sector houses 
completed in 1974. The ueighting factors are:
2 bedroomed houses = 16^
3 bedroomed houses = 67^
4+ bedroomed houses = 17/6
The number of one bedroomed private sector houses 
completed in 1974 uas less than 1% of the total. 
There are some interesting features in Table 4.40. 
The use of bricks per unit of floor area is greatest 
for tuo bedroomed houses and least for four bed­
roomed houses•and over. An explanation for this is 
that the size of rooms uill be smallest for the 
tuo bedroomed houses and hence the ratio of uall 
area to floor area uill be larger, providing that 
floor to ceiling heights are approximately the 
same for all duellings, and it is a reasonable 
assumption that they uill be. Also, the larger 
houses uill have more partition area than the 
smaller ones, especially on first floors to divide 
bedrooms, but it is reasonable to assume here that 
such partitions uill, for the most part, be hollou,
i.e. a sheet material on timber studs or a prop­
rietary system, and not constructed from bricks 
or blocks.
A similar argument follows for the use of plaster­
board and tuo coat plaster uork, i.e. the ratio of 
uall area over floor area uill be larger for the 
smaller sized houses.
The construction of all ground floors in the survey 
uas concrete. If all the houses had been tuo 
storeys and only the ground floors finished uith 
plastic tiles, then the co-efficients for each 
type of duelling for plastic floor tiles uould be 
50.0. However, for tuo bedroomed houses the co­
efficient is 64.3, and this indicates that a fair 
proportion of these types of duellings are single 
storey constructions, i.e. bungalous. For the 
three bedroomed and 4+ bedroomed houses the co­
efficient is less than 50.0 and thus not all of 
the ground floors receive plastic tile finishes.
The areas not recorded are presumably finished uith 
screeds.
Tongue and groove softuood and chipboard uould be 
used for the construction of upper floors but the 
fact that the sum of the usage co-efficients for 
these tuo materials is greater than 50.0 for three 
bedroomed and 4+ bedroomed houses indicates that 
there is possibly some three storey or 2\ dormer 
type construction in the sample.
The roof tile co-efficient for tuo bedroomed houses 
appears to be rather high but this in fact uould be 
the case if there is some amount of single storey 
detached construction in this type of private sector 
duelling. (it is shoun later that 10% of private 
sector houses in 1976 uas of this type of construc­
tion.) Depending upon the pitch of the roof it is 
very likely that the area of roof tiles required 
for a single storey detached house uill be tuice 
the floor area and this uo‘uld account for the high 
co-efficient.
All gutters and dounpipes in the sample uere pvc 
plastic.
The uater pipes co-efficient is split approximately 
50:50 betueen hot and cold uater pipes. All the 
hot uater pipes uere copper and the cold uater pipes 
uere split 60%> copper and 40^ plastic.
All the houses in the sample received roof insul­
ation and all at 1” (25mm) thickness. The only 
insulation material noted uas glass fibre.
4.5 SUMMARY OF USAGE OF MATERIALS
Materials usage in local authority houses as found 
by Cullen, Lemessany and Amos, and British Gypsum 
is shoun in Table 4.41. There is reasonable agree­
ment betueen the three for most of the materials 
analysed. Cullenfs estimated usage of ready mixed 
concrete is small compared to that found by Lemess­
any and Amos. The findings of the latter study are 
considered to be nearer the actual.
A similar analysis for private sector houses is 
shoun in Table 4.42. The uork shoun is that by . 
Building Statistical Services, British Gypsum, and 
this study. There is very good agreement betueen 
the three surveys for all the materials analysed.
Analysis of materials usage in public sector lou 
rise flats of traditional brick and block construc­
tion is shoun in Table 4.43. In this case, four 
studies have been considered. They are those by 
Cullen, Amos, Lemessany and Amos, and British 
Gypsum. There is sufficient agreement betueen the 
four surveys except for one item. This is gutters 
and dounpipes uhere C.ullen shous usage of 9.5 linear' 
metres per 100 sq m of floor area and Amos shous 
27.6 linear metres. It uould be expected that 
there uould be less usage in flats than houses and
Amos’s estimate is similar to those of other studies 
on houses. It is felt, however, that Cullen’s 
estimate is probably lou because at the time of his 
work there uas much uider usage of flat roofs and 
high rise flats than there is at the present time.
The estimate given by Lemessany and Amos of 18 sq m 
probably reflects the current situation quite 
accurately, uhere the average storey height of 
blocks in flats is nou three.
The information shoun in Tables 4.41, 4.42, and 4.43 
is used in Chapter 9 in this study to estimate demand 
for housebuilding materials.
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EXTRACT FROM BILL OF QUANTITY 
FOR END OF TERRACE DUELLING
Concretor
Bricklayer
Blocks:
Roofer
Pavior
Plasterer
External
Plumber
Internal
Plumber
Glazier
*
Source:
Lintels average 5” x 7”, 64 lin ft,
Commons: 41 sq yds 
Facings: 163 sq yds
2n partition: 30 sq yds 
3n partition: 143 sq yds
2” uide uith 3n blocks: 168 lin ft 
9” solid blocks: 25 sq yds
17" x 15" Redlands
4
Pitched roof: squares
120° ridged: 24 lin ft
9” x 9” x ^!1 plastic tiles: 36 sq yds 
4-J-” uide: 4 lin ft
6” lathing: 78 lin ft 
12” lathing: 10 lin ft
plasterboard: 180 sq yds
Render: 220 sq yds 
Render 2” uide: 65 lin ft 
Render 4” .uide: 98 lin ft 
Render 5” uide: 15 lin ft 
Render 9” uide: 15 lin ft
6” x 6” x -g-” uhite glazed uall tiles: 17 lin ft
2-J-” vinyl pipe: 47 lin ft 
4” half round gutter: 41 lin ft
Copper tube: 131 lin ft (various diameters)
3202 glass sheet: 106 sq .ft
■ * '■
Basingstoke Development Corporation
COMPARISON OF CULLEN’S ESTIMATE 
UITH ACTUAL BILL OF QUANTITY
Material Cullen Bill of Quantity
Roofing Tiles 696 sq ft 540 sq ft
Thermoplastic Floor 
Tiles 292 sq ft 325 sq ft
(Bricks
^and
(Blocks
841 cu ft 642 cu ft
407 cu ft 544 cu ft
Total Bricks & Blocks 1248 cu .ft 1186 cu ft
Plasterboard and 
Plaster ! 3402 sq ft 3527 sq ft
Source: Tables 4,2 to 4.4
AVERAGE NET FLOOR AREA AND FLOOR 
AREA TO UALL LENGTH
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
Typ-e of 
Duelling '
Average Area
Ratio of Floor Area 
to L/all Lenqth
sq ft sq m sq ft/ft sq m/m
1 Person Flat 314 2 9 . 2 3 . 1 0 . 9 3
2 ti ti 514 4 7 . 8 3 . 1 0 . 9 3
3 It it 659 6 1 . 8 3 . 3 0 . 9 9
4 n ii 762 7 0 . 8 3 . 3 0 . 9 9
5 it it 914 8 4 . 9 3 . 0 0 . 9 0
6 it it 1 , 0 7 4 9 9 . 8 3 . 4 1 . 0 3
4 n Maisonette 804 7 4 . 7 3 . 0 0 . 9 0
5 it ii 905 8 4 . 1 3 . 4 1 . 0 2
Source: Building Research Establishment
SINGLE SKIN UALLING RELATED TO 
EACH 100 SQ FI OF GROSS FLOOR 
AREA (Unframed Buildings Only)
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
Uindou
opening
Percentage Use of Each Material
CASE
NUMBER
BRICKUORK BLOCKUORK
LIGHT-
LJEIGHT
PARTI­
TION
100 sq m
area as 
percent, 
of floor 
area
comm f acg
more
than
6"
thick
3" to 
6" 
thick
less
than
3"
thick
STONE
UORK
2/1 . 283 17.6 43 30 ■ _ 22 2 3
2/2 336 24.4 51 28 5 16 - -
2/3 308 14.7 72 . 22 - 6 - - ■ -
2/6 313 21.3 49 13- - 2 18 18
2/8 306. 26.0 - ■ 32 2 66 - - '
2/9 370 ■; 15.6 20 35 - 28 17 - -
2/10 286 14.3 29 26 • - 45 — - -
2/11 278 17.4 1 19 - 68 11 1 - ■
2/12 219 7.5 36 26 - 37 1 - -
2/13 299 12.6 48 23 - ' 4 - 25 -
2/15 221 10.3 66 15 2 17 - -
2/17 291 13.1 56 • 30 - 2 12 - -
3/1- 350 21.0 . 37 39 - 14 10 ■ - - -
3/2 281 14.9 52 22 ' - - - . 26 -
3/3 276 16.3 74 15 - 11 - - -
3/4 306 17.0 67 20 - 2 11 - ■ -
3/5 305 16.9 57 18 - -
2 5
- ■ -
4/1 418 20.2 18 30 - 31 21 - - ■
4/2 326 13.6 39 18 21 19 3 -
4/4 345 15.6 • 56 26 - 18 - - -
5/1 209 12.4 85 5 - 1 - 9
5/2 263 9.5 71 24 - .■ 1 4 - -
5/3 220 10.0 87 3 10 - -' -
5/4 369 10.3 72 7 - 16 5 ■ - -
5/5 307 12.3 96 4 - - - - -
5/6 370 21.8 82 - 8 - - 10
5/7 469 16.4 56 2 - 9 1 - 32
5/8 401 11.1 48 3 - 2 - 47 -
6/1 259 24.0 36 25 9 30 - -
6/2 309 15.9 53 22 - ■ 13 12 - -
6/4 257 12.9 61 13 1 2 23 - -
7/2 264 15.6 45 16 - 39 - - -
AVE'GE 298 17.0 45.3 24 1.1 21.7 6.2 1.3 0.4
Source: Building Research Establishment
TABLE 4.8
FLOOR AND STAIR FINISHES PER UNIT 
OF GROSS FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
CASE
NO.
Total 
Area 
Measurec 
in Bill 
□f Quan­
tities 
sq m
PERCENTAGE USE OF EACH MATERIAL
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100 sq rr
2/1 99.0 _ 89.4 6.4 4.2 _ — - -
2/2 83.7 1.1 56.3 20.2 14.3 4.1 - 4.0 - ’■ -
2/3 94.5 - 42.0 - 4.2 - - - 10.4 43.4
2/6 95.4 46.5 21.5 - 2.5 - 21.5 2.4 5.6 -
2/8 96.3 - 100.0 - - - - - -■ -
2/9 89.1 - 89.7 - 9.3 - - 1.0 - -
2/10 99.0 - 84.5 - l.B 0.9 1.9 - 10.9 -
2/11 98.1 - - 88.9 11.1 - - -
2/12 92.7 - 85.0 - - - ■ - - 15.0 -
2/13 100.0 46.7 39.2 - 9.5 - - - 4.6 -
2/15 96.3 47.4 18.7 . - 3.6 4.3 21.3 - 4.7 -
2/17 87.3 21.1 68.9 8.7 0.7 - 0.6 . !- -
3/1 93.6 - 25.2 - 9.7 - 65.1 - -
3/2 103.5 - •94.0 . - 6.0 - - - - -
3/3 88.2 52.4 41.6 - 4.9 1.1 - - -
3/4 94.2 31.4 57.8 - 10.8 - - - - . -
3/5 102.0 27.3 51.3 - 12.5 - - 6.4 2.5 -
4/1 87.4 43.8 56.2 - - - - - -
4/2 96.3 - 81.9 - 18.1 - - - - -
4/4 99.0 44.6 50.1 - 2.9 2.4 - - - -
5/1 90.9 94.1 - - . - - - 5.9 -
5/2 78.8 88.5 4.5 - - - . - - 7.0 -
5/3 87.3 74.1 - - - ■ - 25.9 -
5/4 95.2 - 82.5 - 13.1 - - . - 4.4 -
5/5 89.. 0 82.7 - 17.3 - - - - -
5/6 101.7 81.4 - 18.6 - - -
5/7 93.6 85.4 - . . - 14.6 - - - -
5/8 85.5 85.1 - - 14.9 - - - -
6/1 97.2 - - 88.8 .11.2 - - - - -
6/2 100.8 13.1 49.6 - 16.5 - - - 20.8 -
6/4 90.0 - 75.8 7.6 5.1 - 0.6 10.9 -
7/2 96.2 40.8 46.8 - 4.8 1.3 ' - - 6.3
A V * GE 94.5 11.7 . 56.2 9.5 6.7 0.8 5.4 0.4 3.7 5.6
Source: Building Research Establishment
INTtRNAL WALL FINISHES UtK 
UNIT OF GROSS FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
ASE
UMBER
2/1
2/2
2/3
2/6
2/8
2/9
2/10
2/11
2/12
2/13
2/15
2/17
3/1
3/2
3/3
3/4
3/5
4/1
4/2
4/4
5/1
5/2
5/3
5/4
5/5
5/6
5/7
5/8
6/1
6/ 2.
6/4
7/2
ERAGES
Total Area 
measured 
in B of Q
sq JIL— *
TOO sq m
247 
325 
253
264 
323 
294 
262 
221 
231 
272 
275 
229 
335 
257 
227
265 
231 
279 
302 
272 
405.
231 
387 
305 
281 
327 
339 
554 
231 
223 
223 
349.
281
PERCENTAGE USE OF EACH MATERIAL
Plaster
96
97
95
85
98 
90
93
96 
98
98
86
99
98
100
97
99
94
98 
98 
61
97 
64
100
80
100
54
82
98 
98 
98 
94
93.5
Plasterbd. 
Dry Lined
3
2
7
8 
2 
2 
2 
1
13
42
39
3
36
20
43
17
3.7
Self Fin 
Partition
58
0.6
Glazed
Tiling
2
2
2
1
1.8
Insulatn
Board
0.4
Source: Building Research Establishment
GROSS FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
ASE
UMBER
Total Area 
Measured 
in B of Q
sg m _
100 sqrr
PERCENTAGE USE OF EACH MATERIAL
Plaster­
board
Plaster BoardedFinish
Light­
weight
Sheet
Light­
weight
Tiles
F air 
F ace 
Concr.
2/1 96 50.0 5.4 . - 44.6 -
2/2 91 0.7 77.5 0.6 1.8 - 19.4
2/3 81 50.0 50.0 - - - -
2/6 103 41.8 46.7 - 11.5 - -
2/B 99 95.0 - 5.0 - - -
2/9 99 45.6 45.4 - 9.0 - -
2/10 86 98.5 1.5 - - - -
2/11 86 53.5 46.5 - - -
2/12 ' 87 27.0 70.5 2.5 - - -
2/13 94 73.8 24.7 0.4 - 1.1
2/15 . 105 41.5 46.4 1.0 11.1 - -
2/17 86 51.8 45.3 2.9 - - . -
3/1 94 100.0 - - - - -
3/2 102 15.7 . 84.3 - - - -
3/3 94 100.0 - - - - -
3/4 97 93.4 6.0 - 0.6 -
3/5 104 90.3 - 4.1 - - 5.6
4/1 100 52.4 44.2 3.4 - - -
4/2 100 50.6 49.4 - - - -
4/4 95 25.2 74.8 - - -
5/1 89 70.3 29.7 - - - -
5/2 96 9.5 90.5 - - •- -
5/3 96 87.8 12.2 - - - -
5/4 98 37.6 62.4 - - - -
5/5 97 71.4 16.6 12.0 - - -
5/6 101 37.2 62.8 - - - -
5/7 93 82.2 - . - 14.8 - -
6/1 84 3.5 96.5 - - - -
6/2 89 34.0 66.0 - - -
6/4. 79 - 100.0 - . - - -
7/2 90 77.4 25.6 - - - -
V'GE 92 .55,4 38.1 1.0 0.9 3.9 0.7
*
* '
Source: Building Research Establishment
AREA OF ROOF FINISHES PER UNIT OF 
GROUND FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AFIOS)
SE
MBER
2/1
2/3
2/8
2/9
2/10
2/11
2/12
2/13
3/1
3/2
3/3
3/4
3/5
4/1
4/2
5/5
5/6
5/7
5/8
V'GE
Ground 
Floor 
Area 
sq m
INSULAT'N 
sq m per 
100 sq m 
of Gd.Flr, 
Area
Area of 
Roof
Cowering 
sq m per 
100 sq m 
GF Area
PERCENTAGE USE OF EACH MATERIAL
Tiles Built- up Felt
Asp­
halt
Plastic
Sheeting
425 109 139 90.6 9.4
219 100 139 86.2 13.8
92 132 140 100.0
1214 . 132 142 92.4 7.6
883 112 130 100.0
281 163 136 100.0
78 112 113 100.0
371 NIL 136 100.0
92 NIL 153 100.0
323 NIL 137 100.0
276 135 175 83.2 16.8
200 129 146 100.0
237 NIL 123 100.0
62 113 140 100.0
168 130 148 100.0
88 87 106 100.0
127 114 163 100.0
107 189 122 100.0
190 87 114 100.0
257 102 141 89.1 4.7 3.8 2.4
Source: Building Research Establishment
MATERIALS IN RAIN AND WASTE WATER PLUMBING
PER UNIT OF GROSS FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
ASE GUTTERS DOWN P I P E S ’ SO IL PIPES WASTE PIPES
0 . ma t . m/lOOsqm m a t . m/100 sqm m a t . m/100 sqm m a t . m/100 sq
/ I PVC 14 . 8 PMC 1 2 . 7 ASB 4 . 7 CU 2 . 7
/ 2 - NIL PMC 5 . 9 PVC 7 . 9 PVC 6 . 4
/ 3 PV/C 21 . 3 PMC 1 0 . 8 CI 5 . 0 CI 5 . 0
/ 6 - No1 Dat a Cl 8 . 1i CI I 5 . 3 CUI 5 . 61
/ 8 PVC 13 . 5 PMC 8 . 0 PVC 9 . 0 CU 1 2 . 0
/ 9 PVC 27 . 7 PMC 9 . 6 PVC 6 . 3 cu 8 . 7
/ 1 0 PVC 12 . 4 PVC 7 . 8 PVC 6 . 7 PVC 2 4 . 7cu
/ I I PVC 12 . 9 PMC 1 0 . 2 PVC 5 . 4 PVC 5 . 4
/ 1 2 - NIL PMC 3^5 PVC 3 . 5 PVC 7 . 9
/13 - NIL CI 8 . 3 PVC 6 . 6 PVC 1 6 . 2
/ 1 5 - NIL PST 7 . 5 CI 5 . 8 cu 9 . 3
/ 1 7 - NIL PMC 1 0 . 5 PVC 3 . 4 PVC 8 . 3
/ I ClPB 19 . 4 CI 8 . 7 CI 6 . 5
cu
CI 1 7 . 7
/ 2 - NIL PMC 4 . 7 PVC 4.  9 cu 1 1 . 9
/ 3 Cl 8 . 1 CI 8 . 0 CI 7 . 0 cu 2 0 . 9
/ 4 cs 7 . 3 CS 5 . 3 ci 6 . 4 cu 8 . 7
/ 5 PVC 3 . 8 PVC 7 . 5 PVC 5 . 0 cu 1 5 . 9
/ I PMC 13 . 4 PMC 4 . 4 PVC 5 . 9 GI 5 . 2
/ 2 Cl 14 . 2 CI 9 . 0 PVC 6 . 0 cu 2 0 . 2
/ 4 CON 8 . 1 ci 9 . 4 CI 3 . 0 PST 1 . 5
/ I Cl 6 . 2 CI 9 . 2 CI 8 . 3 cu 1 6 . 0
/ 2 Cl 0 . 9 CI 4 . 9 ASB 3 . 2 cu 7 . 2
/ 3 Cl 0 . 2 CI v l l . 2  _ -* cu 1 5 . 9
/  4 cr 8 . 2 CI X  1 . 0 <^4 J
/ 5 NIL CI 3 . 3 CI 1 7 . 7 cu 4 . 7
/ 6 c i 8 . 2 CI \ 1 0 . 6  ... _ — No Data
/ 7 PMC 34 . 4 PVC v 1 1 . 5 — i cu 2 3 . 1
/ 8 PMC 28 . 8 PVC \ 12«  7 cu 1 1 . 0
/ I - NIL PVC 4 . 0 . PVC 7 . 7 PVC 5 . 1
/  4 — NIL CI v 8 . 8  _ cu 3 . 5
/ 2  *; - NIL CI 4 . 9 CI 7 . 8 cu 1 5 . 7
1 GE 10 .3 8 . 4 6 . 3 9 . 8
TERIAL IDENTIFICATION
C . = Polyvinyl Chloride GI = Galvanised Iron
= Cast Iron CON <= Concrete
"= Copper . ASB - Asbestos Cement Building
T = Pressed Steel OS = Coated Steel Source: Research
MATERIALS IN SERVICE PIPES AND APPLIANCES
PER UNIT PF GROSS FLOOR AREA
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
CASE
NO.
COLD UATER PIPES HOT UATER PIPES
Material m/lOOsqm Material m/lOOsqm
2/1 . Cu 67.2
2/2 Cu 33.3 , Cu , 7.9
2/3 Cu 51.1 Cu 21.1
2/6 Cu 25.0 Cu 17.0
2/8 v Cu 66.4 ^ L
2/9 Cu 16.6 Cu 11.0
2/10 Cu 42.8 Cu 43.0
2/11 Cu 22.9 • Cu 5.8
2/12 Poly 26.4 Cu 9.9
2/13 Cu 21.4 Cu 15.0
2/15 Cu 23.6 Cu 17.3
2/17 Cu 40.0 Cu 30.1
3/1 Cu 53.2 Cu 79.5
3/2 v_ Cu 74.8 . J
3/3 Cu 49.2 Cu 19.4
3/4 Cu 35.2 Cu 35.1
3/5 Cu 25.5 Cu 25.0
4/1 Cu 26.7 Cu 18.6
4/2 Cu 47.7 1
ii i m*
4/4 Cu 28.0 Cu 16.6
5/1 CuN ii i i -ii 48.1
5/2 Cu + C 15.6 Cu 23.2
5/3 Cu 53.1 Cu 20.4
5/4 Cu 6.7 Cu 55.0
5/5 Cu 25.2 Cu 24.2
5/6 Cu 134.4 J
5/7 Cu 22.2 Cu 26.6
5/8 Cu 12.5 Cu 15.7
6/1 Cu 32.9 Cu 16.9
6/4 Cu 32.5 Cu 28.0
7/2 Cu 21.3 1 Cu 17.1
AV'GE 37.4 27.8
Source: Building Research Establishment
MATERIALS IN SERVICE, WASTE AND SOIL PIPES 
FOR AN INSTALLATION CONTAINING:
(l) 1 Bath, 1 Lavatory Basin, 1 Sink, I WC Suite
CASE HOT/COLD UTR PIPES WASTE PIPES SOIL PIPES
NO. Material 1 m Material 1 m Material 1 m
2/1 CU 44 CU 2 ASB 4
2/2 CU 33 PVC/CU 5 PVC/CI 6
2/3 CU 39 CI 3 CI 3
2/6 CU 34 CU 5 CI 5 .
2/8 CU 30 cu 5 PVC 4
2/9 CU 20 cu 5 PVC 4
2/10 CU 50 PVC/CU 8 PVC 4
2/11 CU 27 PVC 5 PVC 3
2/17 CU 53 PVC 6 PVC 3
3/1 CU 61 CU/CI 9 CI 3
3/2 CU 40 cu 6 PVC 3
3/3 CU 63 cu 19 CI 6
3/5 • CU 42 cu 5 PVC 5
4/1 CU 27 CI 3 PVC 4
4/2 cu 27 cu 11 PVC 4
4/4 cu 25 PST 2 CI 3
5/1 cu 43 cu 9 CI *7
5/2 cu 30 cu 5 CI 4
5/3 cu 49 cu 11 No Data
5/4 cu 49 No Data No Data
5/5 cu 44 cu 5 CI 16
5/6 cu 57 No Data No Data
5/7 cu 27 CU 12 No Data
5/8 cu 26 cu 11 No Data
S/1 cu 44 PVC 5 PVC 4
6/4 cu 48 cu 3 No Data
lU'GE 40 6 4
(2) 1 Bath, 1 Lavatory Basin, 1 Sink, 2 UC Suites
7/2 cu 32 cu 13 CI 6
(3) 1 Bath, 2 Lavatory Basins, 1 Sink, 2 WC Suites
2/13 CU 40 PVC 8 PVC 6
MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION
CU = Copper
PVC = Polyvinyl Chloride Source: Building
CI = Cast Iron % Research
PST = Pressed Steel Establishment
ASB = Asbestos Cement
COMPARISON OF QUANTITIES OF 
MATERIALS REQUIRED TO BUILD 
UNIT GROSS FLOOR AREA IN A
3-STOREY BLOCK
Local Authority Flats, 1967 (AMOS)
Derived from (a) Averages of sample
(b) Cullenfs predictions
ELEMENT
To Build 100 sq m
Unit A B
Walls:
Brick/Blockuork cu m 35 56
Uindous sq m 17 18
External Doors sq m 3 4
Internal Doors sq m 14 13
Surface Finish sq m 281 254
Floors:
Structure(concrete) cu m 12.9 12.2
Surface Finish sq m 95 93
Soffit Finish(plstr) sq m 61 64
Roof:
Structure (timber) cu m 2.1 0.9
Finish (Tiles) sq m 47 39
Insulation sq m 30 34
Ceiling Finish
(plasterboard] sq m 31 32
Drainage: Gutters m 10 6
Dounpipes m 8 2
Source: Building Research Establishment
STRUCTURE OF SAMPLE
Skoyles and Adeuoyin^
Duelling
Types
Sample
Size
Average 
Net 
Area 
(sq m)
Number 
of Bed­
rooms
Number
of
Persons
Houses 1 58.5 2 3
! 14 74.6 2 4
II 6 76.9 3 4
II 45 85.9 3 5
II 1 93.4 3 6
II 5 99.5 4 6
II 2 103.7 4 7
It 1 104.4 5 7
Bungalous 1 35.3 1 1
ii 12/ 47.5 1 2
ti 8 57.7 2 3
ii 4 60.6 2 4
Source: Building Research Establishment
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, ELEMENT AND 
EXTERNAL LOADBEARING (wall or frame)
Skoyles and Adeuoyin
DUELLING TYPE
Sample
Size
No.
PERCENTAGE USE
B
r
i
c
k
Br
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k 
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c
k
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m
b
e
r
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r
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0  0  
-P U 
CD Li_
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! 
Fr
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e 
&j
 
Pa
ne
l| jx:o 
o 
1—1
CD
HOUSES:
Detached 4 25 50 - 25. - - -
Semi-Detached 40 32 45 5 15 3 - -
Terraced 58 14 55 8 14 2 5 2
BUNGALOUS:
Detached 2 - 100 - - - - -
Semi-Detached 16 . 44 44 - - 6 6 ■ -
Terraced 21 38 52 - - 5 5 -
Source: Building Research Establishment
ROOF CONSTRUCTION■
Skoyles and Adeuoyin
Percentage Use - Roof Coverings
MATERIALS
SAMPLE SIZE
Number Percent
Concrete Tiles 82 68
Slate 20
:>
17
Felt on Timber Boardgs.
*■
(Flat Roof) 16 13
Asphalt (Flat Roof) 2 2
TOTAL 120 100
Source: Building Research Establishment
CONSTRUCTION OF PARTITIONS
Skoyles and Adeuoyin
PERCENTAGE USE
DUELLING TYPE
Sample
Size
P
a
r
a
m
o
u
n
t
B
r
i
c
k
S
t
u
d
P
a
r
t
i
t
i
o
n o
o
«—I
CD
N
o
-
f
i
n
e
s
C
o
n
c
r
e
t
e
j
Co
nc
re
te
^
P
a
n
e
l
HOUSES:
Detached .8 25 13 25 37
Semi-Detached 71 23 18 28 28 2 1
Terraced 94 29 8 29 31 1 2
BUNGALOUS:
Detached 2 100
Semi-Detached 19 16 5 5 74 - -
Terraced 22 23 18 14 45 - -
Source: Building Research Establishment
ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL
Skoyles and Adeuoyin
Main Ranking Materials Used
1. External Ualls Bricks & Blocks 11%>
2. Ground Floor Construction Solid Concrete Slab 80%o
3. Upper Floor Timber Boarding
on Joists 100%,
4. Roof Construction ‘ Timber Roof
Trusses 80%,
5. Roof Covering Concrete Tiles 68%
6. Uindou Frames Timber 75%
7. Partitions ( Paramount 25%,
( Concrete Block 56%0
( Timber (Stud) 24%
8. Finishes: Ceilings Plasterboard 100%,
Internal Ualls Plaster 90%
Floors Plastic Tiles 90%o
External Ualls Facing Bricks 95%,
9. Plumbing: Rainuater Goods PVC 100%,
Soil & Verit Pipes PVC 90%
Hot & Cold Uater
Services Copper 100%,
10. Insulation to Ceilings Fibreglass 95^
11. Staircase Timber 100%,
Source: Building Research Establishment
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VERTICAL ELEMENTS IN THE SUPERSTRUCTURE OF 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Lemessany and Amos
Quantities for 100 sq m of net duelling area
TYPE OF DUELLING
Total 
Area of 
Verti­
cal
Element 
(sq m)*
Material Quantities (sq' m)
Concr. 
Ualls
Brick/
Block
Ualls
Light-
ueight
Ualls
Commun.
Doors Uindous
HOUSES
Traditional Brick/ 
Block Construction 360
mm ' 324 18 18
HOUSES
Rationalised 
Traditional Cross- 
uall Construction
360 - 80 244 18 18
FLATS
Loadbearing Brick 
Construction 2-5 
Storeys High
400 - 355 4 21 20
FLATS
Reinforced Conc­
rete Construction 
High Rise
415 255 70 45 23 22
* Area of ualling is expanded into single skins - equivalent 
to i brick thickness*
Source: Building Research Establishment
QUANTITIES OF BRICK & BLOCKUORK 
IN SUB-STRUCTURE OF DUELLINGS
from Lemessany and Amos
Type of Quantity: sq m per
Duelling 100 sq m of floor area
^ Traditional 
Houses
Rat.Trad. ■
Houses
Lou Rise 3Q
Flats
P Medium/High 
Rise Flats
Source: Building Research Establishment
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DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ROOF COVER 
MATERIALS USED
Lemessany and Amos
Percentages
PE OF DUELLING Tilesor
Slates
Built up 
F elt
Asphalt
Paring
Bedded
in
Asphalt
Denser 
Uater- 
proof 
Concr.
Thermo­
plastic
Slating
idividual 
uses: All 85 13 2 - -
u Rise Flats; 
ick Constructn. 89 5 A - - 2
gh Rise Flats: 
ncrete Frame 54 38 4 3 1
MATERIALS IN ROOF DRAINAGE 
AND SERVICE PIPES
___________  For 100 sq m of Duelling Floor Area
YPE OF DUELLING
Roof Drainage
Gutters
(m)
Doun
Pipes
(m)
Sanitary Installfn
Service
Pipes
(m)
Uaste & 
Soil Pipe 
(m)
ouses: 2 Storeys High 16 12 60 12
lats: 4 Storeys High 65 16
igh Rise Flats:
9 Storeys High 10 65 16
Source: Building Research Establishment
100 SQ M OF DUELLING AREA 
Lemessany and Amos
MAIN BUILDING - DUELLG.TYPE
Indiv. ■louses Blocks of Flats ANCILL­
Unit
of
Mat.
Q ’ty
2 Stry 2 Stry 4 Stry 9 Stry ARYITEMS
G a r a g e s , 
Paths, • 
Boundary 
Ualls 
etc.
MATERIAL & LOCATION Brick/Block
Cross-
ualls
Lt.ut.
Infills
Brick/
Block
Outer
Ualls
Load-
Bearing
Brick/
Block
Vert.
Struct.
RC
Floors
Re i n f . 
Concr. 
Load- 
Bearing 
Struc­
ture
CONCRETE
Foundations 
Ground Floor Slab 
Suspended Floor/Roof 
Slab + Stairs 
• Vertical Elements: 
Ualls 
Lintels 
Beds & Surrounds to 
Drain Pipes
cu m 
cu m
cu m
sq m 
cu m
cu m
2.0
7.5
0.1
3.5
7.5
0.5
4.0
3.5
13.4
0.5
10.0
1.6
23.2
254.0
0.1
3.5
1.5
0.1
2.0
REINFORCEMENT
(Equiv) Mild Steel kg - 30 1150 4050 -
BRICK & BLOCKUORK
Single Skins
Substructures 
Vertic.Elements
sq m 
sq m
20.0
80.0
40.0
324.0
30.0
353.0 70.0
6.0
40.0
LIGHTWEIGHT UALLS
Outer
Partitions
sq m 
sq m
80.0
84.0 - 4.0 ] 44.0 -
TIMBER
Structural in Roof 
Frame
Structural in Floors 
Decking to Roof* 
Sarking Board** 
Battens
Joinery r .
cu m 
cu m 
sq m 
sq m 
cu m 
cu m
2.0 
2; 8
50.0
66.0 
1.0 
2.0
2.0
2.8
50.0
66.0 
1.0 
2.0
2.0
25.0
41.0 
• 1.0
2.0 2.0
0.7
15.0
DOORS
Communication
Cupboard
sq m 
sq m
18.0
7.0
18.0
7.0
23.0
7.0
25.0
7.0
7.0
UINDOUS sq m 18.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 1.5
FINISHES
Roof
Soffit
Wall
Floor
sq m 
sq m 
sq m 
sq m
66.0
100.0
280.0
47.0
66.0
100.0
280.0
47.0
41.0
110.0
310.0
110.0
15.0
118.0
300.0
110.0
19.0
SCREEDS
Roof (c 75mm) 
Floor (c 50mm)
sq m 
sq m 48.0 48.0 110.0
15.0
110.0
' ~
INSULATION
Thermal to Uall 
Thermal to Roof 
Sound Dead to Floor
sq m 
sq. m 
sq m
80.0
54.0 54.0 28.0
80.0
8.0 
. 80.0
-
DRAINAGE
Roof: Gutters
Doun Pipes 
Drain Pipes
m
m
m
16.0
12.0
16.0
12.0
9.0
9.0 10.0
3.0
0.5
35.0
SANITARY INSTALLATIONS
Service Pipes 
Uaste & Soil Pipes 
Appliances
m
m
no.
60.0
12.0
5.0
60.0
12.0
5.0
65.0
16.0 
7.0
65.0
16.0 
7.0
* In association with near flat roof structures only 
** Used in severe exposure conditions uith tiled roofs
Source: Building Research Establishment
TABLE 4.27 MEAN NET INTERNAL FLOOR AREA PER DUELLING
COMPLETED
 __________     square metres
SECTOR 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
Public 56.8 - 60.9 62.0 67.3 64.8 55.0
Private 78.1 - 79.0 76.5 81.1 84.0 79.8
Source: Building Statistical Services
TABLE 4.28 MEAN AREA OF INTERNAL PARTITIONS PER 
DUELLING COMPLETED
-_______   square metres
SECTOR 1964 1966 1967 1968 1969 . 1970
Public
Private
50.0
61.0
49.5
60.4
51.0
58.8
53.4 1 
61.0
49.5 ' 
59.2
50.2
61.2
Source: Building Statistical Services
TABLE 4.29 MEAN AREA OF PARTY UALLS PER 
DUELLING COMPLETED
___________     square metres
SECTOR 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
Public
Private
40.8
26.1
40.2
29.4
48.6
27.3
41.5
26.5
43.7
23.8
Source: Building Statistical Services
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TABLE 4.33 AVERAGE AREA OF INTERNAL 
PARTITIONS PER DUELLING
square metres
Year PrivateSector
Public
Sector
All
Owners
1964 61.0 50.0 57.1
1966 60.4 49.5 55.5
1967 58.8 51.0 55.3
1968 61.0 53.4 57.6
1969 59.2 49.5 55.0
1970 61.2 50.2 57.0
Source: Building Statistical Services
TABLE 4.34 BREAKDOWN OF BRITISH GYPSUM 
SAMPLE BY TYPE OF DUELLING
Type of 
Dwellings
PRIVATE SECTOR PUBLIC SECTOR TOTAL
number % number % number %
Houses 19,756 90 15,561 68 35,317 78
Flats 2,088 10 7,554 32 9,642 22
Total 21,844 100 23,115 100 44,959 100
Source: British Gypsum 1976
TABLE 4.35 AVERAGE AREAS OF CONSTRUCTION 
ELEMENTS, 1976
square metres .
HOUSES FLATS
Pub. Pte. Pub. Pte.
Floor Area 87.0 86.7 59.0 57.2
Partitions 130.6 131.8 88.8 93.4
Party Walls 63.0 43.0 30.3 24.4
External Walls 65. 8 76.2 35.6 34.1
Source: British Gypsum
TABLE 4.36 MAIN STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
OF EXTERNAL WALLS, 1976
% of all duellings 
(excluding timber framed)
HOUSES FLATS
Brick 10$
Brick & Block
cnCO 74$
Block & Block 5$ 2$
Concrete 3% 13$
Others 3%
<
2$
Source: British Gypsum
CONSTRUCTION OF PARTITIONS 
1976
HOUSES FLATS
Pub. Pte. Pub. Pte.
Solid 44%o 55% 48% 44^ o
Hollou 54% 67% 52% 54%
CONSTRUCTION OF PARTY WALLS 
1976
HOUSES FLATS
Brick 52% 2 1 %
Block
COLD 6 6 %
Concrete ■9% 13%
Source: British Gypsum
The above tables do not include 
timber framed duellings.
ROOF INSULATION MATERIALS (HOUSES) 
% of materials used
1969 1973 1976
Glass Fibre
i— 1
CO 84/2 B8%
Mineral Fibre 3% 3% 11%
Others 7% 9% 1%
None 9% 4% -
THICKNESS OF INSULATION
1973 1976
25mm 3%
50mm 23% 68%
75mm - 23%
100mm + - 7%
Source: British Gypsum
QUESTIONNAIRE ON HOUSEBUILDING MATERIALS
Duelling Type:
Duelling Usage: local authority/private/both
Duelling Size: no. of bedrooms = net floor area =
MATERIAL Approximate Amount (area,lengths or
number per duelling)
Bricks: commons =
facings =
Concrete Blocks =
*Rainuater Goods:- gutters =
dounpipes =
Roofing Tiles =
*Uater Pipes: hot = 
cold =
Flooring: tongue & groove = 
chipboard =
Plasterboard =
Other Plastered Area -
Plastic Floor Tiles =
Ready Mixed Concrete =
^Insulation: ualls = 
roof =
* = Please also state material used.
If the duelling is of a framed or crossuall construct­
ion, uould you kindly give details of materials used 
for lightueight infill panels and surface finish. Also 
if possible, the area (excluding uindou space) of the 
panels.- Any other.relevant information or comments 
uould be appreciated.
SURVEY OF PRIVATE SECTOR DUELLINGS
Average Amount of Materials Required 
per 100 sq m of Floor Area
units 2 Bed Houses
3 Bed 
Houses
4+ Bed 
Houses
. ■#Av.per
Duellg.
Facing Bricks sq m 107.5 103.1 109.6 104.9
Common Bricks sq m 124.3 102.7 52.1 97.6
Concrete Blocks sq m 105.1 110.3 149.0 116.1
Plasterboard & ) 
Two Coat Plaster) sq m 431.5 383.6 372.9 389.4
Plastic Floor Tiles sq m 64.3 36.9 27.6 39.7
Tongue & Groove) 
Softwood ) sq m 10.0 47.7 35.6
39.6
Chipboard sq m 20.3 9.2 25.0 13.7
Gutters & Dounpipes lin m . 43.9 31.6 27.9 32.9
Uater Pipes lin m 75.6 59.6 73.2 64.5
Roof Tiles sq m 137.4 73.7 69.9 83.2
Roof Insulation sq m 66.0 56.8 55.3 58.0
Ready Mixed Concrete i cu m 17.7 12.5 17.9 14.3
Average Net Floor) 
Area of Duellings) sq m 60.0 80.0 121.0 84.0
Source: Survey conducted by author.
The average is weighted in proportion to the number 
of completions of each size of duelling.
SUMMARY OF MATERIALS USAGE 
Local Authority Houses
Material Requirements per 100 sq m 
of Net Floor Area
Materials Cullen
Lemess- 
any & 
Amos
British
Gypsum
Average 
Values 
(excl. 
Cullen)
Brick & Blockwork 39.2' 
cu m
324.0 334.7 329.4
Plasterboard & 2 Coat 
Plaster 350.8 380.0 389.0 385.0
Plastic Floor Tiles 30.1 47.0 46.7 47.0
Tongue & Groove Soft­
wood & Chipboard 51. 5 49.0 51.2 50.0
Gutter & Downpipes 21.3 
lin m
28.0 
lin m
26.3 
lin m
27.0 
lin m
Water Pipes * 60.0 ■ * 60.0
Roof Insulation 55.7 54.0 55.0 54.5
Ready Mixed Concrete 2.5 
cu m
7.5 
cu m
* 7.5 
cu m
Roof Tiles 79.8 66.0 60.0 63.0
Windows 13.0 15.5 15.0 15.3
* not estimated
all above figures are square metres unless
otherwise stated
SUMMARY OF MATERIALS USAGE
Private Sector Houses
Material Requirements per 100 sq m 
of Floor Area
Materials
Buildg
Statis­
tical
Service
British
Gypsum
This
Study
Average
Values
Brick & Blockwork 310.9 272.1 318.6 300.2
Plasterboard & 
2 Coat Plaster 423.3 389.5 389.4 400.7
Plastic Floor 
Tiles * 44.5 39.7 42.1
Tongue & Groove 
Softwood & Chipbd * 46.7 39.6 43.2
Gutters & Down- 
pipes 28.9 28.5 32.9 30.0
Uater Pipes * * 64.5 64.5
Roof Insulation * 55.0 58.0 56.5
Ready Mixed 
Concrete * * 14.3 
cu m
14.3 
cu m
Roof Tiles 78.0 60.0 83.2 73.7
Uindows 18.3 17.6 * 18.0
* not estimated
all above figures are square metres unless
otherwise stated
SUMMARY. OF MATERIALS USAGE
Local Authority Lou Rise Flats 
of Brick & Block Construction
Material Requirements per 100 sq m 
of Net Floor Area
Materials Cullen Amos
Lemess- 
any & 
Amos
British
Gypsum
Average
Values
(excl.
Cullen)
Brick & Blockuork 48.3 
- cu m
350.0 353.0 360.3 354.4
Plasterboard & 2 Coat 
Plaster 323.9 342.0 420.0 339.0 367.0
Plastic Floor Tiles 64.4 * 110.0 87.4 98.7
Tongue & Groove Soft­
wood & Chipbd to Firs neg. neg. neg. neg.
*
Gutters & Dounpipes 9.5 
lin m
27,6 
lin m
18.0 
lin m
* 22.8 
lin m
Water Pipes * 65.2 65.0 * 65.1
Roof Insulation 32.0 30.0 28.0 33.4 30.5
Ready Mixed Concrete 11.1 
cu m
* 16.9 
cu m
* 16.9 
cu m
Roof Tiles 25.3 47.0 41.0 45.7 44.6
Windows 16.7 17.0 20.0 12.5 16.5
* not estimated
all above figures- are square metres unless
otherwise stated
CHAPTER 5: SUBSTITUTION OF MATERIALS
Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to identify areas 
where substitution has occurred and where statistics 
of materials usage have been sufficiently well 
recorded so that the rates of substitution can be 
measured.
It is also the purpose of this chapter to attempt 
to determine the reasons and the processes by which 
substitution has happened and to try to relate them 
by regression analysis techniques.
5.1 COMMON BRICKS AND CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS
The substitution between bricks and concrete blocks, 
two materials which differ in price, physical prop­
erties, chemical composition and size, can be 
observed by studying the statistics of the output 
for the two materials and/or surveying a sample of 
houses.
Statistics issued by the Department of the Environ­
ment measure bricks by the total number produced 
and delivered to site, whereas statistics for blocks 
are measured by the total area produced and deliv­
ered to site. For comparisons to be made some 
conversion factor must be applied. Assuming the 
exposed area of bricks to measure 9n x 3”, i.e.
0.2286m x 0.0762m then there are 57.41 bricks per 
sq m, i.e. 1,000 bricks would provide a surface 
area of 17.42 sq m.
In Table 5.1 the annual deliveries of the two mat­
erials are presented. Deliveries of blocks have 
risen fairly steadily during the period shown.
They have, in fact, risen from 17.38 million sq m 
in 1958 (not shown) to 68.4 million sq m in 1976. 
Although deliveries of bricks have varied during 
this period, recent years has shown a decrease in 
demand. However, dividing bricks .into their two
main categories, commons and facings, it can be seen 
that the rise in deliveries of blocks has been at the 
expense of common bricks. Figure 5.1 shows the del­
iveries plotted graphically and the inverse relation­
ship between brick and block deliveries is clearly 
visible.
The determinant of demand for the two materials is 
the level of housing starts and the relationship be­
tween starts and deliveries of bricks and blocks is 
shown in Figure 5.2 where the annual percentage 
changes .of starts and deliveries are seen to be very 
closely related.
Surveys of dwellings were carried out by the Nation­
wide Building Society in the years 1962, 1966 and 
1970. Their samples represented about Z% of all new 
dwellings purchased for owner occupiers. Their 
findings for main wall construction materials are 
shown in Table 5.2. Traditional type houses are 
constructed with a cavity wall. The inner wall is 
usually constructed with common bricks or blocks and 
the outer wall with facing bricks. Table 5.2 shows 
the percentage of dwellings surveyed that were con­
structed with:
■(a). both inner and outer walls of brick (brick)
(b) inner wall block, outer wall brick (brick & block)
(c) both walls block
The 1966 results show increased usage of blocks 
compared to 1962, and this corresponds with the trend 
of deliveries. However, the 1970 results show a 
slight reversal of the trend towards blocks which 
would not be expected from delivery figures. The 
data provided are insufficient to draw any general 
conclusions.
The British Gypsum surveys, previously mentioned 
(see Section 4.4) studied main wall construction, 
party walls and internal partitions. The data for 
main external walling material are shown in Table 5.3 
where the increased usage of blocks with time is 
apparent. Table 5.4 shows another area, party walls, 
where the use of concrete blocks has substituted 
common bricks. The trend for internal partitioning 
materials shown in Table 5.5 shows that proprietary 
and other systems are increasing and substituting 
both common bricks and concrete blocks.
A sim pie substitution model developed by Fisher and 
37Pry can be applied to the statistical data on 
blocks and common bricks shown in Table 5.1. The 
model characterises substitution to proceed exponen­
tially in the early years (i.e. with a constant per­
centage annual growth increment) and to follow an 
S-shaped curve. The simplest such curve shows the 
fraction substituted, f, to be given by the relation­
ship:
f = (i) (l + tanh ©* (t - t ))
The curve is shown in Figure 5.3A belou.
A more convenient way to express the relationship
is f
jZf =. GXP 2 - to)
uhere f = the fraction substituted
= the growth rate
t = the time for 50/o substitution; i.e.
0 f = i when t = to
t = the time from commencement of substi­
tution
Both t and 't are usually expressed as integers of 
the time period being studied. In all the following 
examples the measurement of t is in years.
The above expression for f allows the substitution
1-f
data, as a function of time, to be plotted on semi­
log paper and a straight line to be fitted through 
the resultant points. This is shown in Figure 5.3B 
below.
Figure 5.3 General Form of the Substitution 
Model Function
10.0
1-f
time
1.0
0 . 8.
0.6-
0.4*
time—
Fisher and Pry define substitution by the takeover 
time, which is the time‘required to go from f = 0.1 
to f = 0.9. These points are marked in the Figures 
5.3A and 5.3B above.
In Table 5.6 the data from Table 5.1 has been trans­
formed into the ratio of the deliveries of blocks 
per annum to the deliveries of blocks’plus common
bricks. This ratio is the fraction substituted (f)
f
in the Fisher-Pry model and has been plotted as j^ Tf 
against time, on semi-log paper, as shown in Figure 
5.4. Extrapolation suggests that substitution began
i.e. f = 0.1, around the period 1948-49. Prior to 
1939 the Building Regulations allowed dwellings to 
be built with solid external walls and up to this 
period most types of traditional housing constructio 
used solid 9n brickwork. It would, therefore, have 
been at about the late 1940*s that blockwork for the 
inner leaves, of cavity walls first began to substi­
tute bricks in a measurable quantity and this fits 
in well with the time span of the model. Extrapol­
ation in the opposite direction indicates that take­
over time (f = 0.9) would occur around the year 1992 
giving a take-over time of 44 years. It is, however 
unlikely that this level of substitution will be 
reached. There are areas where concrete blocks 
cannot substitute common bricks. An example of this 
is in the foundations of buildings where bricks are 
laid onto the sub-structure, which is usually con-
crete, and where high compressive strength is re­
quired. In this case, blocks do not reach the 
strength that common bricks can achieve.
However, there are areas where there is room for 
more substitution and a particularly vulnerable one 
is party walls. It was shown in Table 5.4 that at 
the present time about 32^ of traditional houses have 
party walls constructed with solid or cavity brick­
work.
The gradient of the graph is 0.115 and the model for 
blocks substituting common bricks can be written:
= exp 0.23 (t - 22)
f
where, y —p =.the fraction substituted and t = the 
time period from start time 1948.
If the factors which have caused the substitution
can be identified and quantified then a substitution
model can be made by using multiple regression
analysis. It has already been mentioned that new
dwelling starts appear to determine the demand for
the two materials and it is to be assumed that the
relative prices of the two materials will be a major
factor. In theory, if there are two equally good
walling materials then the cheaper will be selected.
However, the performances of the two materials with
respect to thermal and structural properties differ.
*
r
Increasing use of central heating in duellings 
should favour blocks because they' have better 
thermal insulation properties than bricks. The 
structural performance of blocks is not as good as 
bricks but it is improving. The manufactured sizes 
of blocks are much larger than those of bricks and 
hence a given area can be built more quickly with 
blocks. This leads to two factors which favour 
blocks. Firstly, productivity will be higher using 
blocks and secondly, when labour (bricklayers) is 
in short supply the quicker building method will 
be preferred. -
The preference for blocks should, therefore, begin 
when the cost of bricks plus labour is more than 
the cost of blocks plus labour; a point which can 
occur even though blocks are more expensive than 
bricks area for area. Other smaller points favour­
ing blocks are the ease of handling on site compared 
to- bricks and the fact that less mortar is required 
for bonding purposes for a given area.
An attempt at quantifying some of the above points 
is shown in Table 5.7. The statistics for the price 
ratio were obtained from the journal ’’Building” and 
are the weighted average prices for each year for 
delivery to site in Central London. Brick prices 
have been taken as common Flettons and block prices 
for nominal 4” thickness (100mm) clinker concrete
and lightweight loadbearing concrete blocks of 
various manufacture. The figures' for the number 
of bricklayers employed have been extracted from 
the DoE’s periodic surveys.
The figures for the number of bricklayers employed 
are for those operatives employed by private con­
tractors and do not include bricklayers employed 
by local authorities and self-employed bricklayers. 
It is unlikely that local authorities uould employ 
many of their oun bricklayers on neu housebuilding 
as their main function is the general repair and 
maintenance of public ouned buildings and uorks. 
Also, local authorities usually employ private 
contractors, selected on a tendering basis, for 
the provision of neu duellings.
Estimation of self-employed bricklayers working on 
neu housebuilding is very difficult as there are 
no- published figures for this group as a uhole.
The number of bricklayers employed by contractors 
has been gradually declining. There are tuo pro­
bable reasons for this. Firstly, a decline in the 
number of neu apprentices entering the trade and 
secondly, due to bricklayers becoming self-employed 
and uorking on the ’’lump”. The former very prob­
ably results from the latter. It is much more 
remunerative for a bricklayer to work on the lump 
but due to the exacting nature of the work, uhere
even a slight mistake or hold up uill cost the 
bricklayer money, it calls for a very high degree 
of tradesmanship and it can be expected that only 
the■"cream" of the trade uill become self-employed. 
This uill tend to make the self-employed bricklayer 
seek uork at the higher paying end of the construc­
tion industry uhich is not usually neu housebuilding 
in the public sector, possibly neu housebuilding in 
the private sector, but most likely other neu uork 
in the private sector. To the bricklayer, the 
other tuo main criteria for working the lump are 
the length of time on any one site and long runs 
of brickwork to lay. The first criterion can 
count equally well for new housebuilding as for 
any other type of construction uork, but the second 
and probably most important criterion to the brick­
layer is not usually found in neu housebuilding 
uhere ualls are of very short runs requiring much 
time consumed on setting up work and corner pro­
filing. It can, therefore, be expected that self- 
employed bricklayers uill tend to seek uork prim­
arily in public sector other new uork as opposed 
to neu housebuilding. There uill obviously be, 
at any one time, quite a large proportion of self- 
employed bricklayers working on neu housebuilding 
but, on the other hand, there uill also be a large 
proportion of bricklayers employed by private con­
tractors engaged in non-housebuilding uork. It 
might be the case that one cancels out the other
and that the figures for bricklayers employed in 
Table 5.7 are a reasonable estimate of the number 
employed in neu housebuilding, and that as numbers 
available have decreased, then housebuilders have 
had to increase their usage of concrete blocks to 
overcome this factor. It is, however, probable 
that the decrease in the number of bricklayers 
available for neu housebuilding has been a factor 
in the suing to concrete block usage.
Another factor which should influence the change 
from bricks to blocks is the wage rate of brick­
layers. Attempts have been made during this study 
to construct an annual index of uage rates for 
bricklayers but it uas not possible to obtain re­
liable estimates over the time period concerned.
Multiple regression analysis uas performed on the 
data in Table 5.7. As it is not possible to iden­
tify and quantify all the variables that determine 
the substitution of concrete blocks for common 
bricks, the models which can be built from those 
variables which can be isolated and measured uill 
be stochastic, including an error term which should 
be a normally distributed random variable and should 
ideally be homoscedastic and free from auto-correl- . 
ation. Also, the independent variables should not 
be inter-correlated, i.e. there should be no multi-
collinearity. Explanations of the above mentioned
3R 39properties can be found in various texts. ’
The following symbols uill be used to identify the 
variables in the analysis:
Fg = fraction substituted, i.e.
He* = housing starts (thousands)
PR = price ratio ( Blocks )
(C Bricks)
Eg = bricklayers (thousands) employed by contractors
The housing starts variable was used because the 
level of neu housing activity is the chief determin 
ant in the level of usage of these materials. If 
housing starts are high then demand for bricks and 
blocks should increase. It is assumed that the 
number of bricklayers available helps to determine 
the substitution between bricks and blocks; it is 
possible that the supply of bricklayers is itself 
a function of the brick/block substitution.
The model analysed natural numbers and multiple 
regression gave the following equation:
Fs = 1.2108 + 0 . 2  x 10" 3Hs - 0.3047PR - 0.0048ER
Standard
Errors: (0.3220) (0.3 x 10“3) (0.3040) (0.0014)
ftf statistic 0.73 1.0 3.48
Correlation co-efficient 0.96
Durbin Uatson statistic 0.51
Degrees of freedom 13
Standard error of estimate 0.0497
The model gives a very high degree of correlation 
but the ft* statistics for Hg and are less than 
90^ significant, which is probably due to multi- 
collinearity. The signs of the co-efficients indi­
cate that as housing starts increase then more sub­
stitution uill occur; as the price ratio decreases,
i.e. bricks become increasingly more expensive than 
blocks per unit area, then substitution uill be 
enhanced; as the number of available bricklayers 
decreases then further substitution should take 
place. Houever, caution should be taken uhen 
interpreting these co-efficients because they are 
not very significant.
An analysis of the actual Fg values, the fitted 
values and the residuals is shoun in Table 5.8.
The Durbin Uatson statistic is 0.51 uith the upper 
and lower limits at 1.43 and 0.57 respectively and 
there is, therefore, evidence of positive auto­
correlation. This is borne out in the residuals as 
can be seen in Table 5.8 uhere there is a group of 
six negative deviations folloued by four positive 
ones.
A simple regression of Fg on uas also tried.
This gave the follouing equation:
Fs = 2.0926 - 1.1552 PR
Standard
Errors: (0.2656) (0.1848)
ft’ statistic: 7.88 - 6.25
0.72 
1.16 
15
0.0655
The degree of correlation is not as high as in the 
multiple regression model but the co-efficients are 
highly significant. The negative sign for the co­
efficient of PR shous that as the price ratio de­
creases, i.e. as blocks become more competitive in 
price, then substitution should increase. The 
equation indicates that when PR = 1, i.e. uhen the 
prices per unit area of blocks and bricks are equal, 
then substitution uould be virtually complete. The 
Durbin Uatson statistic is 1.16 and the upper and 
louer limits at the 1% significance level are 0.81 
and 1.07 respectively. There is, therefore, no 
evidence of positive auto-correlation and, as 
4 - 1,16 is greater than Du, there is no evidence 
of negative auto-correlation.
Correlation co-efficient 
Durbin IJatson statistic 
Degrees of freedom 
Standard error of estimate
5.2 CONCRETE ROOFING TILES v SLATES AND CLAY TILES
Almost all the production of roofing tiles and 
slates is used in neu housebuilding and housing 
improvement. Prior to about 1930 the market uas 
supplied uith slates and clay tiles and, although 
concrete tiles had been available since the late 
Nineteenth Century, they had not been used in any 
volume. In the late 1920!s the Tiarley Tile Company 
exploited the cost reducing aspect of concrete 
tiles and began to manufacture and market them on 
a supply and fix basis uhich undercut the tuo 
other materials. This has been comprehensively
4. j 40reported.
Up to 1939 there uere very feu statistics collected 
on the output of these materials, those that are 
available are shoun in Table 5.9.
Annual data from 1948 to 1970 onuards is shoun in 
Table 5.10. Recent figures for clay tiles and 
slates are not available but it is clear that since 
1965 concrete tiles have taken over 90% of the 
market and their present share is about 97^.
From the data in Table 5.10 a substitution model 
has been made and this is shoun in Figure 5.5.
From the equation f, \ it is
i _ p  ~  e “ n^
calculated that t occurred about 1951 and that
f = 0.9 at approximately 1966. Extrapolation 
backwards gives f = 0.1 in 1935 and hence take­
over time was 31 years. It is very probable that 
this time would have been much less if peacetime 
conditions had prevailed from 1939 to 1945. The 
gradient of the graph is 0.286 and the model 
equation for concrete blocks substituting clay 
tiles and slates is:
There is insufficient historical data to attempt 
an econometric model for this substitution but it 
would appear that the only real variable was the 
price of the respective materials. Prices for 
selected years are shown in Table 5.11. The price 
for slates is for approximately three times the 
area of the other materials but the main feature 
is that concrete tiles cost less than other mater­
ials in all the years that are shown.
o
f exp 0.571 (t - 16)
1-f
5.3 PLASTER AND PLASTERBOARD
Internal linings and finishes to most buildings 
are normally constructed from plaster or plaster­
board. In new duellings, virtually 100% of linings 
and finishes to external ualls, party ualls, part­
itions and ceilings use plaster or plasterboard. 
Statistics for the deliveries of plaster and 
plasterboard over the last 20 years are shown in 
Table 5.12. Analysis is made difficult because 
these returns to the DoE do not include site mixed 
plaster, made up of sand, lime and .cement. Discussion 
with people who have had experience of the industry 
over the period shown indicate that at about 1955 
the site mixed plaster was probably about 60%o of 
all plaster usage and that by 1965 this had de­
creased to about 20%, It is estimated that by 
1976 the DoE statistics accounted for some 85^ of 
all plasters used. A further complication is that 
between 1955 and 1965 lightweight plasters were 
developed and that by 1965 about 75^ of all recorded 
plaster deliveries were of this type. The coverage 
of sand, lime, cement plasters and gypsum, sand 
plasters is about 40 sq m per tonne but the light­
weight plasters have an approximate coverage factor 
of 140 sq m per tonne.
In converting the deliveries of plaster to the 
total area covered,the following assumptions have
been made:
1. Recorded deliveries in 1955 were 40% of the 
total market and this increased in an annual 
linear manner up to 1965 to reach 80$. By 
1976 this had reached 85$, again by annual 
linear increases.
2. The coverage factor.of the site mixed plasters 
from the period 1955 to 1976 is 40 sq m per 
tonne.
3. The coverage factor of the recorded plaster 
deliveries was 40 sq m per tonne in 1955 and 
this increased in an annual linear manner to 
120 sq m per tonne by 1965. This coverage 
factor has remained the same from 1965 to 1976.
The estimated area covered annually by plasters 
is shoun in Table 5.12, together with the total 
area covered by plaster and plasterboard. Analysis 
of Table 5.12 shows that from 1955 to 1965 during 
which the industry output increased by 84$, the 
usage of plasterboard increased by only 57$ but 
the usage of plaster increased by 185$!. During 
this period the bulk of the plasterboard was used 
for ceilings and internal timber stud and propri­
etary partition systems, all of which were covered 
with a skim coat of plaster to hide the joints.
The use of plasters increased more rapidly than 
plasterboard to meet the growing needs of the 
industry. By 1965 techniques had been developed 
to line brickwork and blockwork with plasterboard 
so that the surface of the board was ready for 
immediate decorative finishes and required no 
drying out time. By 1976 plasterboard had grown 
by 72$ over the 1965 level but plaster had decreased 
by only 2$ during the same period. In the peak 
activity year of 1973 both^ materials achieved 
record levels of usage.
A Fisher-Pry model has been developed to show the 
very slow rate of substitution of plasterboard for 
pi aster since 1965. This is shown in Figure 5.6. 
Analysis of this graph indicates that substitution 
began at 1911 and that take-over time should be 
reached towards the end of the next century (about 
2092). The model can be written:
= exp 0.02 (t - 6 8 )
where f is the fraction substituted and t is the 
number of years since 1911.
There are reasons why substitution has been a slow 
process and will probably continue to be. Dry 
lining methods are more expensive than traditional 
wet plastering and this is not likely to change.
It is probably an important factor in keeping the 
rate of substitution at a low level.
The cost of the materials to erect 1 sq m of plaster­
board compared to 1 sq m of plaster is as follows:
Dry Lining 2 Coat Plaster
£0.71/sq m £0.27/sq m
(Source: British Gypsum, January 1977)
Historically, there has always been a significant 
price difference.
5,4 UPVC EXTRUSIONS FDR ASBESTOS CEMENT AND CAST IRON
PIPES "AND FITTINGS
In new construction and in repair and maintenance, 
rainwater gutters and downpipes; are almost entirely 
manufactured from unplasticised polyvinyl chloride 
(upvc). This material first began to penetrate 
the market in the mid-1950fs and since then it has 
had rapid growth and its use has been extended to 
substitute pipes, tubes and fittings of asbestos 
cement and cast iron in other areas of construc­
tion. the annual production figures for upvc 
extrusions going into’the construction industry 
were, until the early 1970*s published in the 
journal "Europlastics”. Similar figures for the
other materials are recorded by the DoE. In order 
to analyse the demand for these materials it is 
necessary to bring them onto a common basis.
Their statistics are recorded as annual production 
in thousand tonnes.and these figures have been 
made comparable by converting them by their density 
factors. The following have been used:
upvc 1,394 kg/cu m
asbestos cement 1,680 kg/cu m
cast iron 7,200 kg/cu m
The annual consumption of these materials by the 
construction industry is shown in- Table 5.13 for 
the period 1957 to 1971. Since then no comparable 
data for upvc has been published.
The substitution by upvc for asbestos cement and 
cast iron using the Fisher-Pry model was investi­
gated and Figure 5.7 shows the result. Take-off . 
time was about 1959 and take-over time should have 
been reached in the year 1974. The substitution 
can be represented by the following equation:
■j— r = exp 1.4 (t - 6 )
where f = the fraction substituted and t = the time 
period in years from 1959.
One of the reasons for the very rapid substitution 
rate is that upvc offers a maintenance free com­
ponent which comes in longer, easily handled 
lengths and is simply cut to size and gives no 
corrosion problems. It also had the advantage of 
the components being functionally .similar in every 
respect to those being used and there were no 
familiarisation problems.
The cost of upvc pipes and gutters has been less 
than cast iron and asbestos cement for as long as 
historical prices have been traced. The following 
shows comparative costs, for 4” wide half round
guttering, over two time periods at a ten year 
interval:
Cast Asbestos
Iron Cement UPVC
£/lm £/lm £/lm
7 July 1967 0.30 0.25 0.23
1 April 1977 1.38 0.84 0.80
Source: ’’Building” magazine
5.5 READY NIXED CONCRETE AND SITE LABOUR
Developments in the use of ready mixed concrete 
since about 1960 have had two main effects. The 
construction industry has been provided with bulk 
deliveries of a material whose properties can be 
determined fairly accurately from the controlled 
mixing process, with consistent mixes ensured, 
and also there has been much saving in site labour. 
Table 5.14 shows deliveries of ready mixed concrete 
compared with the number of site labourers employed 
by private contractors. The employment of site 
labourers has fallen from approximately 340.1 
thousand in 1961 to about 176.1 thousand in 1976 
(at September each year), whereas the usage of 
ready mixed concrete has increased from 6.5 million 
cubic metres in 1961 to 24.8 million cubic metres 
in 1976 with demand peaking at 31.7 million cubic 
metres in 1973. Obviously there have been other 
factors which have influenced this decrease in the 
labour force. For instance, industrialised tech­
niques, better site management and mechanised 
methods to unload materials being delivered have 
all influenced this trend. However, on the 
assumption that the use of ready mixed concrete 
has been the major factor, a regression analysis 
of the data in Table 5.14 was carried out. Site 
labourers (SL) were used as the dependent variable
and annual deliveries of ready mixed concrete (RMC) 
as the independent variable. The- following equation 
was obtained:
SL = 402.480 - 6.586 RMC
Standard error: 22.153 1.037
*tf statistic: 18.17 - 6.35
Correlation co-efficient: 0.74
Durbin Uatson statistic: 0.75
Degrees of freedom: 14
Standard error of esti­
mate: 0.735
The negative sign for the co-efficient of RMC shows 
that as the usage of ready mixed concrete increases, 
then the number of site labourers employed can be 
expected to decrease. The *tf statistic is highly 
significant but the correlation co-efficient of 
0.75 is rather low. The Durbin Uatson statistic 
limits are approximately Dy = 0.76 and Dy = 1.06 
(at the 1% significance level) with observed value 
being 0.75. The test for positive auto-correlation 
is, therefore, on the borderline of being inconclus­
ive or showing positive auto-correlation. There is 
no evidence of negative- auto-correlation.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
The rate of substitution of one material or com­
ponent for another can be expressed by the Fisher- 
Pry model:
ITf = exp 2-64 (t - t0)
where f = the fraction substituted
t = the time for *50^  substitution
t = the time period in years from the year
when f = 0.1
2 tx. = a constant representing the rate of
substitution
Materials usage in four main housebuilding elements 
where substitution has occurred, and its rate meas­
ured, have been analysed. They are:
Superstructure - - common bricks/blocks;
External Finish - concrete tiles/clay tiles/slates
Internal Finish - plaster/plasterboard
Service Fittings - upvc/asbestos cement/cast iron
Using the above equation, it has been possible to 
determine characteristics of the substitution pro­
cesses. These are:
Take-over
Time
Concrete blocks substituting bricks = 0.115 44 years
Concrete tiles substituting clay tiles
and slates = - 0.286 31 years
Plasterboard substituting plaster = 0.010 181 years
upvc substituting asbestos cement and
cast iron = 0.700 15 years
It is felt that the rate for concrete tiles would 
have been much faster than that observed if the 
Uar from 1939 to 1945 had not occurred.
It has been seen that some materials can saturate 
a market in the housebuilding materials industry 
within 15 years while others which offer much better 
properties to the occupiers of dwellings, and certain 
advantages to the builder during the construction 
process are experiencing much slower rates of 
market penetration.
Concrete tiles and upvc gutters and down pipes give 
exactly the same performance in use as the materials 
they have substituted plus the added advantage of 
being less expensive. Basically, their function is 
to divert.rainwater away from a dwelling and prevent 
it from entering. The method of fixing these mater­
ials is, more or less, exactly the same as the 
materials they have substituted and thus construction 
operatives are not required to learn any new skills.
In the case of upvc, there are some extra advantages. 
This material is relatively light and is easy to
r
handle and cut to size. It can be fixed in much 
longer lengths than cast iron and asbestos cement.
It is sometimes suggested that its non-corrosive 
properties have played a major part in its substitu­
tion but it is likely that it will be' suject to 
degradation when exposed to sunlight for long periods.
Concrete blocks not only give a far better insulating 
performance than common bricks but they also offer 
distinct advantages to the builder in that a given 
area can be constructed far quicker with them than by 
using common bricks. The initial cost of common 
bricks, to the builder, is less than that for blocks, 
per unit area, and therefore the erected cost of a 
given area of wall might be equal for both materials. 
The time saving element which blocks offer over 
bricks might not always be an advantage, for if a 
bricklayer cannot be usefully employed during the 
time saved then the high cost of blocks compared to 
bricks might prohibit the substitution.
The case of plaster and plasterboard is more compli­
cated. The initial cost of plasterboard dry lining 
has been shown to be much higher than that for wet 
plastering (see Section 5.3). Also, more components 
are required for the dry lining process and, further­
more, it requires operatives learning new skills.
Against these disadvantages there are certain ad­
vantages uhich must be considered. Uet plastering 
needs a certain amount of drying out time before 
other construction processes can take place. This 
can take from .a feu days to tuo to three ueeks, 
depending on the climatic and site conditions, 
uhereas uhen plasterboard dry lining has been used 
it is possible for the’follouing trades to have 
immediate access and the internal finish is ready 
for decoration. There are^  also advantages to the 
occupier of a duelling uhich has been dry lined 
uith plasterboard. Much better thermal insulation 
properties are gained because plasterboard provides 
a cavity of about ■J-’1 betueen itself and its support 
ing uall and this assists in cutting doun the 
transmission of heat from the inside of a duelling 
through to the external ualls. Another factor is 
the lou heat capacity of plasterboard compared to 
a uall uhich has been plastered. The response of 
a •room to intermittent heating is far better for 
one that is lined uith plasterboard than one lined 
uith plaster.
It has become clear during the course of this study 
from discussions uith people in the industry and 
from the above substitution patterns that archi­
tects, designers, specifiers and builders of neu 
duellings do not, in the main, concern themselves 
uith uhich materials and methods uould give the
louest cost in use and be most beneficial to the 
occupier, but instead uith uhich are the cheapest 
available materials uhich uill satisfy the minimum 
functional requirements.
In the public sector, local authorities have to 
build to a cost yardstick and at the same time reach 
Parker Morris standards. A discussion uith the 
chief of the Architects Department at the GLC gave 
the follouing information: ”An architect specifies 
for a certain material to be used and the cheapest 
is then bought.,!
In the private sector the builder keeps his costs 
to a minimum in order to make profits. This means 
striking a balance betueen the cost of materials 
and the cost of labour to erect these materials.
One of the major factors uhich inhibits private 
sector builders from using neu techniques involving 
extra investment in the initial cost of materials, 
is the fragmentation of this sector of industry 
into a large number of small building firms. This 
necessitates the small building firms being reliant 
on builders1 merchants for materials on a credit 
basis, and because of the high risk of insolvencies, 
uhich predominates among small building firms, 
merchants are reluctant to allou them too much 
credit, especially for materials uhich are priced 
highly compared to other materials uhich are equally 
usable. *
Another factor uhich persuades builders, in both 
sectors, to use materials uith the louest initial 
cost is the high uastage rate of materials on 
building sitesf^ One builder contacted during this 
study (Croudace) estimated uastage rates on some 
sites as high as 50^. It is easy to see that if, 
for instance, a sheet of plasterboard is broken 
then it uill probably be of no further use, but if 
a bag of plaster is split, there is the chance of 
salvaging most of its contents.
The increased use of ready mixed concrete in place 
of site labour is more an industrialised method than 
one of substitution of materials. It removes a site 
process to a' factory method and saves space on site 
for both storage of materials and uorking area.
The material provides the same function as the site 
mixed materials and probably assists the builder in 
his costs by delaying payment, on a credit basis, 
to the ready mixed manufacture instead of ueekly 
uages to site operatives.
In the cases studied it has been seen that uhere 
substitution has been relatively fast, the initial 
cost of materials has been louer for the neu material 
than for the one being substituted and it has been 
shoun that it is probably in the builder's interest 
to consider initial costs in preference to erected 
cost and cost in use. It is, therefore, suggested 
that the major factor uhich influences the substi-
tution of one building material for another is its 
initial price uhen compared to the other materials 
being used. If its price is lower, its function is 
similar and the fixing methods are also similar, 
then complete substitution can occur uithin 15 
years. If its price is less favourable than other 
materials and its market penetration depends on 
superior properties, then complete saturation is 
unlikely and the rate of substitution will be very 
slow.
Where a material offers advantages to the builder 
in speeding up the construction process, it uill 
only be of value if site management is such that 
full benefit can be obtained from such an innovation. 
It is common knowledge uithin the industry that one 
of its fundamental problems is poor site management 
and it is not likely that this uill improve to any 
great extent over the next ten years.
DELIVERIES OF BRICKS AND
CONCRETE BLOCKS
millions of square metres
Year Blocks
All
Bricks
Common
Bricks
1960 28.92 125.97 80.53
1961 30.91 128.13 80.54
1962 30.88 123.24 78.09
1963 34.19 126.93 78.89
1964 50.02 141.06 81.97
1965 45.08 129.32 74.17
1966 41.36 117.21 68.68
1967 48.54 134.14 74.19
1968 50.89 125.78 68.94
1969 47.57 112.89 61.75
1970 51.46 110.71 58.07
1971 58.77 118.88 58.16
1972 68.33 122.18 57.05
1973 71.80 121.76 55.60
1974 54.20 87.19 41.90
1975 64.10 95.14 41.70
1976 68.40 93.61 37.20
Source: Estimated from DoE returns;-
Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, DoE, 1972
Monthly Bulletin of Building
Materials & Components, DoE
TABLE 5.2 MAIN UALL CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
1962 1966 1970
Brick 74.8/6 50.376 57.776
Brick &) 
Block ) 18.6/6 42. 5^ 6 35.476
Block 3.876 4. 2% 4.576
Source: Nationuide Building Society
TABLE 5.3 EXTERNAL UALL CONSTRUCTION 
Public & Private Sectors 
% of Total External Uall Are
1967 1969 1971 1976
Brick 5 876 43J2 2B% 4%
Brick/Block)
Block/Block) 3576 51% 6B% B9%
Other-mostlyJ 
Concrete j 7 % . &% 4% 7%
Source: British Gypsum Ltd
PARTY UALL CONSTRUCTION 
% of Total Area
Traditional Houses
1967 1969 1971
Brick 74% . 68% 50%
Block 25% 32%
In-Situ ) 
Concrete)
In- 
C
Brick/Block 1% - 0.5%
1.5%
Flats
Brick 77% 62% 71%
Block 10% 18% 26%
Brick/Block 1%
Situ ) 12^ le^
oncrete) 7 7 7
Source: British Gypsum Ltd
INTERNAL PARTITIONS IN HOUSES 
% of Total Area
1965 1967 1969
Brick ) 9% 5%
Block ) 39% 40%
) 67%
Brick/Block) 8% 3%
B/B & Other) 5% 6%
TOTA^ 67% 61% 54%
Rest of total area made up from:
Proprietary systems 
Timber studuork 
Sheet materials
Source: British Gypsum Ltd
ANNUAL RATIO OF DELIVERY OF 
BLOCKS to DELIVERY OF COMMON 
BRICKS AND BLOCKS
1960 0.26
1961 0.28
1962 0.28
1963 0.30
1964 0.38
1965 0.3*8
1966 0.38
1967 0.40
1968 0.42
1969 0.44
1970 0.47
1971 0.50
1972 0.54
1973 0.56
1974 0.56
1975 0.61
1976 0.65
Source: Derived from Table 5.1
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF 
SUBSTITUTION MODEL FOR BLOCKS v. 
COMMON BRICKS
Year
F raction 
Subst. 
Blocks 
C/Bricks 
& Blocks
All
Duelling
Starts
Price 
Ratio/ 
Unit Ares 
Blocks 
C/Bricks
Employmt. 
of Brick­
layers 
by Con­
tractors
1960 0.26 309,115 1.60 109,900
1961 0.28 312,297 1.47 108,600
1962 0.28 323,670 1.51 108,600
1963 0.30 367,989 1.47 109,000
1964 0.38. 426,075 1.50 107,600
1965 0.38 392,507 1.55 1 0 1 ,0 0 0.
1966 0.38 379,316 1.50 93,700
1967 0.40 447,567 1.53 90,100
1968 0.42 394,399 1.42 85,600
1969 0.44 343,468 1.37 74,700
1970 0.47 319,148 1.36 66,200
1971 0.50 344,296 1.39 65,400
1972 0.54 350,591 1.34 66,500
1973 0.56 328,566 1.37 67,900
1974 0.56 252,691 1.37 69,000
1975 0.61 323,662 1.29 66,0 0 0
1976 0.65 326,000 1.34 65,000*
* Estimated
Sources: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1972, DoE
Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
"Building” magazine (Cost Inform­
ation File published at quarterly 
intervals)
SUBSTITUTION HODEL
C.BRICKS v BLOCKS
T p Actual Fp.Fitted
1960 0.26 0.26
1961 0.28 0.31
1962 0.28 0.30
1963 0.30 0.32
1964 0.38 0.33
1965 0.38 0.34
1966 0.38 0.38
1967 0.40 0.41
1968 0.42 0.45
1969 0.44 0.51
1970 0.47 0.55
1971 0.50 0.55
1972 0.54 0.56
1973 0.56 0.54
1974 0.56 0.51
1975 0.61 0.57
1976 0.65 0.56
Maximumi deviation = 0.09
Number of +ve deviations = 7
Number of -ve deviations = 10
Durbin Uatson =0.51 
%
Residual
0
- 0.03
-  0.02
-  0.02
- 0.05 
0.04 
0
-  0.01
- 0.03
- 0.07
- 0.08
- 0.05
-  0.02 
0.02 
0.04 
0.04 
0.09
OUTPUT OF ROOFING TILES & SLATES
1912 1924 1935 1938
CLAY TILES
*000 tons - 376 834
million 217 408 736 -
*000 squares - - - 1512
CONCRETE TILES
*000 tons - - 408 -
million - - 320
*000 squares - - - 960
ROOFING SLATES
*000 tons 335 251 249
*000 squares - - - 661
Sources: ’’Building in the British Economy Between
the Uars”; Richardson & Aldcroft,
Allen & Unuin, London 1968.
’’The Builder” (Published weekly by the 
Builder Group, now called ’’Building” 
magazine.)
Annual Abstract of Statistics
ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF ROOFING TILES
AND SLATES
thousand square metres
Clay
Tiles
1948 9,353
1949 8,368
1950 7,746
1951 7,119
1952 7,982
1953 8,952
1954 9,092
1955 8,015
1956 6,479
1957 5,735
1958 4,759
1959 4,552
1960 4,187
1961 ■3,761
1962 3,684
1963 3,488
1964 3,254
1965 2,165
1966 1,965
1967 1,855
1968 1,727
1969 1,354
1970 1,140
1971. n. a
1972 n, a
1973 n, a
1974 n. a
1975 n. a
1976 n. a
Source: Annual Bulletin 
1972, DoE .
Monthly Bulletin
Concrete
Tiles ________Slates
9 155 3, 639
9 089 3, 453
9 299 3, 333
10 600 3, 132
13 956 3, 092
20 277 2, 911
22 766 2, 796
20 265 2, 642
22 079 2, 640
21 395 2, 672
20 616 2, 024
23 433 1, 539
25 570 643
26 136 441
25 902 1, 319
24 196 1, 130
32 148 1, 149
32 920 1, 151
31 006 1, 017
32 830 1, 200
34 243 981
30 941 742
26 734 570
27 787 n. a
30 144 n• a
30 669 n. a
27 359 n. a
26 302 n. a
29 839 n.a
Construction Statist
of Construction Materials
PRICES OF'ROOFING TILES & SLATES
Concrete
(I0i"x6j")
E/1.000
Clay 
(1 0 4 "x6i")
Slate 
(20"xl0")
£/1,ODO £/l,000
1938
1950
1956
1970
3.00
6.00 
8.10
14.30
4.12
10.00
13.45
20.21
20.75
46.80
90.40
126.94
Source: "The Builder” Magazine (Now called
’’Building” magazine, published weekly 
by the Builder Group.) Cost Information 
File published at quarterly intervals. 
The above prices are weighted averages 
for the years shown.
ANNUAL DELIVERIES &■ESTIMATED COVERAGE
OF PLASTER & PLASTERBOARD
Plaster­
board 
Deliv1s 
(m sq m)
Plaster 
Deliu1s 
(th.tonne]
Estimated 
Plaster 
Coverage 
(m sq m)
Total Cov 
Plaster & 
Plasterbd 
(m sq m)
p'bd _  
Total
1955 42.01 460.27 46.03 88.04
1956 42.52 508.02 50.23 92.75
1957 40.77 516.15 51.27 92.04
1958 39.60 508.02 51.27 90.87
1959 47.79 556.79 57.59 105.38
1960 47.08 617.76 65.89 112.97
1961 50.27 674.66 74.55 124.82
1962 52.21 731.55 84.00 136.21
1963 54.92 787.44 94.14 149.06
1964 67.58 969.31 120.81 188.39
1965 66.05 1009.95 131.29 199.34 0.33
1966 64.03 981.60 127.61 191.64 0.33
1967 75.82 969.29 125.28 201.10 0.38
1968 83.30 1010.97 130.80 214.10 0.39
1969 81.62 944.92 121.69 203.31 0.40 .
1970 81.95 880.91 113.44 195.39 0.42
1971 90.13 953.00 122.17 212.30 0.42
1972 100.29 1038.00 133.06 233.35 0.43
1973 119.74 1162.00 148.29 268.03 0.45
1974 105.81 1050.00 134.00 239.81 0.44
1975 103.32 998.00 126.80 230.02 0.45
1976 113.58 990.00 125.79 239.37 0.47
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ANNUAL DELIVERIES OF MATERIALS FOR RAIN­
WATER & SOIL PIPES & FITTINGS
Hundred Cubic Metres
upv/c AsbestosCement
Cast
Iron Total
upvc
Total
1957 . 8.61 147.62 200.69 356.92 0.02
1958 8.61 147.62 181.94 338.17 0.03
1959 18.65 171.43 197.20 387.28 0.05
1960 47.35 203.57 196.25 447.17 0.11
1961 63.13 197.02 198.06 458.21 0.14
1962 71.74 171.43 184.72 427.89 0.17
1963 . 107.60 160.71 190.97 459.28 0.23
1964 131.99 165.48 192.78 490.25 0.27
1965 195.12 119.64 162.20 476.96 0.41
1966 218.08 100.60 139.03 457.71 0.48
1967 248.21 82.74 117.64 448.59 0.55
1968 364.42 78.57 103.61 546.60 0.67
1969 408.90 71.43 97.64 577.97 0.71
1970 466.28 51.79 85.28 603.35 0.77
1971 527.98 58.33 73.19 659.50 0.80
* f = fraction substituted
Sources: Annual Bulletin of Construction
Statistics, 1972, DoE
Monthly Bulletin of Building 
Materials & Components, DoE
British Plastics (Oanuary edition 
each year, nou called "Europlastics”)
READY MIXED CONCRETE DELIVERIES & 
SITE LABOURERS EMPLOYED BY PRIVATE 
CONTRACTORS
Ready Mixed Site
Concrete Labourers
(m cu m) (thousands)
1961 6.5 340.1
1962 7.8 334.9
1963 10.0 340.4
1964 13.6 336.7
1965 14.9 327.5
1966 16.6 314.6
1967 19.7 301.3
1968 21.8 287.9
1969 • 23.0 249.4
1970 23.3 223.6
1971 25.2 213.1
1972 27.1 229.9
1973 31.7 244.3
1974 27.8 221.7
1975 26.7 187.3
1976 24.8 . 176.1*
* estimate
Sources: Annual Bulletin of Construction Statistics, 
1972, DoE
.Monthly Bulletin of Building Materials and 
Components,- DoE
Housing & Construction Statistics(Qtrly)DoE
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CHAPTER 6: HOUSING FORECASTS
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the 
basic differences between- uhat is meant by housing 
needs and housing demand. Over recent years there 
have been many forecasts of future new house­
building levels based on the above tuo approaches 
and these have been analysed uith respect to-their 
assumptions and their accuracy to see if such 
published forecasts could form the basis of esti­
mating the future demand for housebuilding mater­
ials.
6.1 HOUSING; NEEDS v DEMAND
Estimates of the number of new duellings likely to 
be constructed in a given period can be measured 
by tuo different approaches; housing needs and 
housing demand. Housing need is the extent to 
uhich. the quality and quantity of existing accom­
modation falls short of that required to provide 
each household uith accommodation of a specified 
minimum standard and above. There is no official 
definition of uhat this standard should be and so 
"need” is really a subjective judgement. The 
effective demand for housing relates to the accom­
modation for uhich people are able and uilling to
pay.
Estimates of needs depend on future population 
size and structure. These can be produced fairly 
accurately for up to about tuenty years, since 
persons making up neu households uithin this period 
uill already have been born. A projection of the 
population to the target year by age, sex and 
marital status uill give the probable number of 
households and their average size. Allouance for 
a small percentage of vacant duellings should be 
made and also an estimate of the number of duellings 
that uill be demolished up to the target year.
From these an estimate can be made of the total
housing stock required uhich uhen compared to the 
present stock uill give a difference equal to the 
number of neu duellings required to be built 
betueen the present and the target year.
Forecasts of demand are based on calculated re­
lationships betueen past demand and past movements 
in incomes, house prices and rents, interest rates 
and other economic variables. Unreliability stems 
from not considering all the relevant variables 
and/or inadequate data. Future projections of the 
variables have to be made and these are not easy 
to predict.
6.2 HOUSING NEEDS
The number of households in a given population 
depends on the number of adults, its age distrib­
ution and marital status. Predictions of the 
number of households are made in terms of smaller 
groups, usually defined by age and marital status. 
The percentage of each group that are heads of 
households is knoun as the headship rate of that 
group. Headship rates tend to change slouly uith 
time. Projections of potential households and 
headship rates prepared by the Government’s Act­
uary's Department are shoun for England and Uales 
in Table 6.1 uhich uhen aggregated give figures 
for selected points in time up to 2001. The main 
point to note is that it is estimated in the 15 
year period 1986 to 2001 the formation of neu 
households uill be less than half, 38^ to be 
exact, of that in the period 1971 to 1986. Also 
in the ten year period 1976 to 1986 it is shoun 
that neu household formation is expected to be
215,000 less than the previous ten year period.
The 1990's are also thought likely to see a rather 
slouer rate of grouth in the numbers of married 
couple households, although the estimated rise in 
their numbers over the next decade is expected to 
match almost exactly the increase uhich has occurred 
over the past ten years. The projected increase
in one person households, 15^ of all households 
in England and Uales in 1966 increasing to 24^ in 
1986, might have some influence on the types of 
neu duellings being constructed over the next ten 
years. Similar estimates for Scotland have been 
made and are also shoun in Table 6.1. For Great 
Britain overall the projected number of households 
up to 1991 is as follous:
1976 19,154,000
1981 19,943,000
1986 20,754,000
1991 21,453,000
In any stock of houses there uill aluays need to 
be a certain percentage vacant to facilitate move­
ment of households, uhich occurs due to internal 
migration. Opinion as to uhat percentage is nec­
essary (this is analysed later in this chapter) 
varies betueen 2% and 1% of total stock uith the 
majority of ’ oipinion around the 5% level.
Additions to housing stock have to be made to 
replace old houses that cannot be improved to a 
satisfactory standard and also for houses that are 
demolished for other-reasons, such as road improve­
ment uork. This causes the problems of catching 
up uith arrears in replacement, the clearance of 
sub-standard duellings and also replacement to 
prevent any further accumulation in the future
numbers of duellings becoming unfit. Calculations 
of replacement can be made on the basis of the age 
distribution of the present stock and assessing 
quality by age. Houever, the possibilities of 
modernising existing older stock makes the criter­
ion of age a less reliable guide. There is no 
simple uay of determining uhat the average life 
of a house should be. Table 6.2 shous the annual 
rates of houses demolished or closed in Great 
Britain from 1960 to 1976.* In recent years the 
size of these programmes have been sharply reduced, 
from over 90,000 in 1971 to less than 60,000 in 
1976. The Housing Condition Survey of England and 
Uales shoued that in September 1971 there uere over 
1.2 million duellings classified as unfit. This 
uould probably indicate a figure of approximately 
1.5 million unfit duellings in Great Britain at 
September 1971. At present rates of clearance it 
uould take until 2010 to clear this backlog of 
unfit duellings. If during this time duellings 
become unfit at, say, a minimum rate of 50,000 
per annum there uould still be 1.0 million unfit 
duellings. The survey also shoued that 1.9 million 
of the fit duellings lacked one or more basic 
amenities.
Another factor to be taken into account uhen esti­
mating housing needs is the current shortage of 
duellings. It may be that overall in Great Britain
there are more duellings than households but there 
are certain areas uhere a shortage of duellings 
uill prevail. A surplus of houses in one area 
cannot be moved to meet a shortage in another area 
and population migration has tended to be to areas 
of shortage. Therefore uhen calculating current 
shortages deficits should be added and surpluses 
ignored.
Considering the period from the end of 1976 to 
the end of 1986, i.e. a ten year period, then an 
estimate can be made of the rate of neu house­
building required to correct the housing needs.
The total housing stock at the end of 1976 in Great 
Britain uas approximately 20,100,000. Unfit houses 
totalled an estimated 1.5 * million and assuming a'fut­
ure ' replacement. need of 60,000 per annum this uould 
give 2.1 million duellings, needing replacing over 
this period. The number required for neu household 
formation has been projected at 1.60 million. 
Therefore to provide for replacement and neu house­
holds there is a need for 370,000 neu duellings on 
average per annum. If a 5% vacancy rate is incorp­
orated then the figure uill be 388,500 neu duellings 
oer annum. Estimates of shortage range from 0.5 
million to almost 1 million duellings and if a mid- 
uay figure of 0.75 million is assumed then a neu 
housebuilding rate of approximately 463,500 comple­
tions per annum uould be required over the period
considered to alleviate the housing needs. This 
number of annual completions has never been reached 
the nearest being in 1968 uhen 413,715 neu duelling 
uere completed.
It is unlikely that this annual average level of 
completions uill be achieved and thus it uould need 
a sustained high level of improvements to existing 
duellings to provide Great Britain uith an adequate 
stock of duellings uithin the foreseeable future.
6.3 HOUSING DEMAND
Estimations of the demand relationships for neu 
housebuilding is an area uhich has received 
little attention. The demand relationship can 
be uritten as:
neu housing demand = f(X^, X£ .......Xn), uhere
X15 X0 .....X are the variables determining demand.1 2  n ■
Forecasts of demand are based on the assumption 
that the future uill, in some respects, be like the 
past, i.e. various relationships persist uith time 
or do not change rapidly. There are five main 
stages in estimating demand:
1. The choice of the variables (X, , Xn ......X ).1 2 n'
2. Identifying the validity of the statistical 
data.
3. The form of the equation (e.g. linear or logar­
ithmic) .
4. Estimating the numerical values for .the co-effi­
cients of the independent variables (i.e. 
regression analysis).
5. The use of significance and other tests to check 
the model.
By far the most important of these is (l) - the 
choice of the variables. These uill differ for the 
private and public sector demand. Considering the 
private sector, the variables uhich may affect 
demand are the price of neu houses, incomes, 
savings, mortgage rate, Building Society assets, 
stock of duellings, cost of rented accommodation, 
demographic factors, etc. If a suitable model can 
be built uith the correct choice of variables then 
forecasts of these variables uill give a prediction 
of future housing demand. The fact that no one 
has yet produced a suitable model of the demand 
for neu housebuilding indicates the extremely 
volatile nature of the independent variables and 
the complexity of the housing market. Although 
economic analysis provides some useful techniques 
for studying the housing market, its complexity 
and the forces operating on it involves a much more 
comprehensive analysis than economics alone can 
provide.
In the follouing sections, forecasts of neu duelling 
activity made by housing analysts uill be considered.
6.4 FORECASTS BASED ON HOUSING NEEDS
A study of the housing needs of England and Uales
for the period 1958 to 1978 was published in 1960
42by Cullingworth. He made four separate calcula­
tions for the predicted number of households in 
1978. These ranged from a low value of 14.85 
million to a high of 16 million. Allowing for a 
3% vacancy rate and the high value of 16 million 
households to be reached by 1978, he forecast that
200,000 duelling completions per annum would satisfy 
this and also be enough to compensate for the 
clearance of 2 million sub-standard duellings during 
this period. It can be seen in Table 6.1 that the 
higher number of households was already reached by 
1971.
A brief study of the housing problem was made in 
1961 by Greve?^ He laid down a twenty year building 
programme that would be required to eliminate the 
housing problem; however it was not made clear if 
this programme was aimed at Great Britain or England 
and Uales. The programme for the period (1960- 
1980) is summarised:
1. If all houses built before 1880 are to be rep­
laced by 1980 - giving them a maximum life of 
100 years, then 200,000 houses a year would need
to be built to compensate for these, or, 
if all houses are given a maximum life of 75 
years then 300,000 houses a year uould be 
needed.
2. Formation of neu households: 100,000 houses a 
year needed.
3. Replacement of houses lost through re-develop­
ment etc: 25,000 houses a year.
The outcome of this programme uould be a house­
building completion rate of 325,000 to 425,000 per 
annum. This study places great emphasis on the 
replacement of sub-standard or older duellings. 
Table 6.2 shows that these rates of replacement 
have not been reached in the first twelve years 
of the programme. The estimates do not consider 
the possibility of improvements to make fit sub­
standard duellings, nor do they consider a vacancy 
percentage to allow moves betueen duellings. Also 
the rate of new household formation at a constant 
or average rate of 100,000 a year would appear to 
be on the low side. \
An article by Needleman^ in 1961 discussed some 
of the factors likely to affect housebuilding in 
England and Uales over the twenty years 1960-1980. 
The study gave three possible figures for the
number of households in 1980 which are given as a 
low value of 15.3 million, a medium figure of 16.6 
million and a maximum figure of 17 million. Com­
pared to Table 6.1 it can be seen that Needlemanfs 
maximum figure is over a million lower than the 
most recent officially published projections. The 
study also assessed the number of moves between 
dwellings and considered that a vacancy rate of 
1% would be needed by 1980. If all dwellings 
built before 1880 were to .be demolished by 1980, 
Needleman estimated that 200,000 dwellings a year 
would need to be demolished and replaced per annum. 
Considering such a rate of replacement and an ave­
rage new household formation of 100,000 per annum 
then Needleman suggested a total requirement of 
some 320,000 to 330,000 new dwelling completions 
per annum would relieve the housing situation of 
England and Uales. These rates of demolition 
have not yet been approached but completions of 
more than 320,000 dwellings in England and Uales 
were passed in the years 1964 to 1969 inclusive.
In 1963 the then Conservative Government presented 
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a Uhite Paper which summarised the present housing 
position and gave a ten year programme of housing 
needs. Some of the salient points presented are 
given:
nThe Government will set themselves during the next 
ten years to cure the remaining shortages, to clear
nearly all of the remaining slums, to provide for 
growth and for workers moving to new jobs, to 
improve most of the houses worth improvement, and 
to make a start on the renewal of the depressed 
residential areas.......... The shortage (which
includes the apparent deficiency of houses in some 
areas, the need to increase the vacancy rate, and 
the needs of new employment growth) is estimated 
at between half a million and a million, the worst 
areas being Greater London, the Birmingham connur- 
bation, and Central Clydeside....... According to
the estimates of local authorities made in and 
since 1956, there are still 600,000 slums to be 
cleared. The aim is to clear these within the 
next ten years in all but the largest concentra­
tions, and even here to break the back of the 
problem within the ten years........ Over the next/
ten years 125,000 houses a year will be needed to 
keep up with the growth of households.”
These Government estimates of housing need can be 
summarised thus:
Houses Needed 1963-73
10 Year Annual
Total Average
(millions) Rate
1. Grouth of households 1.25 125,000
2. Slum clearance 0.60 60,000
3. Other clearance 0.65 65,000
4. Providing more 
vacancies
5. Curing local shortages
6. For neu employment 
grouth
TOTAL 3.0 to 3.5 300,000
million to 350,000
These figures are for Great Britain and the actual 
annual average number of completions during the 
period uas 364,080 (see Table 3.2). Clearance 
rates have not reached, the targets shoun in any 
year since 1963 and there are still local short­
ages. If the underlying data can be considered 
correct then either neu duellings have been built 
uithout regard to local shortages or neu household 
grouth has been faster than anticipated, or both 
may have occurred.
The Toun and Country Planning Association, in
461964, commissioned a survey on the state of 
housing in Britain and to estimate future demand. 
Considerations such as economic, budgetary, demo­
graphic and sociological factors uere studied as
0.50 ) 50,000
to < to
1.00 < 100,000
likely to influence future demand but the estimates 
of future provision of neu duellings uere based on 
housing needs only. It uas estimated that a vacancy 
rate of 4% by 1982 uould be sufficient for easy 
movement betueen duellings. The study considered 
the period from 1962 to 1982 and estimated needs 
from the usual factors of household formation, 
replacement, vacancies and shortages. Houever, 
they included tuo other categories; demand raised 
from persons seeking second homes and demand based 
on increased standards. They considered that 
demand for second or holiday homes can be expected 
to increase sharply in the period under study but 
that it uould not be a cause for neu construction 
until demand exceeded 10,000 duellings per annum.
For demand based on increased standards it uas 
argued that the average household size fell betueen 
the 1931 and 1951 census from 3.5 to 2.8 persons 
in the county of London, i.e. a 10% increase in 
population uas accompanied by a 32^ increase in 
the number of households, uhich implied that 25^ 
more duellings uere needed to house a given popu­
lation in 1951 than uould have been needed by the 
same number of people i.n 1931 and it uas concluded 
that household size can be expected to decline 
over the period of study. Over the uhole of Great 
Britain the average size of households uas 3.06 
persons per duelling in 1961. From Table 6.1 it 
can be seen that in England and Uales the average 
household size uas 2.75 in 1976 and projected to
fall to 2.58 in 1986. For Scotland the figures 
are 2.93 for 1976 and 2.90 for 1986. The quanti­
tative estimates of neu duellings to be provided 
betueen 1962 and 1982 can be summarised:
Total
(millions)
Annual
Rate
1. For neu households 3.13 156,000
2. Replace slum clearance 1.27 63,500
3. Other replacements 0.89 44,500
4. Increase vacancy rate 0.40 20,000
5. Curing local shortages 0.20 10,000
6. Second homes 0.40 20,000
7.'Increased space 
standards 1.17 58,500
TOTAL 7.46 373,000
This gives a total average need of 373,000 neu 
duelling completions per annum over the period 1962 
to 1982 to provide a good housing stock uith a vac­
ancy rate of A%, for Great Britain. The annual 
average completions for the period 1962 to 1976 
inclusive are approximately 343,000 duellings per 
annum (see Table 3.2). The actual replacement rate 
has never reached that forecast by the study in any 
year since 1962. At first sight it uould seem 
illogical that 20,000 neu duellings should be built 
each year to remain vacant and that another 20,000 
should be built to provide certain families uith 
tuo homes, that is 40,000 empty houses, uhile
only 10,000 should be allocated to homeless house­
holds which were estimated to total approximately 
three-quarters of a million at the end of 1976. 
However, the figures are only annual averages and 
there is no reason to assume that the authors 
meant that the immediate needs uould be the same 
as the needs in latter years of the period under 
study. The figure of 58,500 neu duellings per 
annum required to meet demand for households seeki 
increased space standards needs justifying.
After the change of government in 1964 the neu
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Labour Government published its National Plan 
part of which stated the intention to give greater 
priority to housing by increasing the rate of neu 
housebuilding "as fast as resources and new tech­
niques uould allow". The first objective uas to 
be an annual rate of new completions of 500,000 by 
1970.
48This was followed by another Uhite Paper which 
listed the existing needs, the needs arising annu­
ally and the essential requirements for carrying 
out the five-year programme. The immediate needs 
were:
1. One million to replace unfit houses.
2. Two million to replace old houses not worth 
improving.
3. 0.7 million to overcome shortages and increase 
the vacancy rate.
The needs arising annually were given as:
4. 30,000 per annum to replace loss caused by 
demolitions due to road improvements etc.
5. 150,000 per annum for new household formation.
The programme uas found to be too formidable an 
undertaking and although completions increased 
annually, reaching a peak of 413,715 in 1968, 
they fell to 350,000 in 1970 (see Table 3.2).
The capacity of the construction industry to pro­
duce half a million duellings a year uas also con-
49sidered possible by Houes in a paper uhich com- * 
pared the housing situation in some Western European 
countries. The study considered uhat annual rate 
of completions uould be required to produce, in 
1980 in Great Britain, a good housing stock (maxi­
mum age 80 years) and concluded that a rate of
400,000 uould be needed and that the construction 
industry could step up its output to 500,000 neu 
duellings per annum if 120,000 could be provided 
by industrialised building techniques.
As. part of a major study on the urban development
. pjn
of Britain from 1964 to 2004, Stone analysed in
great detail housing needs, costs and policies 
and attempted to forecast the output of neu duell­
ings for each quinquennium during the period. The 
main assumptions made uere three rates of replace­
ment due to demolitions, a lou, a medium and a high 
value and three possible birth rates, a lou, a high 
and the Registrar General’s projections. Stone’s 
requirements for duellings can be summarised:
Lou Demolition High Demolition
Rate and Lou Rate and High
Birth Rate Birth Rate
1964-69 2,109,000 2,154,000
1964-74 3,009,000 3,709,000
1964-79 3,916,000 5,378,000
1964-84 4,965,000 7,402,000
Regardless of the assumptions, predictions for the 
first period 1964-69 are about the same at 420,000 
neu duellings per annum. It must be remembered 
that the study uas prepared at the time uhen the 
National Plan uas being carried through and uhen 
it seemed likely that 500,000 duellings per annum 
might be reached by 1970. It is possible that 
these predictions might have been influenced by 
this. The outcome for this period has already 
been seen and it can be noted that Stone’s pre­
dictions uere over estimates. The predictions *
for the next three quinquennia shou initially a 
large decrease in annual average completions from
the 1964-69 figures followed by a gradual increase. 
The range for the period 1969-74 is 180,000 to
311.000 completions per annum but the actual out­
come for this period has been an annual average of
325.000 completions per annum. For the quinquen­
nium 1974-79 the predictions range from 180,000 
to 334,000 and for the period 1979-84 they are
209.000 to 405,000.
Actual annual average completions from 1974 to 
1976 are 299,100 and are within Stone's range.
A brief study of recent housing activity was carried
51out by Phillips and Drew who forecast housing 
completions on the basis of requirements as follows:
Housing Requirements (OOP's) 
1969 1975 1980
1. For new household
• formation 134 120 100
2. Slum clearance 91 120 120
3. Second homes, other
clearance etc 35 55 60
4. Elimination of
local shortages 107 60 20
TOTAL 367 355 300
The figures are for Great Britain and the 1969 
figures are the actual ones. The forecast shows 
a steady decline in output throughout the Seventies 
indicating an annual average of some 325,000
completions per annum. Their 1975 estimate uas 
13^ over the actual.
In a study of housing needs and policy, Richardson 
52and l/ipond estimated the various factors affect­
ing needs and suggested an annual rate of housing 
completions that uould be required to stabilise 
the housing situation by 1980.
Requirements 1970-80 
(millions,Great Britain)
1. For additional households 1.5
2. To clear current shortage 0.7
3.' Replacement demand 0.9
TOTAL 3.1
They estimated that over this period the construc­
tion industry uould have the capacity to build 
3.92 million neu duellings. If this capacity rate 
of completions uas carried out and the annual re­
quirements uere 310,000 then at the end of the 
decade there uould be an added surplus of 800,000 
duellings.
In a publication commissioned by the Nationuide
53Building Society various aspects of housing prob­
lems uere examined. They derived an assessment of 
the total housing need for neu housing construction 
over the next 30 years from the sum of duellings
required to meet population grouth and those that 
uill be needed to replace demolitions uith allou- 
ance for a vacancy rate rising to 7% or 10% by the 
end of the period for Great Britain. A range of 
three activity rates uas given, depending on the 
rate of demolitions:
1. 300,000 completions per annum, lou demolition 
rate uith 7% vacancy rate.
2. 400,000 completions per annum, medium demolition 
rate uith 7% vacancy rate.
3. 500,000 completions per annum, high demolition 
rate uith 1Q% vacancy rate.
The demolition rates uere defined as:
lou = 120,000 duellings demolished per annum
medium = 220,000 duellings demolished per annum
high = 245,000 duellings demolished per annum
It uas considered that completion rates of 500,000 
duellings per annum are both realistic and feasible 
provided Government activity is co-ordinated in 
slum clearance and provision of adequate housing 
areas satisfying future spatial requirements. No 
sudden reverses in the cost structure of housing 
due to advances in neu technology uere foreseen.
54A fact sheet intending to give RIBA conference 
delegates factual bases for their discussions 
briefly covered the then housing situation and 
also gave indications of future housing need based 
on a UK population figure of 64.6 million by the 
year 2000, a vacancy rate of 1% in that year and 
the demolition of 6.6 million unfit fuellings in 
the 30 years up to the year 2000. Taking these 
factors into account it uas estimated that an 
annual completion rate of 400,000 duellings per 
annum uould be required. This uas considered to 
be uithin the capacity of the construction industry.
55
Finally, a study by Beckerman suggested that 
duelling completions in 1975 uould be of the order 
of 415,000 tg 495,000,-The discrepancy compared 
uith actual completions uas very uide: 102,000 to 
182,000.
6.5 FORECASTS BASED ON DEMAND VARIABLES & OTHER ECONOMIC 
FACTORS
It has already been mentioned that forecasts of the 
effective demand for neu housebuilding are very 
difficult to make because of the complexity of the 
housing market. Forecasts of effective demand 
often present the predictions uithout shouing the 
variables considered or their relationship to the 
demand function. It is not aluays the case that 
such forecasts are made on the basis of physical 
duelling units. It is often more convenient and 
useful to have forecasts of the value of the out­
put of neu housebuilding over a given period based 
on some constant price level. Some of the fore­
casts are revieued belou.
Forecasts of neu housing construction based on
demand and needs uere made as part of a survey on
the construction industry*s prospects for the
Seventies by the National Economic Development 
56
Office. The short-term forecasts up to 1974 uere 
based on an evaluation of the demand for neu housing 
and the supply of major inputs in the housing 
market. The effective demand for the longer term, 
1979, uas based on housing needs. Their forecasts 
are: (duelling completions in Great Britain)
1971 1972 1973 1974 1979 (thousands)
355 355 365 380 380
(360-400) (340-420)
For the forecasts up to 1974 the main assumption 
uas a steady smooth grouth pattern of the economy 
uith^real GDP increasing betueen 2.3^ and 3.0^ 6 
per annum, real personal disposable income (PDl) 
grouing betueen 2,5% and 2,5% per annum, the price 
index of neu housing ranging betueen 6% and 1% per 
annum increase over the previous year, consumers1 
expenditure price deflator ranging betueen 6% and 
A% per annum increase and the mortgage interest 
rate remaining steady at B%>, The price index of 
neu housing rose by 21^ in 1971 and by 47^ in 
1972, both over the previous year. The mortgage 
rate has increased from Q% in 1971 to B,5%> in
1972 and during 1973 it increased to 10$, so the 
IMED0 assumptions uere clearly very uide of the 
mark.
An attempt uas made by NED0 to build a regression 
model to assess demand in the private sector house­
building. Completions for 1974 uere predicted to 
be 257,000. The independent variables used uere 
real PDI and average mortgage rate, both for the 
same year as the completions.
Since the publication of the above report, NED0
57'have produced forecasts tuice yearly, normally in
Oanuary and July for up to tuo years ahead. It 
uould appear from the comment attached to.the 
forecasts that NEDO have abandoned their model 
building approach and reverted to estimating market 
conditions in more qualitative terms.
Forecasts of neu housing starts and completions are
58periodically published by various stockbrokers.
These are usually based on economic conditions but 
do not state explicitly uhich factors are considered.
A forecast based on availability of land, housing
costs, supply and available finance, and family
59
formation uas made by Osborn uho gave no 
indication of hou these factors uere related to 
demand. He forecast annual completions at a rate 
of 400,000 per annum up to 1980.
A long term assessment of future housing demand 
uas made by Holmans^ uho notes that effective 
demand for housing is strongly influenced by govern­
ment policies and bases his forecasts on the assump­
tion that the relevant policies uould remain as they 
uere in the early part of 1970. Since then there 
have been tuo changes of government and housing 
policies of the tuo governments have changed since 
early 1970. The forecast uas also dependent on 
assumptions about the development of the national 
economy in as much as the increase in average real
disposable income per household uas assumed to be 
2\% per annum. The mortgage interest rate uas 
assumed to stay constant at 8$ and the net rate 
of household formation uas estimated using the 
Registrar General’s population projections. The 
forecasts, uhich are a hybrid of needs and demands, 
are as follous:
(thousands)
1971 1976 1981
370 355-400 345-390
The forecasts are for Great Britain and not meant 
to be aimed at any particular year but estimated 
to be the completion rate around the early, middle 
and late 1970’s. The range of forecasts for the 
middle and late ,1970’s is based on lou and high 
slum clearance rates. All the forecasts have 
over-estimated the actual completion rate.
The prospects for the construction industry up to 
1977 uere considered by Staniland^ and part 
of his uork is devoted to forecasting neu house­
building. Past performance of the housing sector 
is briefly analysed and then the longer term pros­
pects are revieued. These uere based on the assump 
tion of a general election in the Autumn of 1973 
after uhich -it uas envisaged that tightening up 
of. monetary policy uould lead to a slouing doun 
in economic grouth. Uith tighter and dearer money,
follouing a general election, and a slower grouth 
in real PDI, housing completions uere then expected 
to decrease after reaching a peak in 1973. The 
rate of slum clearance uas expected to rise in the 
mid-1970*s to the order of 120,000 demolitions per 
annum. The forecasts uhich appear to be hybrid 
are for UK completions and are:
(thousands)
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
370 400 380 370 360 375
Once again, the actual completions uere uell belou 
the forecast level.
The National Council of Building Materials Producers 
has a forecasting panel uhich periodically makes 
short term forecasts of housing completions up to 
tuo years ahead. Contractors* neu orders, archi­
tects* neu commissions and uork in hand form the 
basic indicators for their forecasts. Their panel
meets several times a year and the forecasts are
62published in a statistical bulletin. In general, 
it has been found that these estimates are reason­
ably close to actuals.
Another attempt by NE-D0 to predict future housing 
63levels uas published in 1976. The exercise 
analyses all estimated construction activity betueen 
the years 1980 to 1985. The constituents of demand
for housing uere based on high and lou assessments. 
These are shoun as follous:
Any year betueen 1980-85
(thousands) 1973
Net Household 
Formation 170
Changes in Vacant 
Duellings & 2nd 
Homes 33
Slum Clearance 83
8
Other Losses & 
Gains
TOTAL COMPLE­
TIONS
Final Assessment 
of Demand
294
Highest Level Louest Level 
of Demand of Demand
180
60
100
40
380
350
120
-  20 
50
- 10
14G
150
The limits of 150,000 to 350,000 seem to be too uide
/
to be of any value for practical purposes. The 
report states tuo other major factors uhich may have 
some effect on the overall demand for housing. The 
first is the continuing reduction in the supply of 
privately rented accommodation and the second is 
the significant social problem of homelessness. 
Solutions to these problems usually involve the 
provision of public sector housing.
During the course of this study, in vieu of the in­
adequacies of previous efforts to make housing fore­
casts, the author has made various attempts to
relate economic variables to housing activity in 
order to construct an econometric model for fore­
casting demand for housing. The only model uhich 
achieved any measurable success uas for private 
sector housing starts. This is described by the 
equation:
6.3 and the final model equation is as follous:
PSy = 753.9565 + 2.5054PDIy_1 + 0.4163HPy - 300.41531^
Private housing starts in the year y
Average price of a neu duelling in 
the year y
Personal Disposable Income per capita 
in the year y - 1
The series used in the analysis is shoun in Table
Standard errors: (330.26) 
'tV statistics:
(1.61)
(1.56)
(0.11) (54.31)
(3.74) (5.53)
Multiple Correlation Co-efficient R= 0.75 
Durbin Uatson statistic = 0.95
Degrees of freedom = 1 7
Standard error of estimate =207.48
Multi-collinearity betueen the independent vari­
ables uas as follous:
PDIy 1 a 9 a ^ n s t = 0*84
PDIy ^ against HPy = 0 . 8 1  
MRy against HPy = 0.64
It should be noted that it is not usually advisable 
to use a model if the correlation co-efficients be­
tween the dependent variables exceed the Multiple 
Correlation Co-efficient. Also it is not entirely 
clear, in this case, that the form of the equation 
used will identify a demand relationship.
A graph of the model*s results against the actuals 
is shown in Figure 6.1. Substituting the 1S76 
values of the variables in the equation then,
£734 at 1970 prices 
£5,500 at 1970 prices
11. 3%
148,747
The DoEfs provisional estimate is 154,800, which 
puts the modelfs estimate at 4% below the actual.
1975
HP1976
flR1976
PS1976
CONCLUSIONS
From the previous sections it can be seen that 
expert opinion on housing forecasts varies con­
siderably. The range for annual completions in 
the 1960’s and 1970’s covers completions from the 
order of half a million per annum down^ to 180,000. 
The majority of opinion lies in the 300,000 to
400,000 range. Forecasters who use housing needs 
as their predictions generally consider that the 
housing problem will be solved over the period 
of. their forecast and thus give an annual rate 
that will allow for this. There has, however, 
since 1945, been a shortage of houses in Great 
Britain, i.e. there have always been areas where 
the stock of adequate housing (this itself is a 
matter of opinion) has fallen short of the number 
of households. If successive governments have 
continually failed to rectify the situation for 
over 30 years there does not seem to be any good 
reason for considering that the next ten years 
will see the end of the housing problem. If 
housing needs alone are the criterion for fore­
casting the housing programme over.the next ten 
years then it can be assumed that one of three 
things will happen. Firstly the situation in 
ten years will be basically the same as it is 
today and that the housing completion rate will
barely keep up with the growing needs. Secondly 
a substantial amount of the present shortages will 
be cleared and thirdly the completion rate will be 
such that the backlog will be cleared and the stock 
will be all good with sufficient vacancies for easy 
movement between tenures.
Basing output on the consensus of opinion of fore­
casts of housing needs then the first case would 
indicate an annual completion rate of 300,000 or 
just under. The second case would call for comple­
tions of the order of 350,000 per annum and the 
third case for completions around 400,000 per 
annum.
Forecasts of completions based on housing demand are 
all within the range 300,000-400,000 per annum, with 
the majority lying within a range of - 5% of 350,000. 
The main assumption here is a steady rate of economic 
growth nationally with Building Society funds being 
readily available for private borrowers and public 
expenditure funding a high level of local authority 
dwellings.
Housing forecasts for the ten year period 1977 to 
1986 inclusive are considered in the conclusions at 
the end of Chapter 7.
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TOTAL HOUSES DEMOLISHED OR CLOSED 
ANNUALLY, Great Britain
1960 68,801
1961 73,718
1962 74,516
1963 73,503
1964 75,607
1965 76,200
1966 83,432
1967 90,239
1968 90,354
1969 87,080
1970 85,149
1971 90,611
1972 84,616
1973 80,036
1974 53,313
1975 59,729
1976 57,600*
* provisional
Source: Annual Bulletin of Construction 
Statistics, 1970, DoE
Housing & Construction Statistics
(Quarterly) Do'E
DATA FOR PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING 
MODEL
Private 
Housing 
Starts 
(000*s)
PDI per 
Capita 
£ 1970 
Const. 
Prices
Average 
Mort * ge 
Rate
Average
House
Price*
£ 1970
Const.
Prices
Fitted 
Values 
of Pte 
Housg. 
Starts
Resid­
uals
1955 M 444 ■ _
1956 120.4 454 5.75 3333 152.6 - 32.2
1957 125.6 459 6.125 3426 147.7 - 22.1
1958 136.8 450 6.25 3540 150.0 - 13.2
1959 169.4 455 5.75 3519 161.9 7.5
1960 182.8 460 6.0 3704 163.3 19.5
1961 189.4 480 6.5 3961 160.3 29.1
1962 186.0 507 6.5 4058 169.3 16.7
1963 199.4 552 6.0 4000 188.7 10.7
1964 247.5 570 6.0 4325 213.5 34.0
1965 211.1 579 6.75 4659 209.4 1.7
1966 193.4 589 7.125 4824 207.2 - 13.8
1967 233.6 595 7.125 5106 221.5 12.1
1968 200.1 603 7.625 5213 212.4 - 12.3
1969 166.8 606 8.5 5247 189.5 - 22.7
1970 165.1 626 8.5 5180 187.5 - 22.4
1971 207.3 638 8.0 • 5477 220.0 - 12.6
1972 227.5 686 8.5 6280 241.3 - 13.8
1973 214.8 726 11.0 6599 191.5 23.3
1974 105.9 739 13.0 5845 110.0 - 4.1
1975 149.8 11.5 5370 153.7 - 3.9
* Average house price deflated by the DoE value of 
output deflator for private sector housing.
Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, CSO
Nationuide Building Society
Housing & Construction Statistics 
(Quarterly) DoE
PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING STARTS
CHAPTER 7: DUELLING TYPES FORECAST
Introduction
In the previous chapter it uas seen that many fore 
casts of neu housebuilding have been made. Hither 
to no attempt has been made to forecast duelling 
types and the objective, of this chapter is to ana­
lyse the pattern of duelling types uhich have been 
constructed over recent years and to forecast the 
likely pattern that uill develop over the period 
1977 to 1986.
It uas also shoun in the previous chapter that the 
housing forecasts uhich have been made over the 
past tuenty years or so have, in most cases, been 
very uide of the mark. In order to complete the 
picture on the future trends of neu housebuilding, 
estimates of the overall level of annual housing 
completions up to 1986 have been made and the 
underlying assumptions are shoun at the end of 
this chapter.
7,1 PRIVATE SECTOR v PUBLIC SECTOR
The choice of materials and the quantities used 
for neu housebuilding are dependent on the type 
of construction and the size of the duelling unit. 
The method of construction and the average size 
of duelling units shou some differences betueen 
duellings built for the private sector, ouner 
occupation market, and the public sector, local 
authority market. The relative levels of activity 
in these tuo markets are strongly dependent on the 
government of the day. Experience in recent years 
has shoun that Labour governments tend to promote 
the public sector uhilst Conservative governments 
tend to favour the private sector. In the private, 
sector, the choice of materials and types of duell­
ings constructed are controlled by Building Society 
preferences and prejudices and also, of course, 
consumer tastes. In the public sector the Housing 
Cost Yardstick influences choice of material to- 
uards those of louest initial cost uhich does, of 
course, influence duelling types. Availability of 
land in areas of high density population also in­
fluences the types of duellings constructed.
The influence of the prevailing political climate : 
on the levels of neu housebuilding activity in the 
tuo sectors is exemplified in Table 7.1. The
Conservative Party held office until November 1964; 
from then until June 1970 the Labour Party were in 
office and from June 1970 until February 1974 there 
uas a further Conservative administration. From 
then until the present time there has been a Labour 
government. It should first be noted that changes 
in policy concerning housebuilding would not be 
shown. in housing completions until nearly one year 
after such policy changes, this period being an 
approximate minimum time from the start to comple­
tion of a house; the period for flats is a minimum 
of about 18 months.
Considering the private sector completions in Table 
7.1 it can be seen that from 1960 to 1964 between 
57^ and 60% of all completions uere in this sector. 
The influence of the newly elected Labour government 
late in.1964 began to shou in completions from 1966 
onwards. This can be seen in the fall of the per­
centage share of completions in the private sector 
from 58^ in 1964 to 49^ in 1970. However, with a 
Conservative government taking office in Dune 1970, 
the private sector share of completions began to 
increase rapidly and held 63% of completions in 
1973. From 1974 until the present there has been 
a Labour government and this is reflected in the 
public sector completions. They have jumped from 
37% of the total in 1973 to 52% in 1976.
In recent years it has not been the habit of the 
major political parties to make statements regard­
ing the levels of neu housebuilding that they 
consider they could achieve. Instead they tend 
to make vague statements regarding their future 
policies.
The Secretary of State "for the Environment in a 
speech made in November 1976 (annual lunch of the 
National Housebuilding Council) said the following
f,I want to dispel any suggestion that the need to 
create neu houses has significantly diminished 
because of changes in the total housing stock and 
of population projections. The fact that there 
is nou, in crude national terms, a slight surplus 
of duellings over households together with recent 
projections of a standstill in population for the 
foreseeable future has led to suggestions that the 
need for neu housebuilding is decreasing and that 
in a feu years the industry will have to adjust 
itself to a drastically reduced level of output.
’’This judgement is far too simplistic and it ig­
nores three important factors: the existence of 
severe local shortages; the need for a substantial 
reserve pool of property to compensate for houses 
that are being sold, let or repaired; and the fact 
that many duellings are in an unsatisfactory
condition, or are ill adapted to the needs of the 
people living in them.
' J
”At the same time the overall population predic­
tions mark the strongly established trend towards 
the formation of more separate households. The 
conclusion must be that for the foreseeable future 
we will need a substantial programme of turning 
old houses into new homes.”
One major piece of legislation that the present 
Labour government has enacted is the Community 
Land Act. The purpose, of the Act is to bring all 
development land under the control of local auth­
orities who would then either use it for their own 
purposes or sell off land to private developers; 
any profits would be divided between the local 
authority and the Exchequer. This is intended to 
eliminate the high profits made by land speculators 
and provide a regular flow of development land. 
However, the Act has so far had little chance to 
work. Local authorities have to buy the land with 
money provided by the government and the trimming 
down in public expenditure since late 1975 has 
resulted in only half the expected funds being 
available for 1977/78.
The latest Conservative party statement on housing 
policy^ indicates that if in pouer they would cut 
local authority housing and encourage home owner­
ship. The mortgage rate would not’ be allowed to 
rise above a prescribed maximum and first time 
buyers would be helped either with a grant towards 
their deposit or through a shared purchase scheme 
where the local authority would be half owners of 
the dwelling.
Demand for housing in the two sectors can be con­
trolled by central government in two ways. Firstly 
by exchequer subsidies to local authorities for 
new public sector housebuilding and secondly by 
income tax relief on mortgage repayments for owner 
occupiers buying in the private sectors.
The levels of exchequer subsidies to local auth­
orities are shown in Table 7.2 at constant prices.
In the period of Labour government, from the mid- 
1960's to mid-1970, the exchequer subsidies in­
creased in real value from £115 million per annum 
to approximately £200 million per annum. During 
the Conservative’s office from 1970 to the end of 
1973 there was little, upward movement in the level 
of subsidies. However, the incoming Labour govern­
ment of 1974 increased subsidies that year by 
nearly 63^ to £350 million and a further increase
in 1975 brought subsidies for that year to £389 
millions. The figures show further confirmation 
that under a Labour government the public sector 
housing is usually enhanced.
7.2 TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIALISED SYSTEMS
The use of industrialised methods for neu house­
building has, in the past, been limited mainly to 
the public sector where from the late 1950fs until 
the late 1960fs such methods were increasingly 
used; since then they have declined in use. The 
storey heights of duelling approvals show clearly 
the rise and fall in popularity of high rise flats 
built by industrialised methods. Figures for these 
are shown in Table 7.3. After the mid-1960,s, 
demand for high rise flats began to fall at a much 
sharper rate than the general cutback in the housing 
programme. There was sociological objection to 
high rise living (see Section 3.3); the cost of 
building and subsequent maintenance were high and 
architects have since reached the conclusion that 
low rise schemes can reach equivalent densities as 
high rise building. There was also the Ronan Point 
disaster of 1968 which had a major effect in the 
sudden disenchantment with high rise dwellings. 
Uhilst there are areas where this type of construc­
tion appears to be the only solution to local 
housing problems it can.safely be concluded that 
it is now in total decline and is not expected to 
be revived. This means that there is no stimulus 
to further technological development except for 
high rise offices and hotels. However, for most
housing above four storeys, reinforced concrete in 
large panel form or in situ concrete using, ration­
alised formuork would seem to be the obvious solu­
tion. It can be seen from Table 7.3 that new 
housebuilding in the public sector for England and 
Uales of over four storeys accounts for less than 
2% of all approvals at present.
Flats and maisonettes from two to four storeys are 
at the moment accounting for some 40% of new public 
dwelling approvals. The percentage in private 
housing is very much less but it is believed to be 
growing slowly. There are no statistics for the 
private sector showing storey heights. All low 
rise flats in the private sector are built tradi­
tionally but .it is not known how the efficiency 
of construction compares to that of building trad­
itional houses. Owing to sound insulation require­
ments for party floors and walls, and to fire 
resistance requirements, low rise flats normally 
use heavy concrete floors and concrete or masonry 
walls.
Precast concrete systems have not penetrated the 
market for low rise flats to any extent. Techni­
cally they could use high rise components unaltered.
Lightweight housing systems, such as timber frame, 
are being developed in low rise flat construction.
There are, however, many technical problems to 
overcome. It is difficult without adding too much 
mass to lightweight walls and floors of any con­
struction to provide an adequate party floor of 
suitable sound insulation. Some of the lightweight 
party floor constructions which have passed sound 
tests are only proven for use in conjunction with 
masonry walls and not proven with lightweight walls
Industrialised systems for one and two storey 
houses have, in recent years, sustained their share 
of the market despite the current housing output 
being less than in the late.1960*8. Particularly 
significant has been the development of the light­
weight timber framed house. In the private sector, 
for the first time, timber framed systems are now 
being adopted. This has grown so fast and is being 
taken up by a number of small builders-who are 
relatively inexperienced in timber frame that the 
National Housebuilders Registration Council have 
special specifications and vetting procedures to 
ensure acceptable standards of design and construc­
tion. This rapid acceptance in the private sector, 
in terms of design and construction, by building 
societies and insurance companies, and of course 
purchaser, owes much to the development and con­
fidence gained in the public sector.
The standard timber framed house uses sheathed
timber stud walls to replace the party wall and
the inner loadbearing leaf of external walls,
reducing the bricklaying content by about two-
thirds. As timber frame wall panels can be made
by small joinery firms without the need for special
machinery or other equipment, little or no capital
investment is involved. In addition to labour
economy and rapid erection, the main technical
advantages with timber framed houses are less
differential shrinkage because walls and floors
shrink on drying by roughly the same amount, and
there is no drying out time for following trades
or for occupation. However, any increases in the
price of timber have a much more significant affect
on this type of construction than on traditional
65construction. A recent survey has indicated 
that in 1975 there were approximately 20,000 timber 
framed dwellings constructed. Of these, it. was 
estimated that 14,000 were in the public sector, 
most of which were narrow fronted terraced dwell­
ings, and 6,000 in ’the private sector which were 
almost all either detached or semi-detached.
The most economic house form is undoubtedly the 
narrow fronted terrace. It has a high percentage 
of shared external wall and the usual problems 
associated with terraces, i.e. garden access through 
the dwelling or the need for rear access. Windows
invariably dominate the narrow front and rear 
elevations and private open space and privacy 
within the dwellings is difficult to achieve at 
high densities. Garage accommodation is provided 
either by three storey development with the garage 
on the ground floor or by two storey development 
with a terrace of garages situated somewhere within 
the proximity of the development. Construction is 
usually accomplished by either traditional methods 
or by rationalised traditional methods. The latter 
form is by crosswall construction in which the 
party walls are the main loadbearing elements and 
the front and rear elevations are constructed by a 
lightweight framed system finished by weatherboard 
covering or hanging tiles or both. The number of 
rat.trad, dwellings being completed per annum at 
the present time is not known with any accuracy. 
Various press reports have^suggested that the 
number is between 30,000 and 40,000 a year, but 
there is no evidence to support this. The only 
positive information has been supplied by the DoE 
who have stated that in 1975 in England and Wales 
there were 1,627 rat.trad, dwellings completed.
In 1970 there were 7,230 completed and the numbers 
have declined progressively each year since then.
Prospects for the private sector new housebuilding 
would indicate that building societies and purchas­
ers would prefer to see traditionally or rational­
ised traditional built houses. Timber framed 
duellings have penetrated this market and are 
showing signs of advancement but for the developer 
who wishes to innovate, mortgage availability 
could present insurmountable problems. The semi­
detached dwelling is the most developed and accepted 
type of residence in this sector but if house 
prices and building land prices increase there is 
a good possibility that terraced dwellings may 
become a more competitive type of construction to 
keep house prices within the range of the average . 
wage earner. There has been much speculation re­
cently on the development of low cost housing for 
the private sector. This will be dealt with in 
Chapter 8.
Public sector neu housebuilding trends would seem 
to be well established. There is Tittle possibility 
of the suing back to high rise development, which 
accounted for over 2.5$. of this sector's output in 
1966, but rather the reverse of only using such 
techniques when absolutely necessary. Indications 
are that future development in this sector will be 
approximately 50 to 60$ of new housebuilding by 
traditional .methods, with possibly some rationalised 
traditional construction, all mainly terraced, and • 
40 to 50$ low rise flats of mainly traditional con­
struction with increasing trends towards framed 
systems using as little as possible "wet trades” 
work.
7.3 SIZE AND ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS
The size of a duelling is usually described by the 
number of bedrooms contained in it but for analyti­
cal purposes size is normally referred to as the 
total floor area. Quantities of materials used in 
neu housebuilding are of course determined by the 
size of the duelling unit and in order to ascertain 
demand for materials it is essential to have reason­
ably accurate estimates of the sizes of different 
types of duellings together with predictions of the 
rate of building of such different sized duellings.
Table 7.4 shows past trends in the size of duellings 
by number of bedrooms, for the two sectors. In 
private sector houses three bedroomed duellings 
predominate with recent levels of approximately 
70$ of the total completions. Four bedroomed 
dwellings have increased gradually to take 17$ of 
total completions in 1975. In public sector houses 
three bedroomed dwellings have approximately 60$ ‘ 
of the market, tuo bedroomed 23$ and one bedroomed 
10$.
Flats, however, show .a different trend. In the 
private sector almost two-thirds of all flats 
completed in 1975 had two bedrooms and approximately 
25$ had one bedroom. In the public sector, 59$
of flats had one bedroom and just over 30$ had 
tuo bedrooms. Both sectors showed just less than 
10$ for three bedroomed flats.
Floor areas for public sector dwellings have been 
published by the DoE and are shown in Table 7.5. 
Figures prior to 1968 are not comparable as they 
were given on the basis of the number of bedrooms. 
The later figures are given by number of bedspaces 
in which case, for example, a two storey house 
with four bedspaces would be equivalent to a three 
bedroomed house. The figures given for local 
authority flats refer to average space for a flat, 
regardless of number of bedrooms or bedspaces, by 
the number of storeys in the block.
Building Statistical Services in their annual survey 
of dwellings publish the mean net internal floor 
area for an average duelling in the private sector. 
These figures are shown in Table 7.6.
British Gypsum Ltd made a survey of dwellings 
built in 1971 and measured average floor area of 
dwellings by type of duelling and type of owner­
ship. The figures are shown in Table 7.7. The 
average for all houses in the private sector is 
similar to the Building Statistical Services’ 
survey for all duellings.
The British ‘Gypsum survey is also similar to the 
DoE figures, in Table 7.5, for local authority 
duellings by number of bedspaces. A surprising 
feature, however, of the survey is that on average 
the floor area of both public and private sector 
dwellings, whether houses or flats, are shown to 
b_e almost equivalent. The tuo surveys shown in 
Tables 7.6 and 7.7 have been found to be the only 
independent sources giving floor areas for private 
sector houses. *
Minimum acceptable standards for internal, .floor area
of public sector duellings have been cited in the
29Parker Morris report and are shown in Table 7.8.
It will be seen that where comparisons can be made, 
especially with Table 7.5, then Parker Morris stan­
dards are adhered to.
In both sectors of the new housebuilding market the 
general standards of accommodation have increased 
.with time. For example, the installation of central 
heating during construction is now a common feature 
and very recently the standards of insulation for 
external walls and top floor ceilings have increased 
considerably.
CONCLUSIONS
In reaching conclusions as to the total number and 
types of duellings which are forecast to be const­
ructed up to the end of 1986, previous trends, 
levels of activity and broad estimates of future 
economic activity have not been the only consider­
ations. Most of the ideas for the future have 
stemmed from lengthy discussions with people from 
all sides of the construction industry. These 
have included economists from the DoE, staff from 
the Production Division of the Building Research 
Establishment, manufacturers of all types of 
building materials, housebuilders engaged in both 
sectors of the industry, local authority housing 
departments, trade associations, professional 
bodies, university departments, and others. A full 
list of acknowledgements is shown at the beginning 
of•this study.
The relative levels of housebuilding activity in 
the private and public sectors are mainly dependent 
on which of the two major political parties con­
trols central government. If it is assumed that 
whichever party is in power will govern for a full 
term of office and that any major political changes 
towards neu housebuilding will take about one year 
to become apparent in housing completions then it
.can be expected that current trends will continue 
until probably the end of 1979. Present levels of 
completions (1976) are of the order of 152,000 
per annum for the private sector and 163,000 per 
annum for the public sector.
e
Assuming a general election in the latter half of 
1979 then housing activity between 1980 and 1985 
would be strongly influenced by the outcome. If 
a Conservative government were to be elected then 
it will be assumed that trends experienced in the 
early 1970*s will occur again. However, if a 
Labour government were to be re-elected it can be 
expected that public sector activity will continue 
to be promoted and that private sector activity 
will depend very much on the economic situation 
of the country. If, for example, the benefits of 
North Sea Oil and gas are showing themselves it 
will be more than likely that private sector 
housing activity will increase in the first half 
of the 1980’s.
In the period up to the end of 1979 it can be ex­
pected that public sector dwelling types will con­
tinue at the present mix of approximately 55-45 
between houses and flats respectively with most of 
the flats being low rise brick and block construc­
tion. If there is to be an increase in activity 
in this sector after 1979 due to a change of
government then it uould be expected that an inc­
rease in systems building, e.g. timber frame con­
struction, uould ensue. This is more likely to be 
in housing construction methods than in lou rise 
flats, and this uill probably create demand for 
more land due to louer density construction. Hou- 
ever, the Labour party have declared their aim of 
land release for housing so any such demand uould 
probably be met. If present levels of activity in
c
the public sector continue.up to the mid-1980Vs 
then no drastic changes in the duelling type mix 
can be envisaged.
Regardless of any changes in activity in the public 
sector up to the early 1980fs, it is possible that 
duelling size mix uill change slightly to favour 
one and tuo bedroomed duellings at the expense of 
three bedroomed duellings. The current approximate 
mix is 30^ for each of one, tuo and three bedroomed 
duellings and of 5-10^ for four or more bedroomed 
duellings. Local authorities uill have to meet the 
increasing needs of single person households, 
especially the elderly and single parent families.
In the private sector there has been maintained an 
annual duelling type mix over the last decade of 
just over 9Q/o houses and just less than 10^ flats. 
Industrialised techniques are unlikely to have 
accounted for more than 2 or 3% of completions in
this sector, due mainly to building society re­
strictions and purchasers* tastes. It can.be 
expected that future demand uill follow past trends 
uith the possibility that flats might increase their 
share of this market to 15% over the next ten years. 
There is, houev/er, a strong possibility that this 
sector uill concentrate more on lou cost housing 
which may mean a slight suing auay from the semi­
detached to the terraced type duelling. There is 
also the possibility of this sector being further 
penetrated by system built houses of a framed 
design. It is difficult to estimate to uhat extent 
this might happen as up to nou only timber framed 
duellings have had any success in this field and 
it is too early to express any long term opinions 
concerning their sustaining and/or increasing their 
share of the private sector market. Although 
crossuall construction is likely to be used for 
some terraced type developments it is difficult to 
envisage uould-be purchasers favouring lightweight 
framed construction to the tried and tested solid­
ity of bricks and mortar.
Recent trends in duelling size for neu houses built 
for the private sector have shoun 65^ of completions 
in England and Uales to be three bedroomed houses. 
The three bedroomed house is the norm for uould-be 
purchasers and even narrow terraced type construc­
tion can provide this. Perhaps the only possibility
of a suing auay from this is if lou cost housing 
construction uere to gain momentum. However, some 
of the present ideas on thi? line suggest that neu 
duellings can be built of just sufficient size to 
satisfy initial needs and that extra rooms etc can 
be tacked on when needed. This would ultimately 
lead to a neu market for prefabricated housing 
components and could eventually lead to a state 
of equilibrium, when the number of such duellings 
completed annually would be matched by the number 
of prefabricated bedrooms being attached to similar 
older duellings. It uill therefore be assumed that 
private sector duelling sizes uill stay at approx­
imately the same output mix up to the mid-1980,s 
with a slight movement from 3 to 2 bedroomed to 
provide for some lower cost housing.
It is therefore postulated that the average annual 
duelling mix over the ten years for Great Britain 
uill be as follows:
Public Sector,
Houses = 55%> Flats = 45^
1 bedroom = 10%>
2 bedrooms = 25^
3 bedrooms = 60^
4+bedrooms = 5%
64%
30%
5%
i %  \
' Flats = 1556'
28J$
665$
5.5%
0.5%
(Th e.scarcity of any statistical data for Scotland 
precludes analysis of this area and it has there­
fore been assumed that tha mix uill be basically 
the same as that for England and Uales.)
In arriving at forecasts for neu duelling completions 
it is not considered likely that the next ten years 
uill see the housing problems diminished. It uas 
shoun in -Chapter 6 that to keep the situation from 
deteriorating any further it uould take a minimum 
annual average rate of completions for Great Britain 
of 370,000. The following table shows the estimated 
completion rates that will be used in this study.
The average annual rate of completions is predicted 
as 305,000 and it is considered that this figure 
uill be accurate to within - 15,000.
Private Sector,
Houses = 85^
1 bedroom = 0.5%
2 bedrooms = 20^ 6
3 bedrooms = 52%o
4 bedrooms =17.5^
F orecast of Duelling Completions 1977- 1986, GB
Public Private Total
1977 150,000 140,000 290,000
1978 140,000 140,000 280,000
1979 140,000 155,000 295,000
1980 130,000 180,000 310,000
1981 125,000* 200,000 325,000
1982 120,000 210,000 330,000
1983 120,000 190,000 310,000
1984 130,000 180,000 310,000
1985 150,000 150,000 300,000
1986 150,000 150,000 300,000
Annual Average: 305,000
The first three years are estimated to be slightly 
less than the period 1974 to 1976 inclusive when 
the annual average rate of- completions uas approx­
imately 300,000. A possible change of Government 
in 1979 and an expected period of real economic 
growth uill probably see private sector activity 
increasing to around the 200,000 level in the early 
1980’s with the public sector decreasing to between
120,000 to 130,000. Approaching the mid-1980’s it 
is anticipated that the private sector housing boom 
will begin to decline. This could be quite rapid, 
depending on the level of house prices. The in­
crease in public sector activity in the mid-1980’s
could possibly come from a change of government 
in late 1984 or from increased public expenditure 
on housing to counterbalance a decline in the 
private sector.
Another factor uhich might give impetus to high 
levels of housing activity in the early 1980,s 
is the trend touards ouner occupation. In 1966 
the level of ouner occupation uas 46.6% of the 
total GB stock and by the end of 1975 this had 
reached 52.8^. It has been suggested by Morrell^ 
that by 1980 this proportion uill have risen to 
55% and by 1990 it uill have gone above 60^. It 
is of course not necessary for neu ouner-occupiers 
to reach this position by purchasing a neu house, 
but even uhen existing properties are purchased 
then it is probable that someuhere along the chain 
of buyers there uill be one for a neu duelling.
PERCENTAGE OF DUELLINGS COM­
PLETED BY SECTOR
Great Britain, Annually
YEAR PRIVATE PUBLIC
1960 57?6
1961 60% 40%
1962 67% 43%
1963 69% 41%
1964 66% 42%
1965 66% 44%
1966 66% 41%
1967 60% 50%
1968 64% 46%
1969 60% 50%
1970 49% 51%
1971 66% 45%
1972 62% 38%
1973 66% 37%
1974 62% 48%
1975 •fcs CD 'S
A 52%
1976 48% 52%
The black line indicates the 
approximate time of a change 
of government.
Source: Derived from Table 3.2
HOUSING SUBSIDIES BY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
TO LOCAL.AUTHORITIES
£m, 1970 Constant Prices*
1965 115
1966 122
1967 - 135
1968 150
1969 167
1970 192
1971 203
1972 202
1973 215
1974 - 350
1975 389
* Converted to constant prices by using 
GDP deflator.
Source: National Income & Expenditure, 1976 
Table 9.3
STOREY HEIGHTS OF DUELLINGS IN APPROVED
TENDERS
Local Authorities & New Towns, England & Wales 
% of Total Duellings Approved
HOUSES
F L A T S
2-4 Stry 5-14 Stry 15 Stry +
1958 57.4 31.5 10.0 1.1
1959 55.6 31.7. 10.5 2.2
1960 52.8 33.0 11.1 3.1
1961 51.3 32'. 2 12.7 3.8
1962 50.1 32.6 12.3 5.0
1963 46.9 31.2 12.9 9.0
1964 44.8 31.0 12.2 12.0
1965 48.3 30.2 10.9 10.6
1966 47.5 26.8 15.3 10.4
1967 50.0 27.0 13.3 9.7
1968 49.3 30.8 14.0 5.9
1969 50.6 35.9 9.7 3.8
1970 51.9 38.3 8.0 1.8
1971 50.0 41.4 6.7 1.9
1972 48.5 44.1 6.1 1.3
1973 54.9 41.7 2.9 0.5
1974 55.9 41.6 2.4 0.1
1975 61.6 37.1 1.3* -
* In 1975 no flats over 9 storeys were 
approved.
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics
(Quarterly) DoE
PERCENTAGE OF HOUSES & FLATS COMPLETED BY NUMBER
OF BEDROOMS
England & Uales
Local Auth./New Towns Private Owners
1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4+Bed 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4+Bec
1967 9.5 23.2 62.5 4.8 0.4 19.0 73.8 6.8
1968 9.6 23.9 61.8 4.7 0.5 17.6 74.4 7.5
cn 1969 9.3 23.2 61.8 5.7 0.6
16.8 74.1 8.5
Ld 1970 8.8 24. 0 60.9 6.3 0.5 16.4 . 73.3 9.8
cn 1971 10.9 . 25.5 56.6 7.0 0.4 14.6 74.6 10.4
ZD !' 1972 10.6 24.1 58.2 7.1 0.4 13.5 74.7 11.4
O
~T~ 1973 12.2 25.0 56.0 6.8 0.5 12.2
74.0 13.3
1974 10.9 23.7 58.9 6.5 0.8 12.5 71.7 14.9
.1975 9.7 22.7 61.8 5.8 0.7 16.1 66.2 17.0
1967 42.9 42.1 14.4 0.6 18.5 68.6 11.9 1.0
1968 44.0 40.0 15.3 0.7 18.3 68.9 12.4 0.4
1969 43.1 39.6 16.3 1.0 20.3 68.8 10.0 0.9
cn 1970 45.9 36.2 16.5 1.4 21.3 66.0 12.1 0.6
h- 1971 49.5 33.9 15.1 1 .5 21.7 69.1 8.6 0.6
cC 1972 52.0 32.3 13.6 2.1 26.2 63.7 8.6 1.5
_l 
1 . 1973 57.4 29.7 11.3 1.6 24.0 64.8 10.6
0.6
LJL.
1974 58.7 29.2 9.7 2.4 24.9 63.8 10.4 0 .9 1
1975 59.0 30.9 8.6 1.5 24.7 65.5 9.0 0.8
Source: Housing & Construction
Statistics (Qtrly) DoE
FLOOR AREA BY TYPE OF DUELLING
Tenders Approved for Local Authorities 
England & Uales
Average Area Square Metres
HOUSES
1 Storey 
1 or 2 
Bedspaces
1 Storey 
3 Bed­
spaces
2 Storey 
4 Bed­
spaces
2 Storey 
6+ Bed­
spaces
1968 48.4 61.2 79.3 102.8
1969 48.7 61.6 79.3 103.7
1970 49.0 62.4 79.6 103.5
1971 49.8 62.0 79.2 103.5
1972 47.8 61.7 79.2 105.3
1973 49.3 61.0 79.9 103.7
1974 48.8 61.3' 79.4 104.0
1975 48.9 61.6 78.7 102.6
FLATS 2 Storey 3 Storey 4 Storey 5-8 Stry
1971 57.8 64.0 75.2 66.9
1972 57.8 65.9 74.6 67.1
1973 59.6 63.4 75.1 60.9
1974 59.1 63.9 70.3 59.2
1975 58.2 63.9 73.8 64.7
Source: Housing & Construction Statistics
(Quarterly) DoE
MEAN NET INTERNAL FLOOR AREA. 
Private Sector
Great Britain, Annual Completions
square metres per duelling
1964 78.1
1966 79.0
1967 76.5
1968 81.1
1969 84.0
1970 80.0
Source: Building Statistical Services
Al/ERAGE FLOOR AREA PER DUELLING BY TYPE OF 
DUELLING BY TYPE OF OUNERSHIP
Completions, 1971, Great Britain
square metres
Number of 
Bedrooms
HOUSES FLATS & MAISONETTES
Private Public Private Public
1 48.2 48.3 46.5 47.3
2 67.6 76.7 70.3 • 71.6
3 81.2 86.1 72.8 85.1
more than 3 111.2 102.2 106.4
all duellings 82.2 ' 81.8 64.3 64.4
Source: British Gypsum
PARKER NORRIS STANDARDS
Minimum Net Floor Space for Various 
Types & Sizes of Duellings
square metres
Number of Persons(Bedspaces) per Duelling
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
HOUSES:
f
1 storey 32.6 48.4 60.9 71.6 80.0 88.4
2 storey 
semi 76.3 86.5 96.7 114.4
2 storey 
terrace 79.1 89.3 96.7 114.4
3 storey 98.6 102.3 118.6
FLATS 32.4 47.4 59.7 73.0 82.3 89.7
MAISONETTES
-
74.9 85.1 95.3 103.2
Source: The Parker Norris Report 1961
"Homes for Today & Tomorrow", HNSO
CHAPTER 8: POTENTIAL FOR FURTHER SUBSTITUTION
Introduction
Following the forecasts for neu duelling completions 
and the types and sizes that uill possibly be con­
structed over the next ten years, the objective of 
this section is to analyse the potential for further 
substitution of materials.. The major building ele­
ments in the main types of neu duellings have been 
considered and the likelihood of substitution into 
these elements, over the next years is discussed.
Also considered is the further development of plast­
ics materials into neu duelling construction.
8.1 TRADITIONAL HOUSES
External Ualls
The external ualls of a traditional type house have 
three basic functions. Firstly, they serve as the 
main loadbearing structure, secondly they support 
the roof and thirdly to insulate the interior of 
the house for ueather, sound and heat. The present 
construction method uhich is used virtually all 
over Great Britain is 10" cavity brick and block 
construction. This contains loadbearing facing 
bricks to the external surface, a tuo-inch air 
cavity and an inner leaf of 4" blockuork. The 
main pre-requisite for a potential substitute mat­
erial is its loadbearing and thermal insulation 
properties.
Since January 1975 there have been mandatory regu­
lations regarding the thermal insulation of external 
ualls of neu duellings. This is expressed by the 
stipulation that the unglazed areas of the uall must 
have a U value of not more than 1. The U value is 
a measure of the heat loss through a square metre of 
uall area uhen the temperature difference outside is 
1°C louer than inside. This is calculated from the 
thermal resistivities and thickness of the materials 
used in the cavity uall construction, including the
cavity and the surface resistance of the materials. 
The U value is the reciprocal of the sum of these 
resistivities after each has been multiplied by its 
thickness and is expressed in Uatts per sq m per 
°C. Examples of these calculations have been pub- 
lished.
The required U value is easily reached by using 
lightweight insulating blocks in the inner leaf and 
plasterboard on the internal surfaces. Other meth­
ods used are cavity infills of urea formaldehyde 
foam or mineral wool and glass fibre rigid panels 
in the cavity. It is, however, very likely that 
before 1986 the thermal insulation regulations will 
be tightened and current feeling in the construction 
industry is that they will provide for a U value of 
about 0.6 for external walls. It is known that the 
subject is currently under „review by the DoE.
The more stringent insulation properties of external 
walls will be achieved by the use of aerated cement 
blocks for the inner leaf of the cavity, in conjunc­
tion with either cavity infill or a composite insul­
ating board to the inner surface of the house. The 
current practice of using 4” (lOOmm) blocks might 
have to be changed to'thicker blocks of up to 6” 
(150mm) thick. Cavity infill during construction 
is most easily achieved by using glass fibre or 
mineral wool slabs which can be positioned by the
bricklayer as he lays the cavity walls. These mat­
erials are preferable to other cavity infills 
because they do not fill the whole cavity and hence 
water penetrating the external brick leaf will run 
down the cavity and then away from the structure 
before reaching the inner leaf. Rigid foams which 
are expanded in-situ in the cavity during construc­
tion can be damaged during the settling of structur 
and any cracks in the foam would be a direct path 
for moisture to cross the cavity from the outside 
and eventually show itself on the internal surface.
A composite board applied to the internal surface 
of the dwelling, coupled with aerated cement insul­
ating blocks, would also provide excellent thermal 
insulation which, depending on the thickness of the 
blocks and the composite, could be manufactured to 
meet any new regulations. Composite panels manu­
factured from plasterboard with a sheet of expanded
polystyrene laminated to it are currently available
68It has been estimated that the total market for 
this type of material in 1976 was approximately
380,000 s q m  and it is estimated to grow to 2.1 
m sq m by 1981. There is also the possibility of 
a different type of composite material entering the 
market. This is a sheet material, similar to 
plasterboard, but laminated with a glass fibre 
insulating mat. The use of expanded polystyrene 
and other foamed plasters is dealt with later in
this chapter but it can be stated here that it is 
probable that a glass fibre laminated composite 
board would be preferable to one made from expanded 
polystyrene on the basis of the performance of the 
materials under fire conditions. However, this 
type of composite is not yet available on the 
British market, although it is used with some 
success in Germany.
Essentially, it will be the initial cost of the 
materials which will determine the types of mater­
ials to be used and it would seem that aerated 
cement blocks, partial cavity infill with a glass 
or mineral fibre mat and the internal surface 
lined with plasterboard, will meet any required 
standard of external wall insulation at an initial 
cost lower than that of any combination of other 
materials.
Roof Tiles
Concrete roof tiles dominate this market but it is
likely that if a cheaper tile were available it
could achieve rapid market penetration. It has been 
69suggested that plastic roof tiles will eventually 
take over from concrete but this is unlikely to 
happen in the next ten years.
Thin section (0.5mm) galvanised steel tiles might
possibly begin to be used during the next ten years.
70The size of individual steel tiles can be ten 
times greater than concrete tiles and cost reductions 
can be gained during distribution because the volume 
of 1.5 tons of these steel tiles can be compared to 
10 tons for an equivalent volume of concrete tiles. 
The roof beams could be positioned at wider centres 
for the steel tiles and the louer weight per unit 
area of them compared to concrete tiles would mean 
lighter roof trusses being used. This might be an 
important factor because it has already been 
observed that in recent years the roof trusses in 
traditional dwellings have been used at wider 
centres.
It is considered that there will be very little 
competition to concrete roof tiles over the next 
ten years but there might possibly be some substi­
tution before the end of the century, particularly 
if a technique of combining roof tiles with thermal 
insulation could be achieved.
Roof Trusses
There has been rapid technological change in the 
design and use of roof trusses over the past ten 
years. They are manufactured from timber and are 
positioned to rest on roof plates (lengths of timber)
which are set onto the top of the cavity wall con­
struction. Table 8.1 shows the distance from each 
other that the trusses have.been placed over the last 
ten years. In 1967 only 30$ of trusses were at 600mm 
centres but by 1976 this had increased to 90$. The 
reason for this was due to design changes in the 
manufacture of the trusses (by the Timber Development 
Association) which increased their loadbearing capac­
ity with no extra increase in their cross sectional 
area. This represents a saving of one third in the 
use of trusses. The Trussed Plate Association issue 
recommended truss centres for combinations of pitch 
of roof with cross section area of trusses and 
design of trusses used. This type of truss at 600mm 
is not likely to be substituted over the next ten 
years.
Loft Insulation
It’is estimated from the most recent British Gypsum 
survey (previously cited), that top floor ceilings 
of all new dwellings receive some insulation and that 
this is predominantly 50mm glass fibre. There is no 
stipulation in the Building Regulations for insulation 
in this area but it is known that this is under con­
sideration at the DoE and it is held within the ind­
ustry that a minimum U value requirement will be set 
before 1980. In Scandinavia it is a normal practice 
to use 200mm of insulation in the top floor ceilings
and in France and Germany there are tax benefits for 
insulating existing duellings to 100mm thickness.
In these tuo countries it is usual to have 100mm 
thickness in neu construction.
It is confidently expected that by 1986, most neu 
duellings in Great Britain uill use 100mm thick glass 
fibre or mineral wool insulation in top floor ceilings, 
whether or not this is a mandatory regulation. Another 
possibility is the development of composite ceiling 
panels using plasterboard laminated with expanded 
polystyrene or glass fibre mat. It is expected that 
this type of material will make only a small market 
penetration because its initial cost, where a second­
ary laminating operation is required, is likely to be 
more than the combined cost of ordinary plasterboard 
and glass fibre mat for a similar unit area.
Party Ualls
The relative current usage of bricks or blocks in 
these building elements were shown in Chapter 4. It 
is thought likely that by 1986 this area of the 
market uill have been virtually taken over by aerated 
cement insulating blocks. These can be used either 
in solid form, at least 9,! thick, or in block/cavity/ 
block construction using two skins of 4” block walls.
It. is expected that both types of construction will
still be used and their proportions will depend on 
the choice of the architect or designer.
Internal Partitions
Ground floors of traditional houses normally use eithe 
all loadbearing partitions or a mixture of loadbearing 
and non-loadbearing. On upper floors non-loadbearing 
partitions are used.
There are two possible developments that might occur 
in ground floor partitions. One is the introduction 
of a proprietary framed loadbearing partition using 
either timber or steel sections and the other is the 
use of gypsum blocks to substitute the non-loadbearing 
partitions.
Loadbearing partitions are normally constructed from 
blocks or bricks or a mixture of the two. The mater­
ials are relatively cheap to buy and they allow for 
flexibility of design, also shelves and fittings are 
easily attached to them. Framed systems could only 
enter this market on the basis of erected cost being 
cheaper than traditional methods and it is thought 
that this would be difficult to achieve. It is very 
likely that such systems will be marketed during the 
next ten years but it is not considered probable 
that they uill make any impact in new traditional 
housebuilding.
The use of gypsum blocks as a non-loadbearing part­
ition material is widely accepted on the Continent. 
It 'is estimated (private communication - Placoplatre 
Ltd, Paris) that in both France and Germany up to 10 
m sq m are used annually. They have the advantages 
of being quickly constructed, there are three to the 
square metre, and the surfaces are ready for immedi­
ate decoration. At various times over the past 20 
years, blocks have been imported into Great Britain 
but the market has never reacted favourably to them. 
Their initial cost is very high relative to other 
materials and at the present time it would cost in 
the region of £5.00 per sq m for 70mm thick blocks 
to be delivered to site in the London area. This 
compares to concrete blocks which are of the order 
of £1.60. Before this material could be accepted 
into new housebuilding it would have to be much more 
competitive in price. Another factor against these 
blocks is that they are susceptible to damage in 
transit and at £5.00 per sq m this would be prohib­
itive.
On the upper floors of traditional houses there is 
no likelihood of timber stud partitions lined with 
plasterboard or plasterboard proprietary systems 
being substituted.
Ground Floor and Sub-Structure
Ready mixed concrete is used for these purposes and 
it is unlikely that there uill be a suitch to another 
material within the next ten years.
Other Floors
Timber joists are the normal method of construction. 
Plasterboard nailed to these is used for ceilings and 
upper floors are constructed from either tongue and 
groove timber or chipboard nailed to the joists.
Since the mid-1960fs chipboard has been substituted 
for tongue and groove. This process is likely to 
continue and by 1986 it is probable that most upper 
floors uill use chipboard. The surveys, previously 
mentioned, made some identification of chipboard 
but, coupled with the lack of any reliable published 
statistics, analysis of this substitution was not 
possible.
Internal Surface Finishes
It is expected that plasterboard will continue its 
slow rate of substitution for plaster but no other 
material can be seen to challenge these two for 
internal finishes.
A possible further development is the use of mech­
anical plastering techniques on large housing sites. 
This process utilises a portable machine for mixing 
plaster which is then projected under pressure onto 
the wall. It is a very quick and- efficient method 
of plastering and it has wide usage in France and 
Germany. It was introduced to Great Britain in the 
mid 1950fs but it did not make any inroads into the 
construction market. It was revived in the early 
1970!s but it has not yet penetrated the market in 
any quantity. One possible reason for its lack of 
success is that the building industry is probably 
interested in time saving methods only when it is 
in a rapid growth period, whereas, when it is in 
decline, work is slowed down to assist in keeping 
people in employment. It was found to be widely 
held that the industry obeys Parkinson*s Law of 
work expanding to fill the time available for its 
completion.
Another factor limiting the growth of mechanical 
plastering is the initial capital investment for a 
mechanical plastering machine which, at the present 
time, is between £2,200.and £2,800.
Glazing
It is not thought that the area of external walls 
receiving windows will change by any appreciable
amount over the next ten years. There uill, however,
be a trend towards double glazing for neu houses. In
711976 it has been estimated that 155,000 existing 
and new dwellings received double glazing. This total 
was proportioned as follows:
Private Sector:
Existing Dwellings 16%
Neu Dwellings 13^
Public Sector:
Existing Duellings 2%
Neu Dwellings 9%
By 1980 the total market is expected to grow to just 
less than 200,000 units. It is difficult to estimate 
how far growth will occur in the next ten years but it 
is confidently expected that growth will take place 
in the neu dwelling market.
Uater Pipes
The previously mentioned surveys indicate that at the 
present time copper pipe is used for hot water in­
stallations with upvc and copper being used for cold 
water pipes. The future of copper pipes for hot 
water systems depends very much on its price compared 
to stainless steel. This material has entered the 
market in recent years and at the present time it
compares to copper on a price basis as follows:
Size
(Outside
Diameter)
Copper Stainless Steel
£/100 m £/l00 m
15mm 43.07 33.51
22mm 79.04 59.30
28mm 100.21 74.53
Cold water supply pipes are still predominantly 
copper. Discussions with people in the plastics 
industry suggest that ten years ago it was thought 
that upvc would saturate the market for cold water 
supply pipes by the mid 1970's. This has not hap­
pened and it is estimated that at the present time 
upvc has about 7.6% of the market. It is felt within 
the industry that the next ten years could see either 
upvc losing its market share or else growing to 
dominate the market. The latter is considered 
possible only if a upvc hot water supply system 
could be developed. Ordinary grade upvc has the 
risk of giving toxic effects to the supply when used 
for hot water systems but other grades have been 
developed to overcome this. However, at the moment 
they do not seem to have made any serious impact on 
the market.
Gutters, Down Pipes and Uaste Pipes
In these areas, upvc has completely taken over from 
traditional materials. Over the next ten years it 
is not expected that there uill be any long term 
supply difficulties for this material and its price 
relative to other materials should remain favourable. 
There is, therefore, little chance that this material 
uill lose its hold on the market.
8.2 LOU RISE FLATS OF TRADITIONAL CONSTRUCTION
The materials content and possible areas of substi­
tution in lou rise traditionally built brick and 
block flats are similar to those mentioned for trad­
itionally built houses except for one building element. 
This is the separating floor between duelling units.
The normal method of separation is a reinforced 
concrete floor/ceiling. The underside uhich is the 
ceiling of one unit can take three different methods 
of finish. Plastic paint such as Artex can be dir­
ectly applied, two coat plaster is another method 
and the third is to fix timber battens to the under­
side and then to nail plasterboard to these. All 
three methods are used in both sections of the neu 
housebuilding market and the choice uould appear to 
be at the discretion of the architect or designer.
In all probability, they uill continue to be used 
over the next ten years without any serious comp­
etition.
On the upper surfaces, i.e. the, floor, the finish is 
achieved by nailing timber battens to it and laying 
an insulating mat of glass fibre or mineral wool. 
Chipboard or tongue and groove is then nailed to the ' 
battens. The previous statement concerning the 
substitution of tongue and groove by chipboard 
applies here. There is the possibility that light-
weight insulating screeds could be used on the floors 
but they would have to reach the required levels of 
sound insulation as laid down in the Building Regu­
lations. This might mean the screed thickness being 
too great for practical purposes. It is thought that 
there is only a slight chance of screeds being used 
in the construction of new flats during the next ten 
years, and afterwards.
8.3 FRAMED AND PANEL SYSTEMS
Framed and panel systems are currently being used 
for low rise houses and flats, particularly in the 
public sector. They include timber frame, steel 
frame, heavy concrete panel and, for the purpose of 
this analysis, in-situ concrete systems. The use of 
these systems in the private sector depends on con­
sumer tastes and acceptability by Building Societies 
The opinion of a major Building Society (Nationwide) 
has been sought and they have listed their criteria 
of acceptability for such systems as follows:
1. structural stability
2. durable and strong
3. good insulation
4. designed to prevent condensation
5. capable of flexibility in external appearance
6.'suitable for one and two storey dwellings
7. attractive in appearance
8. economically viable
The same building society has given mortgages on all 
four types of systems listed above, but only for 
certain proprietary systems which they have surveyed
Timber F rarne
As the name suggests, these systems make maximum 
utilisation of timber components. The main struct­
ural support is stress graded loadbearing timber.
The external walls are manufactured from panels of 
100mm x 50mm timber studs, one side of which is 
covered with 9mm plywood to give rigidity to the 
panel. Uhen positioned as the external wall, the 
plywood faces the outside of the structure. Inter­
nally, 50mm thick glass fibre or mineral wool is 
placed between the studs and plasterboard is nailed 
to them for the internal finish. A moisture barrier 
and a damp proof barrier are then fixed to the ply­
wood on the external side and brickwork is then 
constructed next to the plywood so that from the 
outside, the dwelling has the appearance of a trad­
itionally built house, the roof structure being 
constructed in a similar manner to these dwellings.
The internal partitions are predominantly timber 
stud with plasterboard and the party walls have three 
layers of plasterboard on each side with a cavity 
between the two sides which is sometimes filled with 
a sound deadening quilt. Upper floors are construc­
ted from joists with tongue and groove or chipboard 
on the floor side and plasterboard on the ceiling 
side.
The main flexibility of design is the external 
appearance which can haue a brick ’'veneer” as des­
cribed above, hanging tiles or weatherboard. A
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recent survey on timber framed dwellings estimated 
the external claddings to be 63^ 6 brick, 22% tile 
hanging and 14/6 weat her boar ding.
Timber frame construction is actively promoted by 
the Timber Research and Development Association 
(TRADA) and it is thus difficult to pick out any 
areas that might be substituted by materials other 
than timber. The only real vulnerable area is the 
plywood sheathing which is attached to the perimeter 
wall panels to provide racking strength.
Materials are available which offer sufficient 
strength, better insulating properties than plywood 
and at a cheaper cost than plywood. These are fibre 
insulating board which is impregnated with bitumen 
and certain superior grades of chipboard. The sur­
vey mentioned above gave the following findings for 
the use of sheathing materials: plywood 60^ 6, fibre 
insulating board 32^ 6, chipboard 3^ 6, others not 
specified 5%, There is no doubt that plywood cannot 
continue to compete with these materials and it is 
expected that by 1980 it will have only a small 
market share. The structure of the industry is 
such, that if only three large manufacturers, selling 
about 1,000 dwellings each per annum, switched from
plywood to another material, then the market share 
of plywood would fall at once to about 40/6.
Steel Frame
Steel framed low rise systems have had a limited 
market penetration in recent years. It is not 
thought that the total in both private and public 
sector combined has exceeded 2,000 dwelling units in 
any one year. At the present time there are only 
two systems which are being marketed with any success. 
They are the Trusteel system controlled from Swansea 
by a company called Thyssens and the Metframe system 
which is marketed by Metal Sections, a company in 
the Tube Investments Group. Both companies consider 
that these systems will experience growth in the 
next ten years so long as the new housebuilding 
market does not decline too far.- Discussions that 
the author has had with the British Steel Corporation 
indicate that they share this optimism. Both systems 
can be used for houses and low. rise flats and they 
are acceptable in both sectors of the new house­
building industry. The frame is engineered frame 
steel uprights and floor beams but the roof trusses 
are made from timber. They are in every respect 
similar to timber framed dwellings except that timber 
is replaced by steel sections. The external cladding 
is. normally a brick veneer and floors are finished 
with chipboard. The internal lining to walls and
partitions is plasterboard and the external walls 
contain insulating material in the frame, between 
the plasterboard and the damp proof membrane. It 
is not thought the materials content of these type 
of dwellings will change over the next ten years.
One possible spin off from steel framed dwellings 
is that if the price of timber continues to rise at 
a faster rate than other materials, then steel floor 
beams might become a viable proposition for other 
types of dwellings.
Concrete Panel Systems
In these systems storey height concrete panels are 
the main structural units. They are fixed together 
in such a way as to give a rigid box like structure 
for each dwelling unit. Separating floors can be 
either concrete panels or in-situ concrete. The 
most popular system of this type is the Bison Uall 
Frame which is controlled by Concrete Limited.
These systems have suffered a serious decline in 
recent years, falling from over 15,000 completions 
in 1970 to just over 1,500 in 1975. It is thought 
that this decline will continue and that by 1986 
they may have been taken off the market.
In-Situ Concrete Systems
These systems were originally developed for high 
rise flats but in recent years they have been used 
for both low rise flats and two storey houses. The 
most widely used system is the Uimpey No-Fines which 
at present has between 85 and 90% of a total market 
of about 12,000 dwellings per annum.
The external walls and party walls are constructed 
from ready mixed concrete poured between plywood 
shuttering which is removed when the concrete has 
reached a given strength. Separating floors between 
flats are constructed from in-situ concrete, but in 
two storey houses the upper floor is a prefabricated 
timber unit which is lifted into position so as to 
rest on the external walls and loadbearing partitions 
The external finish can be brick, tiles, weatherboard 
or a sand/cement render. The internal surfaces are 
dry lined with plasterboard.
It is considered that these systems will maintain 
their market share and it is thought very possible 
that they might provide .a suitable basis for the 
development of composite wall linings which supply 
an internal finish and sufficient insulation to reach 
the mandatory standards. It is difficult to foresee 
any other areas in these types of dwellings which 
would be suitable for substitution by other materials
8.4 RATIONALISED TRADITIONAL DUELLINGS
This type of construction is used for two and three 
storey terraced houses and it is sometimes termed 
"narrow front” because the width between adjacent 
dwellings is less than it is for traditionally built 
ones..
The party walls are constructed from loadbearing 
brickwork, either solid or cavity construction, and 
the dwellings contain no other loadbearing elements. 
The external faces at the front and back of the 
dwellings are timber stud panels and are constructed 
in a similar manner to those for timber framed 
dwellings. The internal partitions are timber stud 
with plasterboard and floors, ceilings and roof con­
struction is the same as for traditional houses.
.The general opinion of the industry is that this type 
of dwelling will increase its share of the market 
over the next ten years, especially in the private 
sector where three storey construction can give con­
siderable savings in the use of land, particularly 
if the ground floor has provision for a car space.
The only area where substitution is thought to be 
possible is for the infill panels to the front and 
the back of the dwelling. Uork has been carried out
on the use of a sandwich type panel which could con­
tain the external cladding, sufficient insulation to 
meet the required standards and the internal finish 
all in one composite component. This is dealt with 
in the section on plastics.
8.5 STARTER AND EXTENDABLE HOMES
These are intended to provide basic accommodation 
for the first time buyer with the opportunity to 
extend at a later date when the family and financial 
status of the occupants increase.
The National Building Agency offers designs to 
architects and clients at a nominal royalty fee.
The basic idea is to erect a house shell which is not 
fully finished or fitted out internally and it is 
thus not surprising that timber frame manufacturers 
have been the first to promote these systems. It is 
too early to say whether or not the idea will make 
any progress as much depends on the attitude of 
building societies and the re-sale viability of such 
dwellings after extensions have been added. The only 
certain outcome from these developments is that they 
will promote further the use of dry construction as 
opposed to traditional wet methods.
8.6 SOLAR PANELS
The increasing cost of energy during recent years has 
promoted research into the development of solar panels 
to collect heat from the sun which can be transferred 
to heat domestic hot water or for warm air heating 
systems. The basic idea is to fit panels to the roof 
of a dwelling and to circulate through the panels, 
under pressure, a mixture of glycol and water which 
is used to heat a hot water cylinder. It can also be 
passed through a coil over which air can then be 
circulated throughout the dwelling. The panels are 
blackened on the side facing the sun to absorb 
energy, and polished on the back to reduce radiation. 
The process is more efficient if the absorber is 
glazed and more still if double glazed.
• The process is just emerging from the experimental
stages and there are probably dozens of experimental 
dwellings using these systems, but still being moni­
tored. One such experiment is being carried out in 
Milton Keynes and during the Summer of 1976 the 
absorption of the panels was such that the occupants 
were unable to live in the dwelling during day time
because of the intense heat.
However, these systems are now being offered on the
market for use in both new and existing dwellings.
A panel area of 40 sq m is currently being offered 
at £450, but this does not include heat store and 
fitting. For this panel area, fuel savings of £40 
per annum are quoted.
It is expected in the future, as energy demand in­
creases and its cost continues to rise, that solar 
panels will begin to be used in increasing amounts. 
Over the next ten years, however, it is more than 
probable that these systems will still be being 
developed and that their impact will not be felt 
in this time period. It is unlikely that building 
societies would give mortgages unless a back-up 
heating system were available and also the plumbing 
and fixing of the panels would have to be standard­
ised either through the Building Regulations or 
British Standards.
8.7 PLASTIC MATERIALS
Plastics in the construction industry are used in 
three main forms:
(a) the ordinary polymeric form such as pvc
(b) foamed plastics such as expanded polystyrene (xps)
(c) reinforced plastics such as polyesters reinforced 
with glass fibres (grp)
These materials combine various desirable properties 
such as light weight, corrosion resistance, good 
thermal insulation and reasonable strength. Reinforced 
plastics also offer flexibility in design; it is poss­
ible for this material to be formed into very complex 
shapes so that it can be made very strong at zones of 
greatest stress. Plastics materials, however, have 
many disadvantages, such as, loss of strength and 
degradation under fire conditions, creep under load 
and non-linear mechanical properties up to failure 
point. Several methods have been used to impart 
fire resistance, the most efficient and economical 
of which is based on the addition of chlorine. How­
ever, the loss of strength that plastics materials 
experience with increasing temperature has limited 
their use in new housebuilding construction to those 
areas confined to non-loadbearing elements. Even in 
these areas they have proved to be unreliable, as
was shown in the Summerland fire on the Isle of Man 
in 1973 and also in a fire at a dance hall in Gren­
oble in 1971 where excessive smoke from these mater­
ials was responsible for severe loss of life.
Ordinary polymeric materials such as upvc and poly­
ethylene will continue to be used in increasing 
quantities. The former can be expected to increase 
its usage as an external cladding in place of timber 
weatherboard or as a protective to this. In Scotland 
for instance, approximately 20% of public sector 
completions and 10^ 6 of private sector completions 
in 1976 had external finishes of sand/cement render 
(British Gypsum survey). This size of market offers 
great potential for substitution by plastics mater­
ials. Polyethylene sheet is used for damp proof 
membranes and moisture barriers and these areas 
should provide further room for growth. It is, how­
ever, probably in the non-housing sectors that these 
materials will show most growth over the next ten 
years.
Foamed plastics such as xps have had spectacular 
growth rates in the construction industry since the 
late 1950fs. Table 8.2 shows the pattern for xps 
up to the early 1970fs. A survey recently conducted 
by Construction Markets indicated current usage and 
estimated usage in 1981 for the main foamed plastics 
used in the construction industry. This is shown in
Table 8.3. During this survey specifiers were asked 
to state their views on the use of foamed plastics, 
and these are summarised as follows:
Polystyrene Beadboard
This has a wide acceptance as an insulant when it is 
used in flat roofs, as a backing to a building board 
or as a lining. It is recognised that there are fire 
problems but it is acceptable in its fire resistance 
form.
Polystyrene Extruded
There is widespread criticism of this material for 
use in traditional flat roof construction, not only 
from personal experiences but also fro-m articles, etc.
Polyurethane
This is heavily criticised in its normal form and in 
its modified form (i.e. polyisoctanurate). The 
specifiers did not regard them as being significantly 
different in their disadvantages. The adverse comm­
ents concerned the performance under fire conditions 
and the emission of toxic gases.
Phenolic
The majority of specifiers knew of phenolic foams 
but could not adequately comment on them because of 
lack of in-depth knowledge, either through non-use
or data from manufacturers. However, they were 
mostly of the opinion that phenolic foams could give 
good performance under fire conditions.
None of the above materials are used to any great 
extent in new dwellings. Expanded polystyrene has 
the possibility of becoming more widely used as a 
composite board material when laminated to plaster­
board, but, as previously stated, it will probably 
face much competition from low density glass fibre 
insulation mat. Polyurethane has been used in new 
housebuilding as a composite board but it was re­
cently banned by the GLC and it is thought that the 
use of this material will gradually decline. Although 
Table 8.3 shows that it is expected that in general 
the use of foamed plastic materials in the construc­
tion industry will continue to increase, it is not 
thought that the new housebuilding market will pro­
vide much opportunity for this.
Both thermosetting resins and thermoplastics can be 
reinforced by the addition of glass fibres but only 
one reinforced plastic material has found much use 
in the construction industry. This is an unsaturated 
polyester resin. Because there is such little evi­
dence of movement into the building industry of 
other composites using glass fibre reinforcement, 
the reinforced unsaturated polyester resin is commonly 
known as glass reinforced plastic (grp). The current
technology of grp and the fundamental principles of 
their use have been well documented!^’
The main limiting factors to the use of grp in the 
construction industry are the cost of manufacture 
of moulds and other tooling, the erected cost of 
grp panels compared to traditional methods and their 
non-acceptance in loadbearing positions because of 
their performance under fire conditions. The mater­
ials have found wide use in external claddings, 
mainly in the non-duelling sector; for the erection 
of prefabricated all plastic structures for uses 
such as ticket offices on large car parks; and also 
as folded plate structures as covers over swimming 
pools and factories. The most economic method of 
construction is to design a structure that can be 
fabricated from similar modular units so that moulds 
and tooling are kept to a minimum.
A company manufacturing timber framed dwellings,
77Uilliam Old (Resiform) Ltd, claim that the cost 
of grp cladding is about 5% less than using a trad­
itional brick veneer. They are the only housebuilding 
company known to the author who specify use of grp 
external cladding.
The only other notable use of grp in new housebuilding 
was for a number of multi-storey (up to 23 storeys) 
blocks of flats constructed for the GLC between 1969
and 1974. The external uall panels uere one piece 
room sized units complete with uindous, internal 
finish and jointing gaskets. A cross section through 
this structure is shoun in Figure 8.1 as follows.
urethane finish
foamed
concrete
panel
reinforced gypsum plaster
steel
reinforce­
ment
Figure 8.1 Cross Section of Glass.Reinforced 
Plastic Cladding Panel Used in 
GLC Flats
The uindous uere formed in-situ uith the grp panels 
at the uorks of Indulux Engineers Ltd. The use of 
grp panels and rounded corner uindous uere described 
at the time as breaking neu ground, but almost immed­
iately after occupation they did not prove successful. 
The joints at the uindou and the grp panel became 
distorted in 300 flats and remedial action began in 
1976 at an estimated cost of £500,000. The most un­
fortunate aspect of this is that the GLC, uho are
aluays willing to give a limited trial to any mater­
ial, set the trend for the rest of the public sector 
housing in Great Britain and should they decide not 
to use grp panels for further schemes, then it will 
be a great setback to their acceptance.
It is worth noting that in the USA there have been 
grandiose attempts to innovate grp into neu house­
building but without any success. During the 1960fs 
it uas decided that the advanced technology which 
had been gained from defence and space programmes 
should be channelled into other industries. This 
uas called the Civilian Industrial Technology Pro­
gramme and one of its aims uas to impart neu tech­
nologies into the building industry through the
Housing and Urban Development Office. The effort
78uas fruitless and has been documented. One thing 
that came out of it uas a grp duelling unit con­
structed by a filament uinding method uhich had been
79developed for rocket motor cases. A tuo storey 
unit uas designed to be made in one operation but 
it was never taken up.
There have been other attempts to engineer sandwich 
panels for the walls of framed buildings using grp 
as the external surface, Mickleover Transport Ltd 
of London developed a holiday bungalow in the early 
1970's uith a sandwich construction of grp, foamed
polyester reinforced uith lightweight expanded clay 
aggregate (LECA) and an internal surface of glass 
reinforced gypsum. The venture uas not a success 
and it was quickly dropped.
The all grp domestic duelling is not, and cannot be, 
a grouth area for this material. It will probably 
take a greater place in duellings but only as an 
external cladding, superficial trim, sub components 
or translucent panelling. .It is not expected that 
over the next ten years it uill make any dramatic 
inroads as an external cladding to duellings. Its 
future depends on the fortunes of those companies 
uhose systems ultimately depend on the future of 
the timber framed housing market.
80A recent study by Oaaf.ari analysed the use of. grp 
in the construction industry over recent years and 
made forecasts of future usage. One of the main 
findings which limited the extent of the study was 
that statistics on the use of grp in the constructio 
industry are not consistent. Not only were their 
reliability and accuracy found to be in doubt, but 
also the basis of their.compilation uas shown to 
be unknown and suspect. Houever, Oaafari's study 
traces the history and development of grp and 
attempts to forecast its consumption by the construe 
tion industry to the year 2000 by using the grouth i 
output of the construction industry. The following
regression equation, based on the time period 1968 
to 1975, uas presented:
A y  = 7.67 + 3.14 AO
uhere Ay = the change in consumption of grp in
construction 
A O  = change in the value of output of the
construction industry in real terms
The study did not analyse the housing market separ­
ately and no forecasts uere made for future usage of 
grp into neu housebuilding.
SPACING OF ZJOIST CENTRES IN THE TOP FLOOR CEILINGS OF
HOUSES AND FLATS
1967 1969 1971 1973 1976
400mm 30$ 24$ 10$ 12$ 4$
450mm 37$ 31$ 26$ 15$ 6$
600mm 30$ 45$ 63$ 72$ 90$
Other 3$ 1$ 1$ 1$ —
Source: British Gypsum Ltd
THE USE OF EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
Source:
thousand tonnes
600
1,100
1.850
2.850
4.800
5.650
6.800 
7,500 
9,600
10,000
9,800
9.650 
10,500
British Plastics (Monthly Journal)
Statistics shoun in the January copy, 
each year.
(From 1971 the name of the journal uas 
changed to Europlastics.)
USE OF FOAMED PLASTICS IN THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
Area -
Polystyrene: 
Beadboard 
Extruded
Polyurethane
Polyisocyanurate
Phenolic
thousand square metres 
1976 1981
3,140 5,555
475 586
965 1,093
317 585
90 550
Source: Construction Markets
CHAPTER 9: FUTURE DEMAND FOR HOUSEBUILDING MATERIALS
Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to make broad 
estimates of the future usage of materials for 
neu housebuilding based upon the information that 
uas collected in Chapter 4, the estimates of future 
housing activity shoun in Chapters 6 and 7 and the 
possible areas for further substitution uhich 
uere discussed in Chapter 8.
Changes in demand for construction materials can 
arise in four main uays:
1. Uniform expansion or contraction of the industry 
output.
2. Selective expansion or contraction of the output 
of certain types of construction relative to 
others.
3. Changes in the methods of construction.
4. Changes in the uay materials are used.
These changes can occur separately or concurrently.
From previous information contained in the chapters 
mentioned above, it is possible to estimate the 
demand for main line housebuilding materials on the
assumption that no technological change or innov­
ation in construction methods or substitution of 
materials uill occur. Furthermore, if the suggested 
changes in methods and materials, discussed in 
Chapter 8, occurs, then it is also possible to 
assess demand for materials based on a given level 
of substitution.
9.1 DEMAND FOR MATERIALS BASED ON NO CHANGE
From information given in Table 7.7 and the forecast 
rate of annual duelling completions, and types, 
shoun in Chapter 7, it is estimated that the average 
annual amount of floor area to be constructed in neu 
duellings from 1977 to 1986 inclusive, uill be as 
follous:
Public Sector: 9.50 m sq m
Private Sector: 13.75 m sq m
Total: 23.25 m sq m
This can be approximately divided betueen duelling 
types as follous:
Public Private Total
Traditional Houses 4.10 11.10 15.20
Traditional Lou-Rise
Flats 3.30 1.90 5.20
System Built Duellings 2.10 0.75 2.85
(Units: m sq m)
Applying these projected areas to the materials 
usage factors derived in Chapter 4, it is possible 
to estimate the total demand for main line building 
products, assuming no further substitution occurs. 
This has been calculated, and is shoun in Table 9.1. 
The usage of ready mixed concrete has been ignored
because site and soil conditions can cause wide 
variation in usage between similar type duellings. 
The column for total demand can be considered the 
absolute minimum requirements to support neu house­
building activity at an average annual rate of
305,000 completions. Materials1 wastage factors
have not been applied and, in general, between 5
|
and 20^ should be added to allow for this depending 
on the material.
Bricks and blocks have a very high wastage rate and
if 20?6 is allowed for them, the demand pattern would
indicate that in 1976 about 53% of the total output
of the brick and block industries uas consumed by
neu housebuilding. A 10%> wastage factor for plaster
and plasterboard shous that 52%> of the output of the
«
gypsum industry went into new housebuilding.
The total demand for plastic floor tiles would mean 
an average usage of 42.4 sq m per duelling and this 
is held to be an accurate reflection of its usage. 
Tongue and groove and chipboard flooring materials 
are shown to have an average penetration of 26.6 
sq m per duelling. However, these materials are 
not likely to be used in flats where the floors 
are usually concrete.- Discounting flats, the pene­
tration is estimated at 40 sq m per house, which is 
an acceptable figure. The use of gutters, dounpipes 
and uater pipes depends very much on the type and
size of duelling and economy of design of the 
plumbing system.
The total demand for roof insulation materials at 
11.7 m sq m assumes that these materials uill be 
used at 50mm thickness. Roof tiles shou an average 
usage of 50 sq m per duelling and glazing at 21.3.
It is unlikely that the construction materials 
industry uill have any problems in satisfying this 
level of demand for materials from the neu house­
building sector. It is thought uithin the industry 
that the amount of materials used to construct an 
average family duelling is approximately equivalent 
to the amount used in improving three existing 
duellings. This being so, it is considered to be 
uithin the present capacity of the industry to pro­
vide materials for an annual average demand of
200,000 improvements as uell as 305,000 neu duell­
ings. The major drauback to these assumptions is 
if the neu duelling's market, over the next tuo to 
three years, declines to a louer level than that 
previously forecast, and at the same time the other 
sectors of the construction industry follou a 
similar pattern, this might cause the larger mat­
erials producers to rationalise their productive 
capacity uhile, at the same time, forcing smaller 
producers and distribution outlets, i.e. builders* 
merchants, out of business. The result of this
uould be that uhen the anticipated grouth of the 
neu duellings market begins at about 1980, uhich 
in all probability uill coincide uith an upturn in 
the rest of the construction industry, then the 
total demand for materials uill outstrip supply. 
This uould not be expected to be a long term prob-* 
lem but it might cause any upturn in the construc­
tion of neu duellings to come at a later time than 
that previously forecast.
9.2 DEMAND FOR MATERIALS BASED O N ■LIMITED' SUBSTITUTION
The effect of substitution on the demand for the 
materials shoun in Table 9.1 is nou analysed.
Bricks and Blocks
It is assumed that the external ualls of all 
duellings uill be finished uith facing bricks.
This should be a reasonably accurate assumption 
because virtually all traditional houses and lou 
rise flats are brick/block construction and prac­
tically all system and frame built duellings have 
facing bricks as an external veneer. Using the 
average areas of external ualls for different 
types of duellings, previously shoun, it is esti­
mated that the annual average demand for facing 
bricks, based on a completion rate of 305,000 
duellings per annum, uill be approximately 19 . 
m sq m. Converting to the total number of facing 
bricks this uould require, and allouing for 20$ 
uastage, then annual average demand uould be for 
1,460 million facing bricks. This is approximately 
50$ of the delivery level in 1976. This leaves 
49 m sq m to be shared betueen common bricks and 
concrete blocks. It is thought that aerated 
insulating blocks uill eventually command the 
market for the inner leaves of cavity ualls and 
for party ualls. If this substitution uere to be
completed by the end of the period under study, then 
demand for aerated insulating blocks in neu house­
building uould be of the order of 33 m sq m. The 
total demand for this material could uell be tuice 
this amount by 1986. Actual deliveries in 1976 uere 
20 m sq m and it is, therefore, felt that by the end 
of 1986 the demand for aerated cement blocks uill 
have at least doubled. The remaining 16 m sq m of 
common bricks and blocks required per annum in the 
construction of neu duellings uill probably be di­
vided into approximately 11 m sq m of blocks and 
5 m sq m of common bricks.
Plaster and Plasterboard
Plasterboard is expected to continue it pattern of 
substitution for plaster. In Table 9.1 the total 
usage in neu duellings of approximately 91 m sq m 
has been estimated to be divided into 70 m sqm of 
plasterboard and the equivalent of 21 m sq m of 
plaster. The grouth of plasterboard might be a 
little more rapid than in previous years if com­
posite boards are used as linings to external ualls 
to meet any neu thermal insulation regulations. Its 
further grouth might be promoted if timber framed 
duellings increase their market penetration. If 
their present level of construction of approximately
20,000 units per year uere to increase to 30,000 by 
1980, then demand for plasterboard uould increase 
by 1.75 m sq m. This could uell happen if the
price of timber does not increase too much relative 
to other construction materials. Overall, it is 
thought that plasterboard could increase its market 
penetration by up to 5 m sq m per annum by 1986.
Plaatic Floor Tiles
There is no likelihood of plastic floor tiles being 
substituted by other materials. They are relatively 
cheap, easy to fix and give a good performance in 
use.
Tongue and Groove and Chipboard
The finish on floors to upper storeys of houses, 
houever, uill probably continue to move touards 
chipboard. From the surveys in Chapter 4 it is 
estimated that current market penetration is about 
25$ and it is very probable that it could reach a 
50$ share of the market by 1986. Other factors such 
as the price of timber rising rapidly and large 
stocks of chipboard being available from Scandi­
navia, Eastern Europe and Canada, could increase 
the potential usage of chipboard.
Gutters and Dounpipes
The use of upvc for gutters and dounpipes is expected 
to continue over the next ten years uithout any 
competition from other materials.
flppr oximately 15 m lin m of materials are used per 
annum for water supply pipes in domestic duellings 
and this is estimated to be split 50:50 betueen hot 
and cold supply. Uirtually the uhole of the hot 
uater supply systems use copper tubes. The cold 
uater pipe material is not knoun uith any degree of 
accuracy. Discussions uith people in the industry 
give estimates of plastic pipe usage ranging from 
25 to 50$ uith the most informed opinion at the 
louer end of this range. It uould appear that upvc 
has every possibility of saturating this market, 
uhich is currently using copper pipes, but there 
seems to be an inhibiting factor. It is not poss­
ible to say uhat uill happen over the next ten 
years but it uill be assumed that the use of upvc 
in cold uater supply systems uill not exceed 50$ 
of the market. This uould .put annual average 
demand for upvc at 3.7 m lin m and for copper at
11.1 m sq m.
The other variable, of course, is the fact that 
stainless steel tubes are nou in the market place.
At the present time it is thought that they only 
have a small percentage of the market but uith their 
obvious price advantage (see page 388) they must 
rank as a potential threat to copper. The lack of 
any sensible statistics and the confidentiality 
that companies place on their sales statistics
prevent this interesting substitution process from 
being analysed adequately. .
Roof Insulation
The total superficial area of roof insulation mat­
erials in neu duellings is not expected to increase 
betueen 1977 and 1986. The British Gypsum survey, 
on the situation that uas current in 1976, indicated 
that all neu duellings uere being insulated at an 
average thickness of 2” (50mm), but it is uidely 
held throughout the industry that thermal insulation 
regulations uill be enforced, probably before 1980, 
uhich uould have the effect of increasing the 
thickness of insulation being ?used to 4” (lOOmm). 
This uould effectively double the market for usage 
in neu duellings to approximately 25 m sq m at 50mm 
equivalent thickness. The British Gypsum survey 
identified the materials being used as 88$ glass 
fibres and 12$ mineral uool but the development of 
a composite board supplying internal ceiling finish 
and adequate insulation might upset these market 
shares. It is thought that a composite board uill 
be developed but uill only be in the first stages 
of real market penetration by 1986.
Roof Tiles
Concrete roof tiles are expected to maintain the 
annual average demand estimate shoun in Table 9.1 
There uill still be some usage of clay tiles and
slates but these uill be localised and for small 
schemes.
Glazing
The effect of the increasing market for double 
glazing uill shou itself during the period under 
discussion. The superficial area requiring glazing 
per annum is approximately 6.5 m sq m. At 100$ 
double glazing this uould increase to 13 m sq m 
but this level is not likely to be reached. It is 
pure speculation as to uhat might happen but if 
during the period under study the uhole of the pri­
vate sector and one-rhird of the public sector neu 
duellings uere to receive double glazing, then the 
demand for these components in neu duellings uould 
be'for nearly 11.5 m sq m of glazed area. Perhaps 
the biggest potential for this material, houever, 
is in the existing stock of. duellings. It is con­
fidently expected that double glazing uill experi­
ence substantial grouth betueen 1977 and 1986.
The industries uhich uould appear to have the best 
chances of benefitting from substitution of mater­
ials over the next ten years are:
1. aerated cement blocks
2. plasterboard
3. chipboard
4. upvc domestic uater pipes
5. roof insulation
6. double glazing
Roof insulation and aerated cement insulating blocks 
should have fairly rapid grouth. Double glazing, 
chipboard and upvc uater pipes are considered to 
have the possibilities of moderate grouth, uhilst 
plasterboard and composite insulating panels made 
from plasterboard should see small positive grouth.
Overall, it is not expected that the building mat­
erials industry uill face any serious challenge in 
meeting demand for materials from the neu house­
building sector unless the continued decline of the 
uhole of the industry over the next tuo to three 
years effectively reduces capacity to such an 
extent that it uill not be able to meet the anti­
cipated demands of the early 1980* s.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER UDRK
Introduction
The purpose of this final section is to outline the 
main points which have been identified in the study 
and to make recommendations for further work in the 
context of the type of information which would be 
useful to the construction industry and in the 
methods of approach which should be used.
10.1 CONCLUSIONS
Over the past ten years, fixed investment in neu 
construction has been at an annual average rate of 
approximately 11% of the total GNP, and investment 
in neu housebuilding at approximately 4% of total 
GNP. Since 1973 the total annual value of output 
of the industry has fallen each year, uith the 
1976 level being 17^ less than 1973 and only 2.5$£ 
more than 1964. In recent years both' the total 
employment in the industry and the number of 
companies operating have decreased. The levels 
of activity experienced in 1973 are not expected 
to be reached again until the early to mid-1980,s.
The use of high rise industrialised system build­
ing, which played a significant part in the revival 
of public sector housebuilding in the mid and late 
1960*s, has now been abandoned and is not likely 
to make a re-appearance. The dominant industrial­
ised systems are now timber frame and in situ 
concrete, e.g. Uimpey No Fines, and these will 
probably hold their market share over the next ten 
years.
The annual rate of improvement grants for existing 
duellings which reached a peak in 1973 of over
400,000 has since decreased to less than 200,000
in 1976. If the present stock of duellings is not 
to be allowed to deteriorate, then there will need 
to be an annual rate of improvements of at least
200,000 and preferably 300,000.
Forecasts of housing activity made over the past 
twenty years have, for the most part, shown consid­
erable variation and nearly always been wide of the 
mark. Analysis of the present state of the stock 
of dwellings in Great Britain indicates that it 
would take an annual average rate of completions 
of 463,500 neu dwellings to bring the housing stock 
to a reasonable standard over the ten year period 
1977 to 1986. It is not expected that the levels 
of completions of new duellings over this period 
will make any real advances towards solving the 
housing problems. It has been suggested in this 
study that the annual average rate of completions 
over the next ten years will be 305,000. If, over 
this period, the stock of duellings is not to 
deteriorate beyond the present condition, then 
existing dwellings will have to be improved at. a 
minimum annual rate of 200,000.
Over the past twelve years the cost of housebuild­
ing materials has increased by over 3-J- times, uith 
most of the increases coming in the last four years. 
If the trends of the last four years continue, then 
by 19B6 the average cost of housebuilding materials
uill have increased by over 12 times above the 1976 
level. It has been estimated that the materials 
cost is 25^ of the selling price of a neu duelling 
and, therefore, this alone uould cause the price 
of a neu duelling to increase by three times the 
current price over the next ten years.
Studies of the usage of materials in neu duellings 
have shoun that for most types of duellings the 
quantities used can be related to the floor areas 
of the duellings. It has, therefore, been possible 
to identify the materials being used for various 
building elements and to quantify their usage from 
estimates of the total floor areas constructed.
It has been shoun that the complete substitution of 
one material for another, doing exactly the same 
function and fitted in the same manner can occur 
uithin fifteen years. Uith other materials it has 
been shoun that substitution can be a long process 
and even though the neu material has many positive 
advantages over the old one, it might never com­
pletely substitute it.
Substitution occurs most rapidly if the initial 
price is cheaper because this keeps total materials 
costs to a minimum. Improvements in labour effici­
ency are not always seen by the building industry 
as important because the construction process is
such that a certain amount of labour is required 
on site at all times and if more expensive labour 
saving materials uere used, then these advantages 
uould be offset by having site labour uhich might 
be idle for long spells.
Further, if materials are cheap and wastage is high, 
it might not matter unduly. However, if materials 
are relatively expensive and wastage is high, then 
the costs could be prohibitive.
A material which offers better properties to the 
occupier of a duelling is not likely to be used by 
the builder unless its initial cost is lower or 
there is a mandatory need for these properties. 
Generally, because of the traditional, careful and 
conservative nature of the housebuilding industry, 
it is always difficult for a neu material to enter 
the market.
Over the next ten years it is not expected that 
plastics materials will make any further serious 
inroads into the new housebuilding market unless 
used as foamed insulating materials or plastic 
water pipes. Overall, the major grouth area uill 
be for insulating materials and possibly the types 
of dwellings which have good insulating properties.
It is expected that materials such as leu density 
glass fibre mat, aerated cement blocks, plaster­
board and composite panels using plasterboard and 
an insulating material uill be the materials show­
ing the highest grouth rates in neu housebuilding.
It is most probable that uncomplicated materials 
will have the quickest rates of substitution but 
those which involve new methods of fixing might not 
be accepted too soon. In general, builders are not 
cost benefit wise and the client, therefore, suffers 
through neu technology not being used. Substitution 
is probably slow when it involves operatives having 
to' make some judgement on how materials should be 
used and, as skilled labour is expensive, then it 
could be argued that the industry should be looking 
towards uncomplicated change and not towards 
advanced technology.
The most probable advancement in building techno­
logy will be the further development of the timber 
framed house, but this depends very much on the 
price of timber relative to other building materials.
It is not expected that the building materials ind­
ustries will have any difficulties in meeting the 
demands put on it from the new housebuilding sector 
over the next ten years.
10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER UORK
It was mentioned in the introduction to this thesis 
that very little previous work has been carried out 
on analysing the usage of materials in neu house­
building and there are, consequently, many areas 
uhere information is scarce. Indeed, this lack of 
information stretches throughout all sectors of the 
construction industry and it is suggested here that 
further uork is necessary in order that the factors 
uhich promote or inhibit the development, substi­
tution and innovation of materials might be more 
easily identified.
It is recommended by the author that any future 
studies should proceed along one of tuo avenues.
One method of approach uould be to analyse one 
particular material at a time, to trace its usage 
and estimate its future potential in all sectors 
of the construction industry. Alternatively, a 
particular building element uhich is common to all 
sectors and to many forms of construction could be 
considered and the historical usage and future 
potential of materials that have been, or could be, 
used to construct that element should be studied. 
Either uay uould probably be preferable to analys­
ing one particular sector of the industry and 
attempting to cover the range of materials that
can be used for the various construction methods 
and building elements of that sector. Obviously, 
there are sub-sectors uhich uill be easier to 
analyse in this uay, but generally it is probably 
a more difficult method than the tuo mentioned 
above.
Considering the first of these methods, examples 
of materials uhich uould lend themselves to immed­
iate analysis are:
(a) ready mixed concrete
(b) plaster and plasterboard
(c) bricks
(d) concrete* and cement building blocks
(e) glass . ..
Statistics for production and delivery of the above 
materials are uell documented and the major manu­
facturing companies can easily be identified. 
Information held by manufacturers could form the 
basis of such studies and it is very likely that, 
in some cases, much support uould be given by them.
Other materials, uhich. by. nature -of i:the lack of 
statistical information of their.usage and, or, 
the fragmentation and highly competitive nature of 
the manufacturers, uould make a more difficult prop­
osition for study, are:
(a) expanded plastic products
(b) manufactured joinery
(c) metal claddings
(d) metal fittings
(e) sanitary fittings
It is, of course, possible to make extended lists 
of materials uhich could be studied, but it is 
suggested that those uorthy of such treatment should 
either be of relative importance in terms of volume 
of output or in their functional capacity.
The necessary analysis should shou the development 
of the technological and economic aspects of a 
material in terms of its technical performance, 
production methods and its substitution of, or re­
placement by, other materials.
Using the second approach, i.e. analysing a parti­
cular building element, a reasonable course of study 
uould be to measure the total market for .a.given 
element, e.g. internal partitions, throughout the 
range of the construction sectors,,, for a given 
point in time. Broad estimates of future activity 
of these sectors could be used to indicate the total 
market for the element at a given time in the 
future. The range of materials uhich have been used 
to construct the element could be analysed and 
compared, by their functional requirement, technical
performance, method of construction,1 cost differences 
for materials and components, cost in use, market 
shares and projected substitution and innovation. 
Although much knouledge on these aspects exists, it 
is fragmented throughout the industry and there is 
no sensible comprehensive literature uhich covers
the foregoing.
>
The kind of information uhich could be obtained by 
the tuo methods discussed above uould be most valu­
able to the industry and uould give a deeper insight 
and a better understanding of its uorkings. Material 
manufacturers, contractors, professional bodies “and 
the professionals engaged in the industry could all 
benefit from further uork in the areas outlined 
above.
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